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The Effectiveness of Coerced Treatment for
Drug-Abusing Offenders.—Does forcing a drug
abuser into treatment work? Authors David Farabee,
Michael Prendergast, and M. Douglas Anglin present a
survey of the substance abuse literature on the effec-
tiveness of various levels of coercion. Their review pro-
vides support for the dictum that legally referred
clients do as well or better than voluntary clients in and
after treatment. The review also reveals some diver-
gence in findings.

Monitoring Prescription Medication Use Among
Substance-Abusing Offenders.—Offenders’ use of
prescription medications either to get high or to mask
illegal drug use presents a challenge to probation offi-
cers. These drugs are prescribed by physicians and not
easily within officers’ control. They can hinder treat-
ment and long-term sobriety and abstinence. Author
Sam Torres discusses this unique supervision dilemma
and offers techniques to address it.

The Probation and Pretrial Services Automated
Case Tracking System: A Review of Operations.—
About a decade ago, the need to develop a uniform data
collection system for U.S. probation and pretrial services
offices became very clear. The system that resulted—the
Probation and Pretrial Services Automated Case Track-
ing System (PACTS)—is the subject of an article based
on a report published by the Federal Corrections and Su-
pervision Division of the Administrative Office of the
U.S. Courts. The article discusses PACTS’ development,
explains how post-implementation reviews were con-
ducted to evaluate PACTS operations, and summarizes
recommendations for improving PACTS. 

REDUCE: The Six Aims of Financial Investiga-
tions for Probation Officers.—How does the offender
get money? How does he spend it? Financial investiga-
tions are one tool probation officers use to answer these
questions. They help officers in making appropriate
sentencing recommendations to the court and in super-
vising offenders. Author Arthur L. Bowker defines fi-
nancial investigations, explains the aims of financial
investigations, and presents factors officers must con-
sider before initiating these investigations. 

The Failure of Correctional Management:
Rhetoric Versus the Reality of Leadership.—All
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managers are not leaders, and all leaders are not man-
agers. In measuring the success of any organization—
correctional organizations included—it is important to
distinguish between management and leadership. Au-
thor Alvin W. Cohn tells how leaders are different from
managers. He discusses leadership traits, behavioral
dimensions of leadership, and leadership style and
training.

Changing Lives Through Literature.—“Go to
school and read books or go to jail” sums up a unique sen-
tencing option for repeat criminal offenders in New Bed-
ford, Massachusetts. Lawrence T. Jablecki, in his speech
to the Houston Philosophical Society, described the inno-
vative “Changing Lives Through Literature” program,
which requires participants to read and discuss literary
masterpieces. The text of his speech is presented here. In
it, he discusses the origins and outcomes of the program
and explains how it was imported to Texas.

Creating a Probation Automated Recording
System: Issues and Considerations.—Even though
some aspects of probation work can be made simpler
with help from automation, probation has been slow to
use automation to its full potential. Author G. Freder-
ick Allen discusses some of the issues and considera-
tions in using automation technology in probation and
describes how the U.S. probation office in the Northern
District of Illinois successfully implemented a new au-
tomated chronological recording system. The article
suggests a model for successful automation initiatives
in human services organizations.

Strength-Based Practice: The ABC’s of Working
With Adolescents Who Don’t Want to Work With
You.—Resistance and lack of cooperation often “come
with the territory” in working with juveniles. Some-
times the practitioner’s approach compounds the diffi-
culties. Author Michael D. Clark examines strength-
based practice, an approach to working with youths
that focuses on their strengths and competencies rather
than their problems. The article addresses strength-
based work with court-mandated adolescents and out-
lines six principles of the approach.

Rethinking the Assumptions About Boot
Camps.—Are all boot camps the same? Authors Dale
Colledge and Jurg Gerber emphasize that they are not
and caution that evaluative results of one boot camp pro-
gram cannot be generalized to other boot camp pro-
grams. The authors argue that differences between facil-
ities reflect their true emphases on five common goals of
boot camps. They propose a framework to enable classi-
fication based upon programming and design, allowing
evaluation of success or failure based upon true goals.

A New York City Version of Correctional Boot
Camp: An Overview.—Author David Anthony Fullard
gives an overview of a New York City-based high im-
pact incarceration program. The article explores pro-
gram fundamentals such as the paramilitary structure,
intensive behavior modification, and substance abuse
counseling. It also details specific methods used to en-
courage participants to change their compulsion to-
ward criminal behavior.
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Background

CRIMINAL JUSTICE referrals constitute a sub-
stantial proportion of the publicly funded drug
treatment population in the United States. Ac-

cording to recent data, the criminal justice system is re-
sponsible for 40 to 50 percent of referrals to community-
based treatment programs (Maxwell, 1996; Price &
D’Aunno, 1992; Spiegelman, 1984; Weisner, 1987).
Given our nation’s high proportion of criminal justice
treatment clients, a major policy and program issue in
drug treatment is the effectiveness and appropriate-
ness of coercing offenders to enter and remain in treat-
ment. This article provides an overview of studies re-
garding the effectiveness of various levels of coerced
treatment and concludes with a number of treatment
and policy implications.

Some researchers (Hartjen, Mitchell, & Washburne,
1981; Platt, Buhringer, Kaplan, Brown, & Taube, 1988;
Rosenthal, 1988) have argued that little benefit can be
derived when a drug user is forced into treatment by
the criminal justice system. Some oppose coerced treat-
ment on philosophical or constitutional grounds. Oth-
ers argue against coerced treatment on clinical
grounds, maintaining that treatment can be effective
only if the person is truly motivated to change; a varia-
tion of this position is that addicts must “hit bottom”
before they are able to benefit from treatment, a cir-
cumstance that is not true of most coerced clients. Ac-
cording to this view, it is a poor investment to devote re-
sources to individuals who are unlikely to change
because they have little or no motivation to change.
Furthermore, in situations where treatment slots are
limited, it may also violate notions of distributive jus-
tice to provide treatment to addicts who don’t really
want it—even if they might benefit from it—ahead of
(or instead of) those who do desire treatment.

Other researchers (Anglin & Maugh, 1992; Salmon &
Salmon, 1983) have argued that few chronic addicts

will enter and remain in treatment without some ex-
ternal motivation and that legal coercion is as justifi-
able as any other motivation for treatment entry. It also
has been argued that because controlling drug abuse
and addiction benefits society as a whole, the criminal
justice system should bring drug-abusing offenders into
treatment to safeguard and promote the interests and
well-being of the community (Anglin, 1988; Anglin &
Hser, 1991). But consideration of legal and ethical
questions surrounding coerced treatment do not arise
unless it can be demonstrated that coerced treatment is
effective and that resources spent on coerced clients do
produce desirable results.

Answering the question regarding the effectiveness
of coerced treatment is by no means straightforward. A
number of conceptual issues need to be addressed in
order to design meaningful empirical studies or to in-
terpret existing studies appropriately. Two issues of
particular importance are the definition of coerced
treatment and the interaction of coercion (external
pressure) and motivation (internal pressure). 

The terminology used to discuss “coerced treatment”
is far from consistent: “coerced,” “compulsory,” “man-
dated,” “involuntary,” “legal pressure,” and “criminal
justice referral” are all used in the literature; some-
times the terms are used interchangeably within the
same article. This would not be a problem if these
terms were synonyms. But “coercion” is not a single
well-defined entity; it in fact represents a range of op-
tions of varying degrees of severity across the various
stages of criminal justice processing. “Coercion” can be
used to refer to such actions as a probation officer’s rec-
ommendation to enter treatment, a drug court judge’s
offer of a choice between treatment or jail, a judge’s re-
quirement that the offender enter treatment as a con-
dition of probation, or a correctional policy of sending
inmates involuntarily to a prison treatment program in
order to fill the beds. In other cases, a treatment client’s
merely being “involved with the criminal justice sys-
tem” is sufficient for him to be brought under the um-
brella of “coercion.”

Coercive treatment approaches for drug addiction
have been applied consistently throughout the twenti-
eth century, beginning with the morphine maintenance
clinics in some communities during the 1920s. The
1930s marked the establishment of the federal nar-
cotics treatment facilities in Fort Worth, Texas, and
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Lexington, Kentucky. During the 1960s broad-based
civil commitment procedures were implemented in the
federal system, as well as in New York and California.
The present system, beginning in the 1970s, relies less
on formal civil commitment procedures and emphasizes
community-based treatment as an alternative to incar-
ceration or as a condition of probation or parole. More
comprehensive historical reviews of coerced treatment

in the United States can be found elsewhere (Anglin &
Hser, 1991; Inciardi, 1988). 

Despite some variation in findings, empirical studies
have largely supported the use of coercive measures to
increase the likelihood of an offender’s entering and re-
maining in treatment. The following section describes
the results of 11 such studies, which are briefly sum-
marized in table 1.

TABLE 1. OVERVIEW OF COERCED TREATMENT ARTICLES

Assessed
Authors Year Modality(s) Comparison Motivation Findings

Anglin et al. 1989 Methadone High, moderate, and No Main effect for treatment across
low legal coercion all three coercion groups, with

regard to drug use and criminality
during and after treatment.

Brecht & Anglin 1993 Methadone No CJ pressure vs. No All groups showed improvement.
moderate CJ pressure vs. Retention and drug use outcomes 
strong CJ pressure were similar regardless of coercion 

level.

Collins & Allison 1983 OP and residential No CJ pressure vs. No Retention rates were lowest among
TASC vs. other CJ voluntary clients, slightly higher
referral among CJ referrals, and highest

among TASC referrals—presumably
due to the closer supervision
of the latter.

Harford et al. 1976 Residential— Probation, parole, or No Depending on the program,
adolescent, residential pretrial vs. voluntary retention rates were the same or
young adult, OP— worse for CJ referrals.
adolescent, OP—young
adult, methadone

Howard & McCaughrin 1996 Non-methadone Programs 75%+ No CJ-dominated programs reported
court-mandated lower compliance. Providing CJ
clients vs. those w/ clients w/information and choices
25% or fewer was associated w/better outcomes.

McLellan & Druley 1977 90-day VA Court-referred vs. No Overall, no significant differences.
residential voluntary Trends indicate that court-

referrals are more withdrawn
early in treatment but become
as engaged as voluntary
admissions during later
stages of treatment.

Rosenberg & Liftik 1976 Outpatient— Probation referrals vs. No Probation referrals had higher
alcohol voluntary patients attendance rates than voluntary

admissions. However, only 16%
of probationers continued in
treatment beyond probation period.

Salmon & Salmon 1983 Outpatient drug-free TASC referrals No Mixed. Coercion associated with
and methadone vs. voluntary better outcomes for subgroups (e.g.,

older, chronic opiate users), but not
others. Effective for OP, but not MM.

Schnoll et al. 1980 Residential Legal status vs. no No Clients entering treatment directly
legal status at admission from prison had higher completion

rates than those with no legal status.

Siddall & Conway 1988 Residential Voluntary vs. involuntary No Involuntary admission associated
(undefined) with successful discharge.

Simpson & Friend 1988 Methadone, TC, Legal status vs. no No Retention and drug use outcomes
OP, and detox legal status at admission were similar for legal status and

non-legal status clients.
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Review of Coercion-Based Treatment Studies

For purposes of this article, we reviewed 11 published
studies involving the relationship between various lev-
els of legal pressure and substance abuse treatment
(see table 1). Of these, five found a positive relationship
between criminal justice referral and treatment out-
comes, four reported no difference, and two studies re-
ported a negative relationship. How do we account for
these different findings? Closer inspection of these
studies shows considerable variation in the legal pres-
sure applied, different outcome measures, and a range
of types of programs and substances treated.

Of the five studies that found a positive relationship
between legal coercion and substance misuse treatment,
two involved Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime
(TASC referrals). TASC attempts to identify drug
abusers who come into contact with the criminal justice
system, refer eligible offenders to appropriate treat-
ment, monitor clients’ progress while in treatment, and
return violators to the criminal justice system. The first
study involving TASC clients, by Collins and Allison
(1983), assessed the impact of legal pressure on a drug
abuser’s length of stay in treatment. The investigators
focused on individuals who entered outpatient drug-free
and residential treatment programs through referrals
by TASC, through other referrals from the criminal jus-
tice system, and through non-legal sources. The investi-
gators found that the effects of being referred to drug
abuse treatment by TASC and of being involved with
the criminal justice system at the time of treatment in-
take were statistically significant for both modalities. In
addition, the study found that legally referred clients
entered treatment earlier in their addiction career than
would otherwise have been the case and that they
stayed in treatment longer—both circumstances that
are conducive to better outcome.

The other TASC-related study, by Salmon and
Salmon (1983), explored the impact of TASC referrals on
the rehabilitation of drug abusers in a methadone main-
tenance clinic and a drug-free treatment setting (clients
abusing only alcohol or marijuana were excluded). Un-
like other studies, which relied primarily on treatment
retention and successful discharge as outcome criteria,
this study employed frequency of drug use, times ar-
rested, abstinence, and time worked on the job. They
found that coercion facilitated success under certain cir-
cumstances: for certain population groups (older, long-
term heroin addicts), for certain criteria (arrest and ab-
stinence), and for certain treatment settings (drug-free
versus methadone maintenance programs).

In another study finding a positive relationship be-
tween legal status and treatment outcomes, Schnoll et
al. (1980) examined a modified therapeutic community
treating both alcoholics and drug-dependent clients in
inpatient and residential programs. They grouped
clients into one of four mutually exclusive categories in-

volving degree of legal involvement: (1) a “directly from
prison” group, (2) an “open cases” group, regardless of
probation or parole status, (3) a “parole and/or proba-
tion” group, and (4) a “no legal involvement” group.
Schnoll and colleagues found that residents admitted
directly from prison were more likely to complete inpa-
tient treatment than any other group since they faced
the possibility of incarceration if they did not do so. Sid-
dall and Conway (1988) reported similar results in
their study of 100 substance abuse clients in a residen-
tial treatment center, 42 of whom were involuntary ad-
missions. They found that clients who successfully com-
pleted treatment were more likely to have been
admitted on an involuntary basis. Unfortunately, defin-
itions of “voluntary” and “involuntary” were not given.
The last study reporting a positive relationship be-
tween legal coercion and treatment outcomes focused
on outpatient treatment of alcoholism (Rosenberg &
Liftik, 1976). The investigators found that the weekly
attendance patterns of drivers who were convicted of
driving under the influence and who were mandated to
treatment were significantly better than those of vol-
untary admissions.

Four of the studies reviewed found that legal coercion
made no difference in substance misuse treatment out-
comes (Anglin et al., 1989; Brecht & Anglin, 1993;
McLellan & Druley, 1977; Simpson & Friend, 1988). The
samples used in these studies were more homogeneous
than the studies described above. The majority of the
subjects were male opiate addicts and the programs
evaluated were primarily methadone maintenance pro-
grams, though inpatient rehabilitation and outpatient
programs also were included. Outcome measures dif-
fered among these studies, however. Two of the studies
relied on measures that did not involve treatment re-
tention or successful treatment completion, but rather
involved criteria such as criminal involvement, drug in-
volvement, and social functioning (Anglin et al., 1989;
Brecht & Anglin, 1993), while another study examined
disruptiveness by measuring number of contacts with
staff (McLellan & Druley, 1977). Despite these differ-
ences in outcome measures, these four studies con-
cluded that clients who enter treatment under some de-
gree of coercion did as well as clients entering treatment
voluntarily or under minimal levels of coercion.

Two studies reported a negative relationship between
legal coercion and substance misuse treatment out-
comes. In the first, Harford and colleagues (1976) found
that four measures of legal pressure were either unre-
lated or negatively related to treatment retention and
outcome in five drug abuse treatment modalities: (1) a
residential program for adolescents, (2) a residential
therapeutic community for young adults, (3) a day pro-
gram for adolescents, (4) an outpatient abstinence and
narcotic antagonist program serving primarily young
adults, (5) and a methadone treatment program. Legal
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pressure was defined to exist if the applicant reported
being on probation, on parole, or awaiting trial at the
time of admission. The fourth measure of legal pressure
was a logical composite of these three legal coercion sta-
tus groups. The investigators found that older
methadone clients and adolescent clients who were ad-
mitted for treatment while on probation were retained
in treatment for shorter periods of time than were
clients who were not on probation. No other differences
in retention or graduation rates involving any of the
four measures of legal pressure were statistically sig-
nificant. The authors suggested the possibility that
legal pressure inhibits rather than facilitates treat-
ment for addiction among some clients.

The final study differed from the others discussed here
in that it surveyed organizations, not individuals. This
study asked whether outpatient substance abuse treat-
ment organizations have different outcomes for court-
mandated and voluntary clients depending on the mix of
clients (Howard & McCaughrin, 1996). A nationally rep-
resentative sample of 330 non-methadone outpatient
substance misuse treatment organizations was surveyed
in 1990 using two outcome variables: meeting the goals
of treatment and failing to comply with the treatment
plan. The investigators found that organizations with 75
percent or greater of court-mandated clients had a
greater rate of clients failing to comply with their treat-
ment plan than organizations with 25 percent or less
court-mandated clients, but there were no differences in
clients meeting the goals of their treatment.

This discussion highlights the fact that, despite their
addressing an apparently similar issue—coerced treat-
ment—these studies have concerned themselves with
treatment of different kinds of substances (drugs, alco-
hol, or both), different program types, different outcome
measures, and various measures of legal involvement
or coercion. While the relative robustness of this find-
ing provides overall support for coercing substance-
abusing offenders into treatment, there are several
equally important lessons to be learned from the varia-
tion among these studies.

Reasons for Cross-Study Variations

Based on our review, we propose that the majority of
the variation in coerced treatment outcomes is due to
(1) inconsistent terminologies, (2) neglected emphasis
on internal motivation, and (3) infidelity in program
implementation. These are summarized below:

Inconsistent Terminology

“Criminal justice referral” does not necessarily mean
that a client is entering treatment involuntarily. The
importance of this distinction is clearly evident in stud-
ies of psychiatric populations, which show that the ma-
jority of patients whose official records indicated that
they entered treatment voluntarily actually were under

some form of official custody and were under the threat
of involuntary commitment if they failed to enter treat-
ment “voluntarily” (Gilboy & Schmidt, 1971). Con-
versely, other studies have indicated that clients enter-
ing mental health treatment under involuntary status
are not necessarily involuntary. For example, one study
of committed psychiatric patients revealed that ap-
proximately one-half did not know their commitment
status, and among those who said that they were de-
nied the opportunity to enter voluntarily, approxi-
mately one-half said that they would have chosen to
enter voluntarily if they had been given the choice
(Toews, el-Guebaly, Leckie, & Harper, 1984).

Likewise, the assumption that all criminal justice
clients are entering treatment involuntarily has little
empirical support. In a study of 1,030 male prison in-
mates in Texas, 50 percent of the general population in-
mates said that they would be interested in participat-
ing in a drug or alcohol treatment program at that
time. Among those indicating an interest in treatment,
approximately 50 percent reported that they would be
willing to participate in an in-prison drug or alcohol
program even if it meant extending their stay in prison
for 3 months (Farabee, 1995). Clearly, in spite of their
criminal justice status, these potential clients would
probably be entering treatment voluntarily. 

Recent data from the NIDA-funded Drug Abuse
Treatment Outcome Study (DATOS)1 provide further
evidence that clients entering community-based treat-
ment under a legal referral are not necessarily invol-
untary. In fact, 39.8 percent of clients referred to treat-
ment by the criminal justice system reported that they
“think [they] would have entered drug treatment with-
out pressure from the criminal justice system.” Among
clients for whom treatment was required (rather than
suggested), 42.6 percent reported that they would have
been willing to enter treatment even without the use of
criminal justice pressure. When the sample is limited
to criminal justice referrals, a second level of diversity
becomes apparent related to the level of criminal justice
pressure. Among this subgroup, 23.3 percent were
merely referred to treatment without a formal mandate
and without drug testing (low pressure). Twenty-two
percent of the criminal justice referrals were mandated
to treatment, but without drug testing (moderate pres-
sure), and 54.6 percent were mandated to enter treat-
ment and to undergo periodic drug tests (high pres-
sure). However, Hiller et al.’s (1998) recent study of
retention in long-term residential programs suggests
that the level of criminal justice pressure may be less
important than its mere presence.

The Role of Internal Motivation

According to Miller (1989), a client entering treat-
ment before recognizing his or her substance use as
being problematic is unlikely to be open to therapeutic
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intervention. In this early stage, a client is most likely
to benefit from nondirective feedback and information
to help raise awareness of the problem. Direct chal-
lenges to the client will be perceived as aversive and
will typically disrupt therapeutic progress. Over time,
these clients tend to shift between acknowledging and
denying that they have a substance use problem.
Again, direct challenges by a counselor may only serve
to shift the client’s perception back to denial. However,
more direct recommendations toward taking action can
be made during the client’s ephemeral phases of prob-
lem recognition. Thus, both external and internal moti-
vation play important roles in the treatment process
and relapse. Failure to address both types of motivation
results in inferior treatment participation and less fa-
vorable outcomes than if these motivational sources are
treated as complementary. Leukefeld and Tims (1988,
p. 243) have suggested that:

Recovery from drug abuse is an interactional phenomenon involv-
ing . . . client factors with nontreatment factors, such as social cli-
mate, as well as treatment itself . . . .Client factors include . . . ex-
ternal pressure and internal pressure. Legal referrals belong in
the external pressure category. A stable recovery cannot be main-
tained by external (legal) pressures only; motivation and commit-
ment must come from internal pressure. The role of external pres-
sure from this point of view is to influence a person to enter
treatment.

One study comparing voluntary and criminal justice-
referred substance abuse clients entering treatment
showed both groups to be almost identical on a battery
of psychosocial measures, with the primary difference
being significantly lower self-assessments of drug prob-
lems, desire for help, and readiness for treatment re-
ported by those who had been legally referred (Farabee,
Nelson, & Spence, 1993). Involuntary clients also are
more likely to claim that their substance use is purely
recreational and does not pose a problem for their lives
(Schottenfeld, 1989). Consequently, a large proportion
of clients currently entering community-based treat-
ment under criminal justice referral have treatment
needs similar to those of their voluntary counterparts,
but lack the internal motivation to readily engage
themselves in the treatment process. This lack of inter-
nal motivation for change is associated with lower
treatment retention rates (De Leon & Jainchill, 1986)
and inferior outcomes (Simpson et al., 1997).

Fidelity of Program Implementation

Even among similar types of programs there is ex-
ceedingly high within-group variation in actual imple-
mentation (Britt et al., 1992; Jones & Goldkamp, 1991;
Visher, 1992). The level of coordination between treat-
ment providers and the criminal justice system is often
inconsistent between programs—a difference that has
been associated with treatment retention (Hiller et al.,
1998). This lack of interorganizational coordination and
communication negatively affects two critical aspects of

the legal coercion process. First, many offenders deemed
eligible for treatment by the criminal justice referral
source may not necessarily be appropriate candidates
for a given modality or for treatment in general. Accord-
ing to a large-scale evaluation of the TASC programs,
TASC referrals with the lowest problem severity demon-
strated the least improvement overall. In contrast, sub-
stance abuse treatment appeared to have more favor-
able effects on “hardcore” TASC referrals, as defined by
baseline drug use before TASC involvement (Anglin et
al., 1996). As a result, interprogram variations in
screening and referral criteria can have a profound im-
pact on the measurable success of these programs.

The second crucial impact of implementation relates
to interagency communication. Poor communication be-
tween treatment and criminal justice organizations in-
evitably diminishes the provider’s ability to enact im-
mediate sanctions for nonattendance or noncompliance.
A notable example of this problem was observed in the
administration of the federally funded Narcotic Addic-
tion Rehabilitation Act of 1966 (NARA), which in-
cluded, among other treatment-related sections, 6
months of narcotics addiction treatment through the
U.S. Public Health System hospitals in Lexington, Ken-
tucky, and Fort Worth, Texas. A commonly cited prob-
lem with these programs was the providers’ lack of au-
tonomy and their inability to communicate efficiently
with the court system. In fact, any movement or status
change of an addict in these programs required court
approval, which, in turn, required that the addict be
transported to and from the federal court for the case to
be presented (Anglin & Hser, 1991). Despite some posi-
tive findings for these programs, the cumbersome ad-
ministrative structure and poor linkages between the
treatment providers and the court system led to their
eventual closure in 1972.

Conclusions and Recommendations

In general, our review of 11 empirical studies of com-
pulsory substance abuse treatment supports the use of
the criminal justice system as an effective source of
treatment referral, as well as a means for enhancing re-
tention and compliance. However, the divergence
among these results—with five of the studies reporting
a positive relationship between legal coercion and
treatment outcomes, four reporting no difference, and
two studies reporting a negative relationship—leads to
a number of additional conclusions.

First, from a methodological standpoint, we reiterate
De Leon’s (1988) contention that research in this area
has been confounded by the misuse of terms such as
“legal referral,” “legal status,” and “legal pressure.” De
Leon suggests that legal referral should be used to ex-
press an explicit procedure in which an offender is re-
ferred to treatment via probation, parole, diversion, or
specific sentencing stipulations. Legal status should be
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used to describe clients with any form of legal involve-
ment, ranging from warrants to incarceration. Finally,
De Leon suggests that the term legal pressure be used to
describe the extent to which the offender experiences dis-
comfort over the potential consequences of noncompli-
ance. Future studies should avoid using subjective terms
such as “involuntary” or “coerced” without directly as-
sessing the client’s perception of the referral process.

Second, the research emphasis on external pressure
to enter treatment, and its relative success, has largely
eclipsed the potential role of internal motivation. There
is strong support for the role of internal motivation as
a predictor of program retention and positive treatment
outcomes. Examining the role of coercion for clients in
an alcohol treatment program, Freedberg and Johnston
(1978) found that, while external sources of coercion
played an important role in bringing the client into
treatment, the decline in perceived external coercion
over the following year was a significant predictor of
abstinence 1 year later. Likewise, Simpson et al. (1997)
report that a client’s internal motivation for change at
the time of program admission significantly predicted
long-term post-treatment outcomes. Clearly, the rela-
tive success of external motivators for treatment (i.e.,
legal coercion) should not preclude our efforts to en-
hance the internal motivation of coerced clients.

The variation in outcomes by the type of offender re-
ferred to treatment suggests another conclusion re-
garding the type of offender most likely to benefit from
legal coercion. According to a panel of experts commis-
sioned by the Center for Substance Abuse Treatment
(CSAT, 1994), substance-abusing clients in the criminal
justice system can be grouped into four major cate-
gories: (1) young offenders who have recently begun
abusing substances and have not yet experienced any
serious consequences of that behavior, (2) offenders
who have abused substances for 5 or more years, have
experienced some negative consequences of their sub-
stance abuse, but have not yet “hit bottom,” (3) offend-
ers whose substance abuse has resulted in a personal
crisis such as losing a job, going to jail, or losing an im-
portant personal relationship, and (4) career criminals
who abuse substances. The CSAT panel recommended
that treatment priority should be given to offenders in
the first and third groups: young substance abusers
who have used for a short period of time and substance
abusers who have experienced some kind of major neg-
ative consequence of their substance use and, therefore,
would be most willing to change their behavior. How-
ever, according to the nationwide TASC evaluation
mentioned above (Anglin et al., 1996), low-level offend-
ers are less likely to benefit from treatment than those
with more extensive drug use and criminal histories.
Therefore, we would argue that, while both of these
groups should be targeted for treatment, substance-
abusing offenders early in their criminal careers may

be best served with briefer interventions, rather than
mandating them to programs targeted for more im-
paired populations.

The final conclusion derived from the variation in the
reviewed studies is the importance of fidelity in pro-
gram implementation. As we have learned from the
Title II and III NARA hospitals, program administra-
tion must be designed to facilitate the treatment
process, rather than the converse. Programs serving
criminal justice clients must maintain close linkages
with these referral sources if the threat of criminal jus-
tice sanctions is to be taken seriously. Based on NARA
and other historical examples, Anglin and Hser (1991)
recommend four important considerations for the de-
sign and implementation of programs serving legally
coerced clients:

• The period of intervention should be lengthy since
drug dependence is a chronic, recurring condition.
Prior research suggests an ideal treatment of 3 to 9
months (Gendreau, 1996; Wexler, Falkin, Lipton, &
Rosenblum, 1992), and several episodes of primary
treatment, aftercare, and relapse should be expected.

• Treatment programs should provide a high level of
structure, particularly during the early stages. This
period should require either a residential stay or
close urine monitoring in an outpatient program.
Other ancillary services that enhance retention
should be offered on an individual basis. These in-
clude psychological/psychiatric services, vocational
training, and GED courses.

• Programs must be flexible. Among community-based
treatment clients, occasional drug use that does not
appear to seriously disrupt the overall recovery
process should be handled on a client-by-client basis.
However, detection of relapse should be addressed im-
mediately by returning the substance abuser to detox-
ification, if necessary, and an intensive level of treat-
ment (e.g., residential or methadone maintenance).

• Programs must undergo regular evaluation to deter-
mine their level of effectiveness and to detect changes in
the client population they serve. Recurring process and
outcome evaluations, ideally by an external evaluator,
help to ensure program fidelity or, as dictated by pro-
gram retention and outcomes, to identify the need for
change. Periodic research exposure also can help keep
treatment staff up to date on new treatment strategies
being developed or practiced at other programs.

Although the majority of the studies reviewed here
examined the relationship between legal status, legal
referral, or legal pressure to treatment retention and
outcomes, coercion undoubtedly accounts for some of
the variance in all of these measures. We have sug-
gested that terms like “involuntary” and “coerced” not
be used without first measuring the subjective percep-
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tion of the clients in question; these assessments
should also include internal motivation. High internal
motivation for change before treatment is predictive of
two-fold increases in the likelihood of positive outcomes
for substance use and criminality (Simpson et al.,
1997). Consequently, while external motivators such as
criminal justice pressure, and presumably coercion, are
often associated with positive treatment outcomes, the
role of internal motivation and treatment engagement
must not be overlooked. Given that intrinsic motivation
for change is the primary distinction between voluntary
and criminal justice-referred substance abuse treat-
ment clients (Farabee, Nelson, & Spence, 1993), treat-
ment protocols of legally coerced substance abuse
clients should reflect our knowledge that, in the end, it
is the client who decides upon the outcome.

NOTE

1DATOS is a comprehensive multisite prospective study of drug
treatment effectiveness. Among several other objectives, one of the
main purposes of this study is to examine the effectiveness of the
drug abuse treatment programs through a study of treatment clients
in 11 cities in the United States followed longitudinally over a period
of 36 months. A population of 10,010 DATOS clients have been inter-
viewed at entry to treatment in a sample of 99 programs within the
United States from 1991 to 1993. Cities and programs were purpo-
sively (not randomly) chosen for participation; they were representa-
tive at the time of their selection of typical, stable drug treatment
programs in large and medium-sized U.S. cities. Clients were se-
lected from four drug treatment modalities, which were presumed to
reflect the current treatment system: 3,122 clients from 14 short-
term inpatient programs, 2,774 clients from 21 long-term residential
programs, 1,540 clients from 29 outpatient methadone maintenance
programs, and 2,574 clients from 35 outpatient drug-free programs.
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ARELIABLE drug detection program is essential
for success in holding offenders accountable for
their decision to use drugs. Also, early detection

is critical if the probation or parole officer is to inter-
vene swiftly and decisively. Quick detection, in itself,
increases the risk and cost of drug use and deters some
offenders (Torres, 1996, p. 18).

I have noted previously (Torres, 1996, p. 23) that the
use of legal prescriptions to “get loaded” or to mask the
use of illegal drugs presents a challenge to the proba-
tion officer because these drugs are prescribed by a
physician and not easily within the officer’s control.
Getting high on prescription drugs is one method of-
fenders use to avoid complying with the condition re-
quiring them to abstain from the use of illegal drugs.
Prescription drug abuse can be an effective way for of-
fenders to avoid addressing treatment issues while re-
maining dependent on mind-altering chemicals.

Reliance on prescription medication, even if these
drugs are not abused, can hinder treatment and long-
term sobriety and abstinence. In most cases, probation
officers inform offenders that they have serious concerns
about the offenders’ prescription for codeine, valium, bar-
biturates, or other mind-altering drugs and request that
the offenders ask their physicians to prescribe an alter-
native medication. Most of the time this simple request
to change medications suffices. However, in a small num-
ber of cases, the probation officer encounters offenders
who do not respond to the officer’s request or physicians
who insist that they and not the officer are the doctor
and will therefore decide what medication is appropri-
ate. At other times, officers encounter doctors who refuse
to respond to a request for medical information. This ar-
ticle addresses this unique supervision dilemma and pro-
vides specific techniques to deal with the situation.

Using Prescription Drugs to 
Mask Illegal Drugs Use

The use and abuse of legal medication is one way in
which substance abusers manipulate their special drug

testing condition. Offenders whose drug of choice has
been an opiate, such as heroin, will occasionally seek a
prescription for codeine. Since both heroin and codeine
will metabolize into morphine, the laboratory and pro-
bation officer are unable to determine definitively if the
positive test for morphine results from heroin or other
illegal opiate use or from prescribed medication. In the
case of offenders who use this as a ploy to continue
their opiate habit, they will use both legal and illegal
drugs and, when found to be positive for morphine, they
will show the codeine prescription to the officer and
drug counselor and say that the prescription must be
the reason for the “dirty.” These offenders respond very
cooperatively and eagerly present whatever documen-
tation the officer requests.

The “speed” or methamphetamine user, on occasion,
will obtain a prescription for diet pills or some over-the-
counter medications that contain amphetamines as part
of the active ingredient. It is common knowledge that a
Vicks inhaler may result in a positive test for ampheta-
mine. Therefore, a prescription for any medication con-
taining even minute quantities of amphetamine/
methamphetamine may be sufficient to provide a de-
fense for a test found positive for amphetamine/
methamphetamine.

Problems with prescription medication use primarily
involve the above two substances. On rare occasions, a
positive test for cocaine may be justified by nasal, den-
tal, or bronchoscopic surgery because of cocaine’s abil-
ity to constrict blood vessels and reduce bleeding dur-
ing surgery. The use of prescription medications to
“beat” the test is not an uncommon strategy used by so-
phisticated offenders, and the degree of sophistication
will vary dramatically. Therefore, it is incumbent on
the probation officer, to the extent possible, to monitor
closely the use of prescription drugs.

Legitimate versus Illegitimate Prescriptions

The initial challenge facing the probation officer is to
determine if the offender is in fact ill and visiting a doc-
tor for legitimate treatment. Oftentimes, this determina-
tion is easy to make because the offender demonstrates
overt symptoms. In other cases, however, the symptoms
may not be so obvious. Needless to say, it is always ad-
visable to review the file to determine if the offender pre-
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viously has experienced problems with prescription
drugs. That is, is there any history of the offender abus-
ing prescription medication or is there documentation
showing that the person previously attempted to manip-
ulate the testing program by using prescription drugs. If
a clear assessment cannot be made, the officer should
give the offender the benefit of the doubt and then wait
to see what further activity occurs or whether the of-
fender obtains refills for the medication.

Illegitimate use of prescription medication to mask il-
legal drug use often is accompanied by “red flags” or in-
dicators of subterfuge. For example, persons may report
for drug testing and immediately present a prescription
for codeine medication, informing the drug counselor or
probation officer that they hurt themselves, pulled a
muscle, had dental work done, or, if they are females,
experienced severe cramps or other gynecological prob-
lems that require medication for pain and discomfort. A
urine test may be found to be highly diluted (specific
gravity under 1.010), a drug evaluation (skin check)
may detect marks or evidence of drug use by injection,
the offender may stall (claim to be unable to produce a
urine test), or exhibit signs of opiate intoxication such as
lethargy, slurred speech, and constricted pupils that do
not react to light. The presence of any of these signs im-
mediately should cause the officer to examine closely
the circumstances surrounding the use of prescription
drugs, consider increasing the testing schedule, and, at
the minimum, confront the offender about the other in-
dicators present.

The need to confront the offender is emphasized be-
cause all too frequently officers do not want to bother
with the extra effort it takes to determine if someone
may be beating the test by using one or more of these
techniques. For some officers, it is much easier to ac-
cept the offender’s excuse, justification, or defense at
face value. If we know anything about substance
abusers, it is that they will go to extraordinary lengths
to continue the use and abuse of drugs. I believe that of-
ficers do a disservice to offenders by allowing them to
beat officers without being confronted. If officers do not
confront offenders, they will not detect illegal drug use,
and if officers do not detect illegal drug use, they will
not be able to intervene early enough to prevent further
criminality. Further, by neglecting to confront some of
these complex deceptions offenders use, officers fail to
meet their fundamental obligation to protect the public.

Offender Does Not Inform the Doctor of
Probation/Parole Status

In most cases, when offenders receive a prescription
from a doctor, they do not inform medical personnel of
their prior substance abuse history and current status
on drug testing and supervision. Most of the time, of-
fenders do not want to experience the additional prob-
lems associated with volunteering this information. If

officers reach the conclusion that the medication is for
a genuine illness, they may opt to do nothing and allow
the offender to take the medication until finished. How-
ever, if officers are concerned about the medication for
any reason—such as the offender’s recent release from
prison, prior abuse of prescriptions, unstable adjust-
ment, or uncertain nature of the medical problem—
then officers may instruct the offender to return to the
doctor and request a substitute, non-opiate or non-
amphetamine medication.

Officers may advise offenders to tell the doctor what-
ever they choose to obtain a substitute that is not a
mind-altering drug. Offenders may report to the doctor
that they do not want something that strong or that
they do not like taking opiate derivative drugs, or of-
fenders may tell the doctor that they have a history of
substance abuse and wish to avoid any drugs that may
cause them to relapse. Alternatively, offenders may in-
form the doctor that they are on federal supervision
and have a drug testing condition and that the pre-
scribed medication interferes with participation in the
testing program. Any of these reason are generally
sufficient to persuade a doctor to prescribe a non-
controlled substance drug, if such a substitute will not
adversely affect the offender’s medical treatment.

Offender Signs Release of Confidential
Information and Officer Obtains Medical Data

In some cases, offenders may not wish to inform the
doctor of either their drug testing or their status on su-
pervision. Offenders may inform the officer that they
sought medical treatment for a legitimate ailment and
the doctor felt it was appropriate to prescribe the nar-
cotic or other medication. Offenders may be cooperative
but decline to inform the medical staff of their drug
testing or supervision. In this situation, the officer
should request that the offender sign a form for release
of medical information to request verification from the
doctor. The officer may choose to verify the illness and
therefore the need for the medication or may take the
opportunity to request, if appropriate, a substitute non-
narcotic medication. By virtue of the formal request for
medical information, the physician and physician’s
staff will be made aware of the offender’s status and, in
the future, may take greater care in prescribing med-
ication. Many offenders, in an attempt to avoid what
they consider an embarrassing situation, promptly will
agree to return to the doctor to request a substitute pre-
scription without intervention or correspondence from
the probation officer.

Offender Signs Release of Information and
Doctor Does Not Provide Information

Perhaps the most troublesome situation arises when
the offender informs the probation officer that the doc-
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tor feels the medication prescribed is appropriate and
will not consider other alternative drugs. The issue
may be complicated further when the offender signs a
release of medical information and the doctor fails to
respond. This situation arose for me when one of my
cases on dual probation and parole supervision was
taking several prescribed medications for a back ail-
ment and associated pain. The prescribed drugs in-
cluded codeine, muscle relaxants, and tranquilizers.
The offender was quite sophisticated, and I strongly
suspected that he was abusing the multiple medica-
tions he was receiving. In fact, he had prescriptions
from more that one doctor and informed me that he had
been required to see specialists for his back injury. I
sent several letters to one particular doctor requesting
information about the offender’s diagnosis, the medica-
tion prescribed, and the prognosis. A signed release for
medical information was included in these requests,
but the doctor did not respond. I also made several tele-
phone calls in an attempt to talk with the doctor, but
still there was no response.

After being repeatedly frustrated in my efforts to ob-
tain medical information, I requested the assistance of
the U.S. Attorney’s Office in Los Angeles. I informed the
assigned assistant U.S. attorney (AUSA) of my efforts to
obtain medical information for the purpose of assessing
the offender’s need for the prescribed drugs. The request
for assistance from the AUSA was to determine if a sub-
poena could be issued to obtain the requested informa-
tion. At the same time I was requesting the assistance
of the AUSA, I was arranging for the probation office to
pay for an independent medical examination for the of-
fender. I must emphasize that it would have been much
easier to do nothing since the medication the offender
was taking was legitimate and since he was under the
care of a physician. The route that I took was time con-
suming and perhaps even fraught with the potential for
litigation. Some bright defense attorney might appro-
priately have made the argument that I was interfering
with the medical treatment of the offender.

This particular case, however, required close supervi-
sion. The offender was a bank robber with a lengthy
criminal record and an equally long substance abuse
history. He was bright and sophisticated and also had a
history of probation and parole violations. After learn-
ing from the AUSA that a subpoena could be issued for
the medical information, I sent yet another letter re-
questing the medical information I previously had re-
quested. The brief letter informed the doctor that the
probation office had consulted with the U.S. attorney
and that a subpoena was being issued for the medical
information. Immediately upon receipt of the letter, the
doctor’s nurse contacted me and informed me that the
medical information had been sent.

Subsequently, the offender called and informed me
that he had become addicted to the prescribed medica-

tion and was entering a detoxification program. He
later failed to report for drug testing, failed to notify the
probation officer of a change in residence, and ab-
sconded supervision. He was arrested and charged with
committing two armed bank robberies.

Imposition of an Appropriate 
Drug Aftercare Condition

As a result of experiences with prescribed medication
abuse, the Central District of California (CDC), head-
quartered in Los Angeles, has developed a very specific
drug aftercare condition for use by the district’s judges.
The core special drug aftercare condition orders that:
“The Defendant Shall Participate in Outpatient Sub-
stance Abuse Treatment and Submit to Drug and Alco-
hol Testing as Instructed by the Probation Officer and
that the Defendant Shall Abstain From Using Illicit
Drugs, and Alcohol, and Abusing Prescription Medica-
tions During the Period of Supervision” (Supervision
Manual, p. A-400-51(c)). An order for the defendant to
pay the cost of testing as directed by the probation offi-
cer supplements the condition.

The case discussed above illustrates that situations
in which physicians choose not to cooperate can present
complications and challenges for the probation officer.
The above condition gives officers the necessary au-
thority to monitor and investigate cases in which they
suspect that offenders circumvent the testing require-
ment by masking illegal drug use with legitimate med-
ication or by abusing prescription medication.

ICI Enterprises Drug Aftercare Program

The ICI Enterprises Drug Aftercare Program has
been the CDC’s primary drug aftercare provider for ap-
proximately 18 years and, after this length of time, has
acquired a distinguished reputation for high standards.
To deter offenders from abusing prescription medication
or masking illegal drug use, ICI developed two forms for
use by offenders who have been prescribed medication.

The first is a Medical Disclosure Regarding Drug
Testing form that authorizes all medical care providers
to disclose information to the probation officer. This
form is more specific than the medical disclosure form
the U.S. probation office uses and also requires the
physician to sign the form acknowledging that the of-
fender has informed the doctor of the offender’s drug
testing status.

The second form is used by drug counselors to moni-
tor offenders’ medications. The Medication Log includes
the offender’s name, the date the offender advised of his
or her prescription, the specific name of the medication
and the reason for use, the date of the prescription, the
unit, the instructions, and the expiration date. The
same form also contains columns with the date the of-
fender was seen, medication presented, time, quantity
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before administration, quantity after administration,
and the offender’s initial. This form is used to monitor
closely the progress of the medication the offender is
taking and allows the drug counselor and the probation
officer to determine whether additional information is
needed from the doctor, what amount the offender is in-
gesting, and when the offender has completed taking
all the medication. This close monitoring also allows
ICI and the officer to determine if the offender has re-
filled the prescription(s) and whether further informa-
tion may be needed from the doctor.

The excellent teamwork between ICI and U.S. proba-
tion officers makes offenders aware that their prescrip-
tion drug use will be monitored closely to prevent abuse.

Sample Letter Requesting Doctor to 
Prescribe Non-narcotic

Since approximately 1982, the CDC has had concerns
about prescription use and abuse by offenders partici-
pating in drug aftercare testing. Historically, probation
officers have dealt with the problem in a number of
ways. Some officers simply may give the offender the
benefit of the doubt and allow the prescription to run
out, or they may allow the drug aftercare provider to
address the situation. Other officers may instruct of-
fenders to bring the medication to the testing center
each and every time they test and to tell the drug coun-
selor how many pills they have ingested since the last
test. The counselor counts the number of pills at each
testing date to ensure that the offender’s version is con-
sistent with the number of pills remaining in the con-
tainer and that the offender still is taking the medica-
tion from the initial prescription.

If officers suspect that a doctor is operating what is
commonly called a “prescription mill,” they may contact
the state agency responsible for overseeing the medical
profession. In California, for example, the agency would
be the Board of Medical Quality Assurance. Officers,
with some effort, also may be able to determine
whether a particular doctor is being scrutinized or cur-
rently is under investigation.

As I noted earlier in describing my experiences with
a doctor who refused to respond to a request for medical
information, the issue of monitoring prescription med-
ication is delicate from a legal perspective. The officer
should never instruct an offender to stop taking pre-
scription medication or direct the offender to take a dif-
ferent medication. I believe the reasons for this are ap-
parent. The officer is not a physician and cannot make
these decisions. The officer, however, is authorized to
monitor, investigate, and report the potential abuse of
prescription medication to the court. The officer may in-
struct offenders to return to their physician and re-
quest an alternative medication. Furthermore, the offi-
cer can and should, if necessary, request medical
information from the doctor to determine the diagnosis,

treatment, and prognosis and also to determine if the
doctor, in prescribing medication, has been made aware
of the patient’s drug history or current drug testing sta-
tus. Officers should take care, however, to maintain
federal confidentiality requirements about the of-
fender’s treatment status.

In 1982, the CDC recognized that many opiate
abusers were obtaining prescriptions for codeine, which
would mask the use of heroin. A sample letter was pre-
pared and circulated to the district’s substance abuse
officers:

Ms. Little is under the supervision of the United States Probation
Office. She has a special drug aftercare condition which includes
urinalysis testing.

Ms. Little indicates she has been under your care and has obtained
from you a prescription for codeine or a compound containing
codeine.

I request that you seriously consider prescribing a non-narcotic
drug if possible for the following reasons:

First, many of our clients have histories of narcotic
abuse. Narcotic addiction is often cited by drug using
individuals as the direct or contributing cause of their
illegal activities. In January 1982, John Hoos, an FBI
spokesman, reported that the Southern California
area led the nation in total bank and savings and loan
robberies, up 52% over 1980. He estimated that 60%
of the 1981 robberies may have been drug related.

Second, our clients have admitted to the increased
abuse of codeine. Some are obtaining codeine simul-
taneously from several doctors who unknowingly pre-
scribe to the same individual. Many are then inject-
ing the codeine. This abuse is consistent with an
increase in codeine-related overdose deaths in Los
Angeles County. A Los Angeles Herald-Examiner ar-
ticle on April 15, 1982, also noted a study by the Drug
Abuse Warning Network between 1976 and 1979,
which reported that the rate of codeine overdoses in
California was eight times greater than in the rest of
the nation.

Third, use of urine drug screening to detect the pres-
ence of illegal opiate use is frustrated by a legal pre-
scription for an opiate. Clients are aware that codeine
is biotransformed to morphine in humans. In fact, it
has been established that by the fourth day after
codeine intake, only morphine may be detected by
thin layer chromatography. Since the presence of mor-
phine may be an indicator of heroin abuse, it is essen-
tial that our clients who are subject to drug testing
not be given a prescription for codeine if alternative
drugs are available.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter. Please contact me
if you have any questions or comments. (CDC memorandum, 1982,
pp. 2–3)

This letter was an early attempt to address the prob-
lems of prescription medication; however, a more con-
cise letter to fit the particular situation can be easily
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designed for this purpose. In drafting this letter, the
CDC had two critical concerns. The correspondence to
physicians was intended to inform them of the potential
for addiction to prescription medications and, secondly,
to communicate the technical problems of laboratory
analysis associated with attempting to monitor an of-
fender’s use or abuse of drugs. Today, while codeine con-
tinues to be a problem, the use and abuse of stimulants
such as amphetamine and methamphetamine are per-
haps of greater concern. In addition, the abuse of the
benzodiazapine (tranquilizers) category of drugs poses
a difficult problem. In 1993 I wrote a letter to a physi-
cian regarding a parolee patient who was receiving
medical treatment. I indicated my concern about the
multiple medications prescribed for him including
Xanex, Flexeril, Voltgaren, and Codeine. In the letter, I
indicated, in part:

Enclosed for your information, please find an Authorization to Re-
lease Confidential Information signed by Mr. Jones. . . .

At this time, we are in need of information relative to his medical
condition and his need for the above medications. Please be as-
sured that it is not our intent to interfere with legitimate treat-
ment. However, physicians as yourself often are unaware of their
patient’s problems with controlled substances. Your assistance in
providing the following information would be greatly appreciated.

1. Please provide medical records and/or a letter advising of the
specific medical problem and diagnosis in this case.

2. Please advise if the patient can be taken off opiate-based med-
ication and whether a non-opiate painkiller can be prescribed, if
necessary.

3. What is the prognosis for improvement or treatment of this
case?

4. Please advise if any other doctor, to your knowledge, is treating
Mr. Jones.

The treating physician in this case responded
promptly to my letter and was most cooperative, pro-
viding the necessary medical information to properly
assess the case:

Dear Mr. Torres:

I am in receipt of your letter of 5/24/93 concerning Mr. Jones.
Thank you very much for the information.

As you can guess, Mr. Jones revealed none of his past history con-
cerning his drug addictions.

Rest assured that Mr. Jones will have no more Tylenol with
Codeine or any other opiates prescribed for him by me. He has
been also [sic] using Darvocet N-100 which we will continue to give
him for his pain.

With respect to his medical problems, enclosed you will find copies
of his orthopaedic reports to the Highland Insurance Company de-
lineating his medical care to date.

If I can be of any further assistance, please do not hesitate to con-
tact me.

Conclusions

Offenders’ use of prescription medications either to
mask their illegal drug use or to rely on legitimate
drugs to get high is a problem that long has perplexed
probation officers. Some officers choose to do nothing
since the medication is legally prescribed and monitor-
ing can be time consuming and complicated. However,
it is incumbent on officers to monitor, investigate, and
intervene if they determine that offenders are using
this ploy to continue destructive substance-abusing be-
havior. To the extent that officers can uncover this ruse,
both the community and the offender will be better off.
The community will benefit from the prevention of fur-
ther criminality associated with drug addiction, and
the offender will benefit by rapid intervention/treat-
ment and the potential avoidance of a new conviction
and associated prison sentence. Many offenders with
substance abuse histories are likely candidates for
prosecution under “three strikes” laws that require
mandatory minimum sentences of 25 years to life. I
hope this article will help officers meet their obligation
to protect the community by providing them with some
of the specific techniques they can use to combat this
troublesome supervision problem.
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Introduction

VARIOUS ADVISORY groups representing the
federal probation and pretrial services system pe-
titioned the Administrative Office of the United

States Courts in the late 1980s to establish a uniform
local data collection system. The national systems in-
stalled in the early 1980s to enable phone access from
one or two terminals to a central mainframe computer in
Washington, DC, did not serve the needs for local data.
“I need something that I can use to determine the proper
staffing level in my district” was a common statement of
chief probation and pretrial services officers. Others
talked of the need to distribute their workload equitably
among divisional offices and among officers.

Moreover, as Congress began to scrutinize the na-
tional budget more closely, it became imperative for
local offices to be able to justify their expenditures with
hard data and supply those data to the Administrative
Office in a common format for national budget formu-
lations and reports. “Most people don’t understand the
work we perform for our courts and the effort that goes
into each case” was a recurring theme. As chiefs noted
many times, not only have caseloads grown and inves-
tigations reached record levels, but many new laws
passed by Congress have added complexity to the
process. The staffing formula developed by the Admin-
istrative Office has further emphasized the need to
track a broader range of specific activities performed by
officers in federal cases.

The Probation and Pretrial Services Automated Case
Tracking System (PACTS) was initiated in two sites in
1989. By 1997, it had expanded to 90 courts. PACTS
was developed to meet the critical need for local track-
ing of case events. PACTS tracks activities from case
activation in a pretrial services office to the termination
of post-incarceration supervision by a probation office.
Significant case events recorded in PACTS include
preparing pretrial services investigations and presen-
tence reports, opening both pretrial and post-conviction

supervision cases, and tracking special conditions of su-
pervision. PACTS also records case termination infor-
mation to help determine outcomes of supervision. A
module was added in 1996 to track expenditures for
substance abuse and mental health treatment and al-
ternatives to detention. The Administrative Office con-
tinues to collect data for the national systems through
monthly extractions that are made by local personnel
and submitted electronically.

The Federal Corrections and Supervision Division
(FCSD) manages the PACTS project in cooperation
with user groups of court representatives as well as
programmers and other technical specialists in the Ad-
ministrative Office. A vital part of the growth and
maintenance of PACTS has been site visits by project
team members to review and assess PACTS’ impact on
local office operations. Post-implementation reviews
began in June 1983. By September 30, 1997, 59 dis-
tricts had been visited and 89 reports prepared for chief
probation officers and chiefs in separate pretrial ser-
vices offices. Pretrial services reports and supervision
activities were provided through a separate pretrial
services office with a chief pretrial services officer in 42
districts. In the remaining districts, pretrial services
activities were performed by the probation office (com-
bined offices).

During the period September 1995 through April
1997, 23 probation offices and 7 pretrial services offices
were reviewed for PACTS operations. The recommen-
dations that resulted were reviewed and tabulated to
provide a basic picture of common areas that need more
focus. A summary report of the recommendations is the
basis of this article. The districts included in the sum-
mary have no special characteristics other than that
they were visited during the period selected. A review
generally was scheduled 12 to 18 months after a dis-
trict had begun operating a “live” database.

Review Methodology and Report Format

Each post-implementation review was conducted by
a two-person team. The team was led by either the pro-
ject manager or the associate project manager from
FCSD, who was accompanied by a trainer from the

The Probation and Pretrial Services
Automated Case Tracking System:

A Review of Operations*
FEDERAL CORRRECTIONS AND SUPERVISION DIVISION, 

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES COURTS

*This article is based on PACTS: Post Implementation
Reviews Consolidated Report, September 1995–April 1997,
which was published in December 1997.
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Technology Training and Support Division (TTSD). The
purpose of the review was to: interview relevant staff to
determine PACTS use and impact on the daily routine
of all levels of staff; examine standard reports and
queries produced from the database either as part of a
pre-review assessment or during the visit itself; and
compare the status of PACTS implementation in the
district to that in other PACTS districts.

The review team introduced itself to, and conducted
an interview with, the chief probation or pretrial ser-
vices officer, then met with the systems manager (SM)
or other PACTS coordinator. In larger offices with addi-
tional automation staff, other automation staff mem-
bers involved in PACTS operations also were inter-
viewed. Other interviews were conducted with one or
more of the following: supervising probation or pretrial
services officer, data entry staff, data quality analyst
(DQA) or other staff person with responsibility for data
quality, drug and alcohol treatment specialist (DATS),
and line officer.

The following questions highlight the issues ad-
dressed:

• Is the application fully operational and available to
all staff members?

• Are staff members familiar with the data in PACTS
and with the possibilities for employing PACTS data
in their routine work?

• Who performs the data entry and what procedures
are in place for quality control?

• Has the staff been trained? Are there training oppor-
tunities that the project team can make available to
the staff or to specific personnel?

• Do the supervisors use PACTS reports to track offi-
cers’ workloads and assignments?

• Does the chief have a feel for PACTS as a manage-
ment tool and is it meeting the chief ’s expectations?

• Is the automation staff familiar with the needs of the
office and encouraging PACTS use by providing stan-
dard and special reports when appropriate?

• Is the office maintaining alternative systems that du-
plicate the data in PACTS?

• What implementation problems have occurred and
have they been resolved?

• Are there suggestions for enhancements to the appli-
cation that could make it more useful?

The information gleaned from the answers to these
and other questions was used by the review team to
draft a report to the chief. The report provided to the
chief probation or pretrial services officer was composed
of four sections, with subcategories as shown in figure 1.
The report summarized the team’s findings and ended

with recommendations for changes or improvements to
office procedures intended to help the probation or pre-
trial services office gain the maximum benefit from the
PACTS application. The team discussed the report with
the chief in an exit interview the day following the in-
terviews and delivered a copy of a rough draft at that
time. The final report was mailed later.

Progress in PACTS Implementation

Many of the initial implementation problems conse-
quent to distributing a new application had been re-
solved by the end of fiscal year 1995. Nationally, the
project had moved from a focus of collecting the data to
making greater use of the collected data in daily opera-
tions. As a result, the focus of the reviews was wider
than perhaps it had been in the early years. Districts
generally were entering the intermediate phase of
PACTS implementation, i.e., accomplishing data entry,
beginning regular data extractions, and exploring data
uses. “I like PACTS because I can control the data and
get reports right here” was one chief ’s statement reflec-
tive of the change in emphasis from national data to
local data that PACTS implementation had accom-
plished. The Form 5 Quarterly Account of Reports be-
came available as a standard PACTS report during the
period of these reviews, enabling probation chiefs to
have all of the workload factors locally.

Data in PACTS are stored on a local server and can
be accessed by all staff members using terminal con-
nections and networks, or dial-in modems in very small
offices. The officer assigned at each step in the progress
of the case, the office in which he or she works, and the
officer’s supervisor are all recorded. Reports can be pro-
duced on demand by office, by officer, and by supervis-
ing officer and printed immediately on local printers.
Supervisors in some of the offices reviewed were using
standard reports to track investigation assignments,
case reviews, and other scheduled events in cases as-

FIGURE 1. FORMAT OF STANDARD PACTS
POST-IMPLEMENTATION REVIEW REPORT

I. Introduction

II. Automation Planning and Management
A. Statistical Analysis
B. Staffing
C. Communication
D. Training and Documentation

III. PACTS Application Utilization
A. Office Operations
B. Substance Abuse Treatment Module
C. Quality Control
D. Reports
E. Requests for System Enhancements

IV. Recommendations and Summary



signed to officers under their purview. In one district, a
supervisor, in preparing annual performance evalua-
tions, was using PACTS summary data to compile the
accomplishments of each of his officers.

The probation offices visited were entering all cases
into PACTS, and most had been released from further
entries into the Federal Probation Supervision Infor-
mation System (FPSIS) maintained by the Administra-
tive Office’s Statistics Division (SD). A few offices still
were making double entries into both PACTS and
FPSIS. All but one of the districts visited, both com-
bined and separate offices, also were entering pretrial
services data into PACTS although most were still
making double entry into the Pretrial Services Act In-
formation System (PSAIS) maintained by SD. In most
instances, offices visited were in various phases of rec-
onciling the data in PACTS with the PSAIS data to gain
release from PSAIS entries. The vast majority since
have completed the reconciliation and been released
from making entries directly into PSAIS.

In most offices, PACTS was available through net-
work connections to all staff in the main office. The
staffs in divisional offices also had connections to the
PACTS server, either on a wide-area network or
through a local-area network linked to the PACTS host
machine by a dedicated leased phone line. In most in-
stances in which the entire staff in a divisional office
did not have a network connection to PACTS, at least
one staff member was able to dial in to the host ma-
chine via a phone modem.

Nearly all probation offices visited had designed
forms for collecting PACTS data or had employed forms
developed in other districts. Officers were involved in
completing at least those portions of the form for which
their expertise was required. In most pretrial services
operations, data entry staff members were performing
data entry directly from the PS 2 worksheets completed
during interviews. Several offices had redesigned this
form to follow more closely the screens in PACTS. Some
offices had contacted these districts and obtained the
redesigned forms for use in their districts. In more than
half of the offices, the data entry task had been distrib-
uted to the various divisional offices and to multiple
staff members in the headquarters office. Data entry
staffs were well trained and well versed in all PACTS
operations. Data quality was consistently good, even
though most offices had not documented their quality
control programs.

The first two workshops for PACTS custom report
writing, both training 30 students, were completed be-
fore the period covered in this summary, and a third
session was completed during the period. These work-
shops trained SMs to create custom reports to supple-
ment the standard reports available for both probation
and pretrial services operations. A Remote Network Ac-
cess Library (RNALib) maintained by TTSD contained

141 custom reports by April 1997. SMs from 12 offices
had produced 107 of the custom reports, and the TTSD
staff members had added 34 they had written to ad-
dress expressed or perceived needs. Other reports that
had not yet been submitted for sharing also were pre-
sented during the reviews. In other districts, the SMs
had reviewed the reports available in RNALib although
they had not created any themselves. The review teams
made appropriate recommendations for those who had
neither written nor reviewed custom reports. In addi-
tion, 380 modifications requests (MRs) to the PACTS
application had been submitted by technical staff mem-
bers, data quality analysts, and others involved with
routine PACTS operations. The high number of MRs
testified to the wide use of the application and to the
depth of knowledge many users had gained during the
implementation process.

Recommendations for Improvements

The 30 reports surveyed contained 225 recommenda-
tions, which is an average of 7.5 recommendations per
report. Individual reports contained as few as 3 and as
many as 14 recommendations. The number of recom-
mendations was not necessarily indicative of the status
of PACTS implementation, however. The scope of the
recommendations and their relationship to the overall
program were of more importance. Some recommenda-
tions indicated severe problems that could not be sum-
marized and for which multiple small suggestions
would have been useless. In other cases, several points
may have been made separately because they were not
as easily summarized, but the application in general
was operating satisfactorily.

The recommendations are listed individually and ag-
gregated into categories that represent the basic sub-
ject areas of the reports. Although many recommenda-
tions could be used in multiple districts with little
change in the wording, others were tailored for special
situations. Similar recommendations that differed in
their wording to suit a particular situation were aggre-
gated for purposes of the consolidated report.

Operations

General Operations. Nearly half of the recommen-
dations fell into the area of operations. A typical recom-
mendation, which appeared in 23 out of 30 reports, was
to eliminate redundant systems. Many districts were
keeping card files and other personal data files that can
be obtained from the PACTS client screen. Other dis-
tricts were tracking investigations, hearings, or super-
vision activities in alternative database systems, in
spreadsheets, in lists kept manually, or in WordPerfect
files. PACTS data storage and query capabilities allow
districts to eliminate alternative systems or files that
formerly captured the same data. Using PACTS as the
sole source for case information produces maximum ef-
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ficiency in administrative operations and frees clerical
staff members for other tasks.

The recommendation to create or update a local pro-
cedures manual appeared in 22 of the 30 reports. Most
offices were using the standard PACTS procedures
manual that is distributed with each version of the ap-
plication software to guide their data entry proce-
dures. However, local procedures are needed to define
the roles of officers and support staff in collecting in-
formation for PACTS data entry. A collection of distrib-
uted memos and messages distributed by e-mail can
serve as an informal manual. The formal table of con-
tents and index can follow later. A local procedures
manual should detail the manner and establish time
frames for submitting information for data entry and
entering it into PACTS. A local manual also should es-
tablish conventions for entering defendant names in
cases of hyphenation or foreign formats and for corpo-
rations as offenders. Guidelines should specify uniform
abbreviations for streets or cities that are common to a
particular area. For example, one address should not
indicate “NYC” while another record shows New York
City or Manhattan.

The recommendation to distribute data entry tasks,
which appeared in 13 reports, was directed toward
what the review teams saw as an obstacle in encourag-
ing support staffs to adopt PACTS as an everyday tool.
Nearly half of the offices visited had concentrated
PACTS data entry tasks under the responsibilities of
one or two persons who were trusted to make entries
correctly. In these districts, although the clerks and
other support staff often were participating in complet-
ing forms for their officers, only “key” personnel had
system privileges on PACTS to add and modify data.
PACTS was designed for distribution to all support
staff for data entry.  Relying on one or two staff mem-
bers to make data entries causes delays in data pro-
cessing. Moreover, it disenfranchises the clerks from an
important part of office operations and gives rise to
comments by clerks in these districts that PACTS is
someone else’s system, not theirs.

Technical Operations. The subcategory of tech-
nical operations accounted for 24 recommendations.
Seven of these referred to special situations where
separate pretrial services offices did not have their
own SMs and needed more support from the automa-
tion staff in probation. The total is misleading because
in all but one instance, the recommendation was made
to both the chief probation officer and the chief pretrial
services officer to ensure that an agreement was
reached. Eight recommendations were directed to con-
nectivity problems concerning network, electronic
access to criminal data in the clerk’s office, printers in
satellite offices, and ensuring that the PACTS appli-
cation is available via Windows with ongoing back-
ground access. Two offices were not operating with the

latest version of PACTS and were advised to load it
immediately.

Statistical Reporting Operations. A total of 15
recommendations concerned statistical reporting, an-
other subcategory of operations. The recommendation
to ensure timely entries was made in eight districts
where few or no records were found activated in pre-
trial services or opened or closed for probation super-
vision within the preceding 2 weeks or more. Untimely
data entry is one of the primary complaints expressed
by persons who are reluctant to rely on data collection
systems. Other recommendations concerned the use of
true names in sealed cases and updates of special con-
ditions and other statistical fields in data records.

Substance Abuse Treatment Module (SATM).
The SATM was initiated in April 1996 with the release
of Version 5.1. The SATM allows for the entry of case
treatment plans for each offender as well as vendor
data and rates for each contract. Invoices received
after all preparatory data are completed can be en-
tered directly into the module, which then calculates
expenditures according to program codes. Among its
other benefits, the SATM informs the user when more
treatments have been charged than are authorized in
the treatment plan. Of the 26 offices visited after the
SATM was available, 11 had not implemented it, and 2
others were not entering profile and outcome data.
Recommendations were made in these districts to
enter all relevant information into the SATM and work
toward phasing out previous methods of capturing
treatment plans and payment data. With all of the
time and planning that went into this module, it is
most important that districts implement it fully. The
SATM will enable the FCSD to report to Congress on
the results of distributing some $38 million in sub-
stance abuse treatment funds annually. Implementa-
tion and use of the SATM, voluntary during the period
of these visits, has been mandated beginning with fis-
cal year 1998.

Training and Documentation

Thirty-one recommendations concerned training.
The need to train officers was noted in 16 reports al-
though there were many districts in which officers had
been trained and many of them were using PACTS re-
ports regularly. For offices with problems, more train-
ing is required in using PACTS to research individual
case data and to organize caseloads and investigation
assignments. Although most districts were successfully
performing data entry functions, retraining all staff or
more support staff was indicated for five offices. This
recommendation was made in support of one cited
above under general operations concerning data entry
task distribution. In seven other offices, training was
recommended for specific individuals such as the SM or
the DQA. In several instances, the review team leader
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made a commitment to arrange for these staff to visit
other districts for one-on-one training with more expe-
rienced colleagues.

Three offices were advised to distribute the PACTS
operations manual and the PACTS statistical reporting
guide to the support staff members performing data
entry to provide them with easier access to resource
materials. Although there were other districts that had
not fully distributed these materials, the review teams
avoided making a separate recommendation in more
recent reviews because the teams were able to provide
to the SM a disk with files of both manuals for immedi-
ate loading on the network.

Reports

Thirty-three recommendations addressed more com-
plete use of PACTS standard and custom reports. In
general, the reviews revealed that most districts had
implemented data entry, but not many were making
full use of the data. PACTS was designed to be much
more than a data entry tool. Its greatest utility is its
ability to aggregate the data to provide reports on case-
load totals, investigations pending, detention rates, and
many other management issues. In five offices, the SM
had not made reports available to the staff on a regular
basis or had delayed answering requests for custom re-
ports. Recommendations were made to distribute re-
ports to all staff at the end of the next reporting month
and to review requirements to address requests for re-
ports in special formats.

Chiefs were advised to take steps to integrate PACTS
into routine operations in 17 of the 30 reports. Officers
and supervisors in these districts still were using other
methods in place before implementation of PACTS to
track daily activities. In many instances, they continued
to rely on pen and paper. Such practices not only deny
them the benefits of a modern database application, but
also create inaccuracies in the reports that are produced
due to late reporting and a lack of focus on the database.

Eleven reports made the recommendation to review
and use the Remote Network Access Library (RNALib).
One of the major benefits of instituting a national data-
base application is that everyone can benefit from the
advances made by SMs locally. The UNIX-based
PACTS application is designed to allow local develop-
ment of special reports to supplement the standard re-
ports. Annual workshops are sponsored by the FCSD to
train SMs and other PACTS coordinators in custom re-
port writing. The review teams often found that the SM
had not accessed the RNALib to review its contents or
make the custom reports available to office staff so that
determinations could be made as to which reports
might benefit the district. In some cases, the SM had
written several useful reports but had not submitted
them to TTSD to include in the RNALib.

Communication

Only one major recommendation was classified as
primarily falling into this category, although many of
the other recommendations certainly affect this area as
well. The recommendation to establish a PACTS users
committee was recorded in 22 reports. The teams found
that many districts initially appointed groups to deter-
mine implementation procedures but that these groups
were disbanded when data entry became routine. Since
22 of the 30 reports recommended a users group, it is
fair to say that, as with most things, more attention
should be paid to incorporating user concerns. Extend-
ing committee membership to representatives from all
levels of staff also encourages wider ownership of the
PACTS application.

Quality Control

The only major recommendation in the area of qual-
ity control (QC), but cited in 23 of the reports, was to es-
tablish or document a quality control program. Person-
nel in some districts were not fully aware of the QC
reports PACTS can produce. The review teams spent
time with these persons to establish a basic routine for
them to validate PACTS data. Most districts had infor-
mal QC programs in place based primarily on the edits
programmed into the PACTS application and the QC
reports that can be produced on demand. The review
teams performed queries and reviewed reports during
these visits and found a minimum number of obvious
errors such as duplicate records, invalid birth dates,
and records with missing data. The PACTS application
edits specifically were directed at these types of errors.
Districts need to structure a more comprehensive pro-
gram to prevent errors that are not invalid or incom-
patible but, rather, represent information that is sim-
ply wrong for the record itself.

In addition, the number of offices in which officers
and supervisors were not using PACTS reports was
high. As a result, the quality control that naturally flows
from officers’ review of reports was not in place in these
offices. The review teams highlighted in the exit inter-
views that procedures were necessary to ensure that all
staff members understood their roles in maintaining
data quality. The teams also stressed the importance of
double checking PACTS entries and of comparing a ran-
dom sample to the information in the case files 

Many districts had a tendency to place the responsi-
bility for data quality on one or two DQAs or clerical su-
pervisors who do not document the methods they use
for quality assurance. Procedures are necessary in case
the person with primary responsibility for data quality
in the district is unavailable. Moreover, in several dis-
tricts, the DQAs perform much or all of the data entry.
Most often, no procedures were in place for reviewing
their entries.
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Other Accomplishments of the Review

The review process provided excellent opportunities
for direct contact between the Administrative Office
and the court units visited. The public relations value
of this contact and its effects in refreshing relationships
were considerable. The review teams gave the offices
guidance in implementing and utilizing PACTS that
could not be included in standard instruction manuals.
The teams, in turn, were able to gain insight into office
operations by personal observation, which is an invalu-
able supplement to reviewing written materials and
summaries. Issues were resolved that could not have
been adequately presented through a phone call or by
e-mail. The team discovered advanced uses of PACTS
and taught them to others.

The review teams were able to supplement the train-
ing provided in the classroom with individualized in-
struction. The TTSD trainer who provided initial train-
ing for a particualr office was included as a member of
the review team whenever possible. As a result, office
staff members often were familiar with the review team
members. Thus, the teams often were able to encourage
staff members to anonymously report problems or
make comments that the staff members may have hes-
itated to offer to the chief or other managers. The teams
translated this information into ideas for revisions to
PACTS programming and instructions and then pro-
vided it to the chiefs in a way that allowed the chiefs to
understand problems and resolve them locally. The re-
view team members were able to share ideas for PACTS
uses with personnel in other districts and to present
these ideas in various seminars and meetings. The
teams also were able to facilitate contact among col-
leagues in different districts to help resolve problems
common to each. Moreover, the teams identified per-
sonnel who had adapted well to the PACTS application.
These personnel were called upon to provide technical
guidance and leadership in visits to courts just begin-
ning the implementation process. Providing “mentors”
from more experienced districts is important for ad-
vancing the progress of a nationwide application.

Summary

The post-implementation reviews made as a part of
the PACTS implementation process have uncovered
both successes and problems. As a national program,
PACTS certainly has been overwhelmingly successful
at helping districts collect case data and transmit data
to the national programs maintained at the Adminis-
trative Office. A positive commitment by the chief pro-
bation or pretrial services officer and by other manage-
ment staff is significant indication of successful PACTS
implementation. Training provided to SMs has encour-
aged them to distribute standard reports and to write
or use custom reports that are not part of the core pack-
age. Dispersing PACTS access and data entry responsi-
bilities is another key factors in gaining wider accep-
tance of the database by all staff members.

Offices have been slower to use PACTS as a manage-
ment tool that produces current reports on caseload
trends and investigation assignments. Officers need to
be trained to incorporate PACTS queries and case re-
ports into their routine activities. Supervisors are more
likely than officers to be using PACTS reports but still
need to use them more in their management activities.
Once officers see their managers using PACTS data,
they will be encouraged to use it themselves. Many of-
fices visited recommended establishing a local PACTS
users group to facilitate the integration of PACTS data
into routine office work.

Procedures need to be formalized in most offices to
ensure that all staff members know their role in pro-
viding data, reviewing reports, and promoting data
quality. Redundant systems that contain the same data
as PACTS should be eliminated in all offices. The effort
spent to maintain these systems can be better directed
to ensuring that PACTS data are complete and correct.
As offices accomplish the objectives put forth in these
reviews, all staff members will become comfortable in
using PACTS as the primary source for research on in-
dividual cases and workload trends.
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TRADITIONALLY, THE core curriculum for cor-
rections professionals has not included financial
investigative techniques. Many probation officers

pick up their financial expertise on their own without
any base or frame of reference to build upon. Others
muddle through by taking financial information at face
value. Increasingly, courts are requiring more than just
numbers. Probation officers must realize that merely
gathering and regurgitating figures is not conducting a
financial investigation. They entail much more than
that. Financial investigations are one tool used in mak-
ing appropriate sentencing recommendations and su-
pervising offenders.

Defining Financial Investigation

According to a 1993 Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
publication, financial investigations entail identifying
and documenting “specific events involving the move-
ment of money during the course of a crime” (p. 4). Fi-
nancial investigations for probation officers entail look-
ing at the movement of money in an offender’s life (see
figure 1). Probation officers must look at how offenders
obtain money and how they spend it. Do they earn a le-

gitimate income? Do they spend funds on illegal items,
i.e., drugs? Did they obtain their assets (bank accounts,
cars, homes, etc.) by legitimate means? What impact
will financial conditions have on their lives?

These issues and more can be addressed through fi-
nancial investigation. Consistent with the federal pro-
bation system’s Enhanced Supervision Model (enforce
conditions, control risk, and provide correctional treat-
ment), financial investigation has six aims. These
aims—Reveal, Establish, Define, Uncover, Compliance
and Enforcement—REDUCE for short, can be grouped
by the two major duties of probation officers, presen-
tence investigations and supervision.

Presentence Investigations

The presentence aims of financial investigation are
Reveal, Establish, and Define. The first aim requires the
probation officer to Reveal the full extent of the offender’s
benefit from the conviction offense, as well as detect col-
lateral issues of concern such as substance abuse, gam-
bling problems, or mental health disorders.1 Financial
investigation can help probation officers and courts un-
derstand how much benefit the offender gained from the
offense or if the conviction offense is “just the tip of the

iceberg.” Financial investigation
also can reveal problems that of-
fenders are not willing to ac-
knowledge, but which courts
need to be aware of, such as sub-
stance abuse or a mental health
disorder.

The second aim calls for the
officer to Establish the of-
fender’s financial status and the
offender’s ability to meet court-
imposed financial conditions
(fines, restitution, and supervi-
sion and treatment costs). Es-
tablishing an offender’s income,
expenses, liabilities, and assets
provides information the court
needs to consider before impos-
ing financial conditions. Finan-
cial investigations also establish
a reference point for offenders’
supervision later. For instance,
if the presentence report reflects

REDUCE: The Six Aims of Financial
Investigations for Probation Officers

BY ARTHUR L. BOWKER
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FIGURE 1. MOVEMENT OF MONEY

Source: Financial Investigations: A Financial Approach to Detecting and Resolving Crimes
(IRS, 1993)
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that an offender has a negative cash flow and no assets,
how can he or she afford to buy an expensive new car?
Or, if offenders have been shown to have a positive cash
flow and numerous liquid assets, why aren’t they meet-
ing their financial conditions? A presentence investiga-
tion that initially establishes an offender’s financial pic-
ture alerts supervision officers to changes in the
offender’s lifestyle that may be inconsistent with the of-
fender’s finances or the conditions of supervision.

Finally, presentence investigators must use financial
investigation to Define appropriate financial condi-
tions, i.e., how much the offender should pay monthly
toward an outstanding restitution balance or how soon
after sentencing the offender should pay a fine in full.
Should the offender pay the supervision or drug treat-
ment costs? Other conditions that may be considered
based upon financial investigation are requiring that
offenders obtain financial or debt counseling or requir-
ing that offenders not have credit cards or incur new
debt unless granted permission by the court or proba-
tion officer. Financial investigation enables probation
officers to make informed recommendations that do not
set offenders up for failure or require that fellow offi-
cers go back to court for modifications.

Supervision 

The aims of financial investigation for supervision of-
ficers are threefold: Uncover, Compliance, and Enforce-
ment. Uncover entails not only detecting new illegal ac-
tivity but also supervision issues. It mirrors the Reveal
aim previously discussed but takes on new meaning in
the supervision context. Specifically, financial investi-
gation can result in revocation because the officer is
looking for new criminal activity. Issues of what can be
proven and how evidence is gathered now become very
important. Collateral issues of concern that require ac-
tion also may develop during the course of supervision.
For instance, a substance abuse or gambling problem
may be the reason why an offender now is falling more
and more behind in paying bills.

Traditionally, Compliance has meant using financial
investigation to determine whether offenders are pay-
ing their financial conditions as required, i.e., fines and
restitution. Financial investigation, however, is more
than just checking to see if the offender is making
proper payments. Financial investigation can be used
to determine compliance with other conditions as well.
For instance, obtaining access to an offender’s gas
credit card statements may reveal out-of-jurisdiction
charges, which may indicate that the offender has left
the court’s jurisdiction without permission. In another
case, examining an alcoholic offender’s canceled checks
or credit card statements may indicate that the of-
fender is frequenting a bar in violation of a treatment
or abstinence condition.

Enforcement is the last aim. Financial investigation
provides an “enforcement presence” to supervision. An

officer asking to see pay stubs, canceled checks, and
credit card statements reinforces that an offender is
being supervised and that engaging in criminal behav-
ior or deviating from supervision conditions is a bad
idea. This concept is very similar to that of companies
who conduct routine audits to deter possible wrongdo-
ing. Obviously, the approach will not work with all of-
fenders, but some will modify their actions to conform
to their conditions of supervision.

Factors to Consider

Probation officers must consider six factors before
initiating a financial investigation. Probably foremost
is what the focus of the investigation is. Is there a spe-
cific allegation or is the investigation a general inquiry?
Focus also entails identifying what financial records
are required and who needs to be interviewed regard-
ing the records or transactions to resolve the allegation
or inquiry.

Second, how much time does one have to devote to a
financial inquiry? Some financial investigations can be
quite time consuming. In addition, financial records are
not always available on a moment’s notice. For in-
stance, bank copies of canceled checks or credit card
statements/invoices may take weeks or months to re-
trieve. Copies of tax returns take even longer.

Third, what period is the investigation going to deal
with? Should the investigation look at the offender’s fi-
nances for the last month, 6 months, or year, or just one
particular transaction?

Fourth, what type of offender is the probation officer
dealing with? Is the offender a sophisticated stock ma-
nipulator or a young, street-level drug dealer with no fi-
nancial acumen? Does the offender have the expertise
to hide assets or income beyond burying it in the back-
yard or lying on a Monthly Supervision Report?

Fifth, what offense has the offender been convicted
of? Is a financial investigation beyond the basics war-
ranted for a minor offense that had little to do with fi-
nances? Few, if any, offenses warrant a complete audit
of every aspect of the offender’s finances.

Sixth, what type of expertise does the officer possess
to complete a financial investigation? Most officers are
capable of general financial inquires. Other investiga-
tions, particularly those involving allegations of money
laundering or major tax violations, are beyond the ex-
pertise of most officers and warrant contact with law en-
forcement agencies that can help resolve these issues.

Initiating FI

There are numerous techniques for completing a fi-
nancial investigation. A good idea is to start with a
written plan that clearly defines the investigation’s
focus, the issue(s) that need to be resolved, and the in-
vestigative steps or techniques to resolve those issues.
General inquires into an offender’s finances may war-
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rant only certain routine investigative procedures (see
figure 2). More indepth investigations require more
thought and planning. The key to understanding finan-
cial investigation is to know that they are “paper-
intensive” and to plan accordingly.

The IRS publication previously cited notes:

Financial investigations by their very nature are record intensive;
specifically, records pointing to the movement of money. Bank ac-
count information (checking and savings account records), motor
vehicle registration (title, place of purchase, and lien-holder
records), and real estate files (records showing mortgages and
deeds records) are documents or records commonly found in this
type of investigations. However, records such as computer disks,
utility bills, divorce decrees, and credit card carbons can play im-
portant roles in financial investigations. Any record that pertains
to or shows the paper trail of events (emphasis added) is important
to a financial investigation. (pp. 4–5)

Conducting financial investigations requires the abil-
ity to overcome obstacles, something probation officers
as a whole are quite good at. Many times offenders will
state that they don’t have requested documentation.
Most, if not all, financial records can be retrieved from
other sources besides the offender. For instance, tax re-
turns and W-2 Forms are maintained by not only the
IRS, but frequently by financial institutions at the time
a mortgage application is accepted. (Copies can usually
be obtained quicker from banks than from the IRS, and
loan applications are particularly good for uncovering

additional assets or income sources.) All financial insti-
tutions maintain copies of statements, canceled checks,
deposit slips, and deposit detail (checks deposited).

Often offenders report that they have no bank ac-
counts. If offenders are receiving any income by check
(employment or public assistance), find out where they
cash their checks. Check-cashing businesses frequently
keep track of all checks cashed by a customer for a
given period of time. Contacting these businesses not
only will establish the amount of the offender’s income
but may disclose additional income sources not re-
ported by the offender. If offenders maintain that they
have no income, consider periodically conducting sur-
prise “cash counts.” (Cash counts routinely are used by
auditors to detect embezzlement of unrecorded re-
ceipts.) Count all cash on the offender’s person and con-
trol and document the date and amount. The results of
cash counts over time can be used to determine if of-
fenders have more income than they are reporting.

Probation officers also should be aware that any fi-
nancial record can be falsified. In this age of computers
and laser printers, this is particularly true. Offenders
have been known to manufacture false tax forms, pay
stubs, even canceled checks and bank statements to ac-
complish their objectives. Probation officers should
view all documents that offenders supply as open to al-
teration and should be willing to contact third parties
to verify the accuracy of records supplied.

There are numerous good financial investigation pub-
lications that probation officers should read and study
for information on specific techniques and financial
terms. The Federal Judicial Center has published two
excellent resources, Financial Investigation: New Offi-
cer Orientation Workshop Participant Guide and Finan-
cial Investigation Desk Reference for U.S. Probation and
U.S. Pretrial Services Officers. In addition, numerous
fraud organizations provide low-cost fraud training to
members that can be useful to probation officers as well.

Conclusion

Financial investigation can play an integral role in
sentencing and supervising offenders. By utilizing fi-
nancial investigation, presentence writers can Reveal
and Establish an offender’s financial condition and De-
fine appropriate financial conditions to recommend.
Supervision officers can use financial investigation to
Uncover criminal activity, ensure Compliance with
conditions, and provide an Enforcement presence. The
manner in which probation officers use financial in-
vestigation depends on six factors: focus, time, period,
offender, offense, and officer expertise. By understand-
ing these factors and that financial investigations are
paper-intensive, probation officers can plan and use in-
vestigative techniques effectively to REDUCE inap-
propriate recommendations and ineffective correc-
tional supervision.

FIGURE 2. INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES

Basic Investigative Steps

Obtain signed financial statement and 
affidavit. X

Obtain signed Monthly Supervision 
Report. X

Obtain credit check. X X

Registration checks (autos, boats, etc.) X X

Real estate title searches X X

Review original supporting 
documentation (pay stubs, bills/
receipts, income tax returns, etc.) 
provided by offender and/or third party. X X

Examine records for inconsistencies 
and investigative leads. X X

Resolve inconsistencies and/or pursue 
leads. X X
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NOTE

1Certain mental health conditions, such a mood disorders, include
activities involving finances as one criterion for making a diagnosis.
For instance, “engaging in unrestrained buying sprees or foolish busi-
ness investments” are considered criteria for a manic episode. (See
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th edi-
tion, American Psychiatric Association, Washington, DC.)
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THE FIELD of corrections has been sustained
over the years as a result of dedicated, visionary
administrators—persons who routinely manifest

leadership. They are persons previously described as
“progressive managers” (Cohn, 1995, 1987). Unfortu-
nately, there are other top-level executives who do not
provide their staffs with direction, are reactive rather
than proactive in dealing with problems, and are those
persons previously described as “pedestrian managers”
(Cohn, 1995). Yet, competent management is not
synonymous with leadership; the distinctions are
significant.

For many administrators whose priority is to “keep
the lid on,” their agencies, at best, provide adequate to
mediocre service delivery systems. Staffs are not held
accountable for working toward goal attainment, and
they respond to crises as would “Chicken Little.” They
apparently fail to understand that staff members really
want direction, they genuinely look for additional re-
sources to do their jobs competently, and they want to
take pride in organizational success.

Correctional administrators and the superordinates
they serve, unfortunately, perpetuate the myth that a
criminal justice system actually operates in any given
jurisdiction when, in point of fact, we have come to rec-
ognize that what we really have is a non-system (Freed,
1969; Cohn, 1974): a collection of individual agencies
and programs loosely held together under the criminal
justice umbrella, each dealing with the same clients,
but each having created its own competitive turf. As a
consequence, jurisdictional planning for a true system
of criminal justice administration not only falters, it
just does not happen as it should.

The Criminal Justice Non-System

I was asked recently by the chief justice of a mid-
western supreme court to design a conference dealing
with this issue. He expressed considerable concern that
the non-system in his state worked against effective
crime control and that, as a consequence, funds were
being inappropriately spent, coordinated programming
toward consensual goals was absent, and system-wide
planning did not occur. For this chief justice, the issue
was not the identification of what worked; rather, the
critical concern was that of why agencies were not
working as collaboratively as he thought they should.

In anticipation of a workshop in which representa-
tives of all aspects of the criminal justice continuum in
the state would come together to discuss goals, rela-
tionships, and communications, the design for this
training session almost naturally fell into place. I de-
signed a questionnaire for each of the participants to
complete before the workshop. Each was asked to iden-
tify the three most critical problems facing his or her
discipline. Thus, prosecutors had to identify what they
believed to be their most pressing problems. Judges,
probation and parole staffs, chiefs of police, sheriffs,
and public defenders were asked the same question. 

A second question asked participants the following:
What, in your opinion, do you believe the other incum-
bents will identify as their most critical problems? They
were instructed not to list what they believed to be the
problems, but what the other respondents would iden-
tify and list related to their own disciplines. The find-
ings, of course, were aggregated according to discipline.

For purposes of this article, the actual identification
of problems is irrelevant to the significant conclusion
that no discipline by group came anywhere near identi-
fying what the other groups identified as their critical
problems, even though there was considerable consensus
on the identification of problems as listed by their col-
leagues within the discipline.

During the course of the workshop, it was not un-
common to hear: “I didn’t know that!” “Are you sure
that’s the law?” “I didn’t know you had that program.”
It became obvious that the major players in criminal
justice administration in that state had blindspots and
were ignorant of other agencies’ programs and activi-
ties and that there was no routine process of communi-
cations among and between them. 

One chief of police was astounded to learn that juve-
nile detention workers were governed by law regarding
intake. He had reported that one of his problems was
that his officers always believed that youths brought to
a detention center were routinely released even before
paperwork could be completed. A member of the parole
board admitted to being unaware of how parole viola-
tors could contribute to jail overcrowding because hear-
ings for such inmates were frequently delayed—at the
convenience of the board. A public defender complained
that she was not routinely made aware of cases to be
assigned to her due to faulty communications from the
court, prosecutor, and jail. 

The Failure of Correctional Management:
Rhetoric Versus the Reality of Leadership
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All of the participants recognized that in the absence
of an appropriate Management Information System, or
some other data collection and analysis system, there
was no way to determine overall cost-effectiveness of
their various programs and services, nor was there any
process in place to measure program effectiveness in
terms of goal attainment. They also clearly admitted
that there was no vehicle in place to communicate with
one another to discuss problems of a mutual or inter-
agency nature. 

Parenthetically, it is notable that had there been
some kind of coordinating council in the state, this
workshop would not have been designed in the manner
it was; rather, manager-leaders would have been given
an opportunity to review how they communicate and
problem-solve and otherwise develop appropriate solu-
tions for defined problems.

Management Effectiveness Versus 
Leadership Effectiveness

The success of any organization whether it be public
or private is measured by the degree to which products
or services are produced in ways that achieve explicit
goals as well as by its effectiveness. As one attempts to
examine “success,” it is important to distinguish be-
tween management and leadership. As Hersey and
Blanchard (1977, pp. 111–112) suggest, leadership is a
broader concept than management—a special kind of
leadership in which the accomplishment of organiza-
tional goals is paramount. 

Leadership, on the other hand, is the process of at-
tempting to influence the behavior of someone else.
Therefore, it becomes obvious that all leadership be-
havior is not directed toward achieving organizational
goals. It is also a fact that when one attempts to influ-
ence someone else in the organization, the “influencer”
may not even be a manager.

As will be discussed later, all managers are not lead-
ers and all leaders are not managers. The leader is one
who is an effective communicator, someone who has vi-
sion, and certainly one who is willing to understand
and respect the roles of other persons with whom he or
she should and does work. Thus, the participant at the
above-discussed workshop who indicated that he didn’t
know something of importance, not only was sharing
his ignorance; he revealed that he might have been a
manager, but certainly not a leader.

Power

Although research findings in the area of leadership
are often confusing if not contradictory, there is some
agreement that one of the characteristics of leadership
is that leaders exercise power. Etzioni (1961) many
years ago discussed the difference between position
power and personal power—a distinction that springs

from his concept of power as the ability to induce or in-
fluence behavior.

He claims that power is derived from an organiza-
tional office, personal influence, or both. Therefore, in-
dividuals who are able to induce other individuals to
behave in a certain way because of their positions in the
organization are considered to have position power. An
example here is that of a chief probation officer in-
structing staff on how to complete a presentence inves-
tigation. Individuals who derive their power from their
followers, however, are considered to have personal
power; in fact, such persons may not have any posi-
tional power in the organization. Examples here in-
clude the manager who has charisma and staff will-
ingly follow his or her lead, as well as the correctional
officer who inspires inmates to want to attain more ed-
ucation. It is also possible, moreover, that some indi-
viduals exhibit both position and personal power

Position power can be elusive if not temporary even
though a manager is believed to have sufficient control
over the work of staff. But, in most public agencies, this
kind of positional power is also derivative. Chief proba-
tion officers usually are answerable to a judge or a
county executive, who at any time can reduce the
chief ’s power even though he or she continues to occupy
that top-level position. The same would hold in the case
of a jail administrator who is appointed by a sheriff.
Therefore, while authority attaches to the position and
power attaches to the person, both can be stripped or
changed by a superordinate.

Personal power is undeniably linked to leadership and
can be described as the extent to which followers respect,
feel good about, and are committed to their leader and
who see their personal and organizational goals as being
satisfied by the personal goals of their leader. In other
words, personal power is the extent to which people are
willing to follow a leader. As a result, personal power in
an organizational setting comes from below—the follow-
ers. According to Hersey and Blanchard (1977, p. 113),

Although managers certainly can influence the amount of personal
power they have by the way they treat their people, it is a volatile
kind of power. It can be taken away rapidly by followers. Make a
few dramatic mistakes and see how many people are willing to fol-
low. Personal power is a day-to-day phenomenon—it can be earned
and it can be taken away.

Pomrenke (1994, pp. 37–38) links managerial effec-
tiveness with leadership skills that need to be com-
bined in order to achieve a successful organization. He
examines three basic areas of activity (as obtained from
Kotter, 1990, p. 4):

1. Establishing Direction: developing a vision of the fu-
ture (often the distant future), as well as strategies for
producing the changes needed to achieve that vision.

2. Aligning People: communicating the direction to
those whose cooperation may be needed, so as to cre-
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ate coalitions that understand the vision and are
committed to its achievement.

3. Motivating and Inspiring: keeping people moving in
the right direction—despite major political, bureau-
cratic, and resource barriers to change—by appealing
to very basic, but often untapped, human needs, val-
ues, and emotions.

From a simplified, managerial perspective, then, lead-
ership in an organization is indeed influence—influenc-
ing others to complete tasks as effectively and as effi-
ciently as possible and according to explicit organiza-
tional programmatic goals.

Leadership Traits, Characteristics, and Skills

Whether leaders are born or are trained is a debate
without significance. Kotter (1990, p. 5) suggests that
while any manager can be trained in leadership princi-
ples, it is the ability to utilize those skills to influence
others. In fact, in a study of successful executives con-
ducted by Kotter (1990, pp. 106–107), he found that
these persons shared common characteristics, including:

• high drive, ambition, or energy levels (to achieve and
succeed)

• above-average intellectual skills (most important in
direction setting)

• no mental/emotional health “baggage” (allows man-
ager to interact with others with a minimum of dis-
tortions or problems)

• integrity (contributes to direction setting and satis-
fies needs of others)

Caroselli (1990, p. 4) (as quoted in Pomrenke, 1994,
p. 38) produced a list of leadership traits that are be-
havioral in nature and further enhance the notion that
personality and life experiences are an integral part of
leadership development. According to her, an effective
leader is intelligent, mature, self-confident, and ethical;
welcomes change; and is able to communicate, follow
through, develop teams, energize and motivate staff,
share knowledge, and envision the future.

Behavioral Dimension of Leadership

Whether right or wrong, many researchers as well as
practitioners believe that they understand manage-
ment. In fact, volumes of research over the past 50
years have defined management in terms of tasks or ac-
tivities such as planning, coordinating, and staffing.
While debate continues over details, textbooks all tend
to discuss the management process, with descriptions
essentially the same.

Leadership, on the other hand, has been far less well
defined, partly because we have decided that a leader
has charisma. But the concept of charisma undoubtedly

falls into the same category as “beauty” or “love”—im-
possible to define due to its abstract nature and almost
totally “in the eye of the beholder.” Thus, as Zenger
(1985, pp. 45–52) delineates, there are six behavioral
dimensions to leadership that separate the manager
from the leader, including:

1. Leaders create values through communication. 

Leaders are universally good communicators, espe-
cially when discussing organizational values and mis-
sion. They are articulate and express themselves per-
suasively, if not passionately, when in groups. Leaders
also focus on emotional issues that connect them with
their followers; that is, they focus on values that appeal
to employees, enlisting them in a cause that gives pur-
pose and meaning to their work. They convey a vision
of the future while serving as catalysts to define the or-
ganization’s mission and potential, transmit that vision
to their associates, and enlist their help in attaining it.

2. Leaders develop committed followers.

Leaders develop emotional connections with associ-
ates, who become their followers. They involve others,
provide positive feedback, and build a climate of trust.
People who work for manager-leaders feel responsible
for making the organization successful. Further, when
leadership is present, staff members know that they
truly are empowered—because they are trusted and be-
cause they are treated as competent. The manager-
leader appreciates and recognizes talent and thrives on
the success of others.

3. Leaders inspire lofty accomplishments.

A manager-leader is willing to accept responsibility
for ensuring that organizational goals and objectives
are attained. He or she sets standards that are realistic
and understandable, but high enough to demand cre-
ativity on the part of staff. Further, they use small wins
to build confidence and motivate people to do more.
Then, they move on to larger challenges, always trying
to go beyond past achievements.

4. Leaders model appropriate behavior.

Leaders tend to be accepted by their colleagues, in
part, because they reflect the values and norms of the
group members, who, in turn, emulate leader behavior.
Because of high trust, they will move as fast or as slow
as the leader insofar as goal definition and task accom-
plishment are concerned. Followers want to see in their
manager-leaders talent, a sense of direction, and one
who is capable of taking action, but not precipitously.

5. Leaders focus attention on important issues.

Leaders are capable of defining problems and work-
ing toward feasible solutions. They are focused and, in
effect, follow the river without being distracted by trib-
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utaries. Leaders do not spend only 25 cents on a dollar
issue, but, conversely, will not waste a dollar on a 25-
cent issue. They have the ability to recognize that only
a limited number of goals and activities can be pursued
at any given time, so they take great care in determin-
ing what issues need emphasis and what the priorities
should be.

6. Leaders connect their group to the outside world.

A leader clearly recognizes that there are internal
and external environments, both of which need to be
understood and which require special relationships.
Leaders stay in touch with representatives of both
groups, always sharing appropriate information. By
keeping staff apprised of developments and issues, the
leader helps colleagues to understand what others be-
lieve and are doing. Leaders, in fact, tend to spend more
time away from their offices than behind their desks.
They are constantly listening and communicating.

Zenger (1985, pp. 51–53) states that:

. . . organizations need both leadership and management. All lead-
ership and no management would leave us without the required
systems for analysis and control that make our organizations run
efficiently. If we assume, however, that managers are in place, and
we wish to add leadership skills to their repertoires, the following
strategy can help promote those behaviors at all levels in the or-
ganization.

• Teach managers the nature of leadership.

• Train managers in leadership skills.

• Put managers in the proper environments to learn leadership.

• Train executives and managers to coach their subordinates on
leadership skills (mentoring).

• Train subordinates to help train their managers in leadership.

However, all the reviews of leadership training (e.g.,
Gordon, 1985; Burke & Day, 1986; Bass, 1990; Lewis,
1995) stress that we know very little about the processes
in leadership and managerial training that contribute
to organizational performance. At least one reason for
this lack of knowledge, according to Fiedler (1996, p.
244), is the scarcity of meaningful and rigorous re-
search. The sole evaluation of most management train-
ing too often consists of no more than asking trainees
how they liked the program or whether they thought
they had learned something (Saari et al., 1988).

Insofar as leadership training is concerned, Fiedler
(1996, p. 245) argues:

. . . that we are most likely to make important further progress in
selecting managers less by assessing leader abilities and knowl-
edge than by fully using the abilities and knowledge they already
have.

He goes on to state (p. 245) that predictions of how a
leader will perform in a particular job that are based on

the individual’s intelligence have been marginal at
best. Further, experience and job knowledge have been
shown to be completely unrelated to leadership perfor-
mance (see, for example, Fiedler & Garcia, 1987, pp.
31–48; Fiedler & House, 1994, pp. 1–16).

Leadership Style

McCall (1977, p. 4) summarizes the literature up to
that time and reports that data show that leaders
change their behavior in response to situational con-
ditions as well as subordinate needs and behaviors.
That is, leaders are not perceived by subordinates as
having only “one style.” Thus, the search for invariant
truth—the one best-way-approach—may not hold an-
swers for all situations and conditions. Most leaders, it
appears, have numerous behaviors to choose from as
they face a wide variety of circumstances; yet, a num-
ber of leadership behaviors may be equally effective in
the same situation.

If the situation requires compassion, the leader is ca-
pable of being compassionate. If the situation requires
toughness, the leader is capable of being tough. This
does not make the leader either fickle or unable to
make a decision. Rather, since there is a repertoire of
behaviors available, he or she responds to situations
appropriately. Subordinates clearly recognize that
manager-leaders are willing to confront issues and seek
resolutions that are in the best interest of the organi-
zation and the personnel involved.

For organizational leaders, according to McCall
(1977, pp. 9–10), the data indicate that their worlds
consist of many activities, most of which are of short
duration, frequent interruptions, a large number of
contacts beyond the immediate work group, and a pre-
ponderance of oral communication. And, “what obser-
vational studies have shown us is that the leadership
we react to—the inspiration, or lack of it, the autocratic
or democratic behavior—is only a part of the larger and
more complex set of phenomena comprising the role of
the leader” (p. 10).

Leadership Training

A review of the literature suggests that most leader-
ship training is based on the behavioral science ap-
proach, which seems to repeat the mistakes of leader-
ship research. As examples, training tends to focus
quite narrowly on the relationship between the leader
and the group and specifically on the issue of leader-
ship style. It fails to take into account the nature of
managerial work: many activities, fragmentation, vari-
ety, nonhierarchical relationships, etc. Also, when situ-
ational considerations are included in training, they
tend to be limited to the situation of the immediate
work group (e.g., the task of the group or the nature of
the immediate problem).
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It may be useful for managers who strive to become
leaders to develop a knowledge of leadership styles and
a sensitivity to their contingent application, but applying
such learning on the job undoubtedly is a different mat-
ter. If this is the case, then I would suggest that instead
of teaching content, leadership training might better
focus on creating situations that truly reflect the daily
demands of the manager-leader role and, through the
use of extensive and intensive feedback, allow the
trainees to study, understand, analyze, and practice
their performance—and the impact on the self and oth-
ers (not too dissimilar from assessment center practices).

One result of the hectic pace of managerial work is
that managers seldom have time to reflect on their be-
havior, and this is also true for the manager-leader. On-
the-job feedback is likely to be fragmented, badly
timed, vague, sometimes hostile, and occasionally lack-
ing altogether. Further, there are always “hidden agen-
das” that interfere with critical decision-making and
problem-solving.

Therefore, one valuable anticipated outcome of a
training experience (for leadership or management) is
that it can provide the opportunity to examine and ex-
plore the process of how to be a leader. However, to
maximize this potential, the training must generate be-
havior that approximates the leader’s actual role as
well as provide valid feedback on what the behaviors
were and their impact and significance.

Core Ideology and Envisioned Future

While the manager attends to daily functions to en-
sure that the organization fulfills its mission and ac-
cording to declared processes, it is the leader who looks
to the future, anticipates and attempts to control the
future, and otherwise has a vision that is not only ac-
ceptable to subordinates, they do their best to ensure it
becomes a reality.

Collins and Porras (1996, p. 66) discuss this aspect of
leadership and write:

A well-conceived vision consists of two major components: core ide-
ology and envisioned future. Core ideology, the yin in our scheme,
defines what we stand for and why we exist (organizationally). Yin
is unchanging and complements yang, the envisioned future. The
envisioned future is what we aspire to become, to achieve, to
create—something that will require significant change and
progress to attain. . . . Any effective vision must embody the core
ideology of the organization, which in turn consists of two distinct
parts: core values, a system of guiding principles and tenets; and
core purpose, the organization’s most fundamental reason for exis-
tence.

It appears, then, that core purpose is the organiza-
tion’s reason for being; that is, what it is expected to ac-
complish. Moreover, an effective core purpose reflects
people’s idealistic motivations for doing the organiza-
tion’s work. The leader, therefore, understands that the
core purpose does not just describe the organization’s
output or services, it captures the soul of the organiza-

tion. Purpose, however, should not be confused with
specific goals or agency-based strategies; the former is
enduring and unchanging while the latter constantly
changes. “The core purpose is forever pursued but
never reached” (Collins & Porras, 1996, p. 69).

Core ideology is not created, it is discovered. It does
not come from an administrative order, a court deci-
sion, or a law. It does not come from the external envi-
ronment. You understand it by looking inside, for it has
to be authentic. It reflects core values that are truly
and passionately held. And it is the leader who helps
subordinates to identify and embrace these core values.
The manager, on the other hand, is only concerned with
output and numbers, not with why the organization ex-
ists at all. It is the leader, furthermore, who attracts to
his or her organization potential staff who are predis-
posed to share core values and purpose, retains them,
and pushes out those who do not embrace these values.
Thus, the successful leader is one who views the build-
ing of strength of the  organization as a primary way of
creating the future.

According to Collins and Porras (1996, pp. 76–77):

Many executives trash about with mission statements and vision
statements. Unfortunately, most of these statements turn out to be
a muddled stew of values, goals, purposes, philosophies, beliefs, as-
pirations, norms, strategies, practices, and descriptions. They are
usually a boring, confusing, structurally unsound stream of words
that evoke the response “True, but who cares?” Even more prob-
lematic, seldom do these statements have a direct link to the fun-
damental dynamic or visionary [organization] . . . preserve the core
and stimulate progress. (Emphasis added)

The concern of the leader then becomes one where
the vision or mission of the organization is cast into an
effective context for building a visionary organization.
He or she leads and subordinates (and colleagues) fol-
low because they are motivated to want to, because the
vision is congruent with personal values, and because
they want the organization to prosper.

Intellect and Performance

The finding that intellectual abilities and experience
do not seem to predict performance has major implica-
tions for management. Effective leadership requires
sound judgment, wise decisions, the ability to evaluate
both simple and complex information, and a commit-
ment to create and translate a vision for the organiza-
tion. These and similar attributes are intellectual func-
tions. Yet, we seem to place more trust in leaders who
have experience and expertise than in those who are
relatively inexperienced and know very little about the
task.

The fact that these intellectual resources and leader-
ship performance are unrelated suggests that they con-
tribute to performance about as often as they fail to
contribute or are detrimental to performance. There-
fore, Fielder (1996, p. 245) asserts that “helping leaders
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to make effective use of their cognitive resources, for
which they were hired in the first place, would also be
the most efficient and cost-effective method for improv-
ing leadership performance.”

Discussion

Whether leaders are born or are created is an acad-
emic argument that does not help us understand how
leadership skills can be enhanced within an organiza-
tional context. While we recognize the difference
between leadership and management, a successful
organization strives to have manager-leaders: intelli-
gent and experienced practitioners who not only define
core values and purpose, they translate these into vi-
able strategies that subordinates and colleagues ac-
cept and attempt to implement. They are motivated by
the manager-leaders to create and sustain an organi-
zation that reflects their own values as well as those of
the organization.

Although the research literature does not tell us con-
clusively what a leader is, how she or he operates, or
training required to create or enhance leadership skills,
somehow within organizations “we know leadership
when we see it.” But leadership is more than that
which is in the eye of the beholder, however important
that is. It is a sustained approach to organizational
prosperity; it is an environment in which creativity ex-
ists; it is an organization that has vision, has direction,
and anticipates the future for the changes that are
likely to—and should—occur.

In the final analysis, the literature on leadership sug-
gests not only that leadership is a complex phenome-
non, but that it reflects an interaction between the
leader and the leadership situation. However, this
principle still must be translated into practice. Fiedler
(1996, p. 249) states: “We cannot make leaders more in-
telligent or more creative, but we can design situations
that allow leaders to utilize their intellectual abilities,
expertise, and experience more effectively.”

Rhetoric about leadership in terms of what is desired
for the organization is not helpful. The reality of lead-
ership, how leaders behave and how they can be
trained, on the other hand, is what we need to under-
stand and translate into practice.
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THIS EVENING I am going to share with you the
origin and nature of a program that, in my opin-
ion, is a genuine revolution in the field of criminal

justice. It is a revolution that requires serious criminal
offenders to be brought to college and university cam-
puses to read and discuss some of the great masterpieces
in literature and some of the classic texts in philosophy.
This program is also revolutionary in its rejection of the
prevailing paradigm regarding the reasons or causes
that explain why these persons commit criminal of-
fenses. In my concluding remarks I will explain why I
truly regret that I did not have the vision to create this
program in Texas nearly 10 years ago when I was hired
as an adjunct professor for the University of Houston at
Clear Lake. All of my students are prison inmates.

The genesis of this program was in 1991 during a dis-
cussion between two friends following their completion of
a game of tennis. More specifically, District Court Judge
Robert Kane of New Bedford, Massachusetts (the loca-
tion of the early pages in Melville’s Moby Dick), and Pro-
fessor Robert Waxler of the University of Massachusetts
at Dartmouth were discussing Judge Kane’s frustration
with the lack of meaningful sentencing options for repeat
offenders. Professor Waxler ventured a suggestion in the
form of a daring challenge, namely, sentence some of
those bad guys to me at the university and I will direct
them to the transformative power of the humanities and
great works of literature. Judge Kane accepted the chal-
lenge and the experiment of “Changing Lives Through
Literature” was born. “Go to school and read books or go
to jail “ was soon to become a new choice for repeat crim-
inal offenders in New Bedford, Massachusetts. My com-
mitment to this program is best understood in the con-
text of the time in my life when I was directed to the
transformative power of the humanities.1

In 1960, I was a freshman in college, and near the
completion of the first semester I was giving serious con-
sideration to quitting and making an attempt to become
a professional bowler. During an afternoon walk to
class, I encountered one of the recognized campus intel-
lectuals. In response to my greeting of “Hello, what do
you know?,” he made an abrupt stop in front of me and
said, “Mr. Jablecki, I do not know anything, I am simply
attempting to understand.” He then marched past me.
Not having a clue as to the meaning of his curt remark,

I probably articulated a response in very unscholarly
language. Several days later, I asked a senior who was
majoring in something called philosophy to explain to
me the distinction between knowing and understand-
ing. After his learned discourse, most of which I failed to
comprehend, he suggested that in the spring semester, I
should take Introduction to Philosophy. I decided to re-
main in college for at least one more semester, and I en-
rolled in Introduction to Philosophy. In that class I was
introduced to the life and teachings of a man named
Socrates. Consequently, in the spring of 1960, I learned
the meaning of the distinction between knowing and un-
derstanding, my thinking, my conduct, and my ambi-
tions changed and I sold my prized black beauty bowl-
ing ball and purchased some philosophy books.

Sixteen years later, I was a resident of Texas and
seeking employment as a classroom philosopher or an
opportunity to bridge the enormous gap between theory
and practice. The opportunity, in 1979, to make the
transition from theorizing about the concepts of justice
and punishment to participating in their creation and
administration was a totally unanticipated new chap-
ter in my life.

Now, as I remarked earlier, the Changing Lives
Through Literature program involves the rejection of
the prevailing paradigm regarding the reasons or
causes that explain why persons commit criminal of-
fenses. More specifically, the paradigm is the medical
model of human conduct, and using nearly 18 years of
experience in dealing with thousands of criminal of-
fenders, I will unpack the reasons why I believe this
model to be false. In 1988, I wrote an article that was
published in The Houston Post under the title of “Why
Criminals Can’t Be Rehabilitated.” I remain persuaded
of the truth of the following:

I am going to expose a myth by telling a closely
guarded secret that should have been released to the
public long ago: Criminals cannot be “rehabilitated.” To
“rehabilitate,” according to Webster’s New Collegiate
Dictionary, is to “restore to a former capacity” or to “re-
store to a condition of health or useful and constructive
activity.” Using this definition, my experiences with sev-
eral thousand criminal offenders on adult probation and
many hours of discussion with a significant number of
inmates in two of our prison units confirm the absence
of a prior healthy or constructive condition to which to
restore them. More specifically, due to a combination of
their total environment and voluntary decisions, they

Changing Lives Through Literature*
BY LAWRENCE T. JABLECKI, PH.D.

Director, Brazoria County Community Supervision and Corrections Department, Angleton, Texas

*This is the text of Dr. Jablecki’s presentation on November
20, 1997, to the Houston Philosophical Society, Rice University.
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have never learned to think clearly and live responsibly.
This means that it would be a serious mistake to restore
or to “rehabilitate” them to what they were.

This claim can be illustrated by describing the typi-
cal felony adult probationer in Texas, who is an Anglo
male between 17 and 26 years of age. This individual
does not give a hoot over the loss of his rights to serve
on a jury, to vote, or to hold an elected public office. He
becomes indignant, however, and thinks he should be
allowed to withdraw his plea when we inform him (his
attorney did not bother to do so) that when the next
deer season rolls around he will not be able to partici-
pate unless he does so with a bow and arrow.

This young high-school dropout, who is abusing him-
self with alcohol and/or drugs, has no real appreciation
for or understanding of the words “rights” and “obliga-
tions” and their crucial role in our system of govern-
ment. He is restricted to manual labor, has no concept
of the future beyond tomorrow, and has an immediate
need for the kind of material possessions that it has
taken 20 years for the rest of us to accumulate. His fa-
ther taught him the Archie Bunker view of the world,
failed to teach him to respect the rights and feelings of
others, failed to encourage him to read and think
clearly about significant issues, and failed to emphasize
the importance of education and becoming a genuinely
civilized person.

In addition to the fact that the rehabilitative ideal
presupposes an unrealistic view of the majority of crim-
inal offenders, it involves a commitment to the equally
false model of human behavior advocated by some psy-
chiatrists, psychologists, and so-called behavioral sci-
entists. Criminals are not “mentally ill” or “sick,” and
they are not “determined” by causes over which they
have no control to commit crimes.

The basic assumptions of our society and legal sys-
tem are that individual citizens can make free choices
and that they ought to be held responsible for the con-
sequences of any decision involving unlawful conduct.
More specifically, our society operates on the assump-
tion that the individual human is a moral agent capa-
ble of initiating occurrences or actions, and this capac-
ity is what is meant by freedom.

Joined with the idea of freedom is the idea of respon-
sibility, which, in practice, involves approval and disap-
proval, rewards and punishments. Moral judgments
and the application of legal rules assume that the indi-
vidual is free and the burden of proving in any specific
case the absence of freedom rests upon the individual to
produce some excusing conditions or prove a state of ab-
normality. We assume, therefore, that people who com-
mit a criminal offense could have acted otherwise—that
they were not forced or coerced to commit a crime.

Criminal offenders are in conflict with the norms of so-
ciety; they are not suffering from psychological disorders
that both explain and excuse their conduct. They have

consciously and deliberately chosen to commit a crime,
or, in numerous cases, they consciously and deliberately
set themselves up for committing a crime by altering
their normal mental and physical capacities. They were
free to do otherwise and should be held responsible.

I am not advocating an insensitive and unmerciful
punishment of criminal offenders, many of whom have
very real and serious psychological problems. In nu-
merous cases, their conduct and degree of personal hap-
piness have been adversely affected by poverty, lack of
education and job skills, peer pressure, racial discrimi-
nation, broken homes, physical or sexual abuse, drug
addiction, and alcoholism.

My experiences, not theories, have led me to the fol-
lowing views. A seasoned adult probation officer has su-
pervised people who are mentally retarded, mean and
violent, chronic liars, profoundly ignorant, highly edu-
cated and sophisticated, wealthy or in the upper income
bracket, economically and culturally impoverished,
drug addicts, alcoholics, sexual deviants, and con
artists. All of these individuals make free choices and
should be held accountable. All of the factors, however,
that constitute their unique environment produce a
wide variation in the number of choices and options
that are available to them.

This means that the degree to which they are free and
responsible must be determined on a case-by-case basis.
For example, the highly educated and upper income of-
fenders, regardless of the nature of their crimes, possess
more freedom or options of conduct from which to choose,
and this involves a greater degree of accountability for
their actions. It is, in my opinion, a sad and tragic con-
tradiction that multitudes of people who are less free and
responsible receive the harshest punishment.

Now that I have told our secret—criminals cannot be
rehabilitated—the question is, what (if anything) can
be done to change them? We should use every available
resource to assist in the process of “habilitation”—in
other words, a civilizing process in which they must vol-
untarily accept the responsibility for developing new
habits of thinking and conduct.

Popular myths do not die easy deaths. But unless we
abandon the myth of rehabilitation in favor of a realis-
tic account of the causes of criminal behavior and the
actual character traits of the people we attempt to help,
our alleged failures will continue to be magnified in the
news media. We cannot perform miracles, and it is time
to point the finger of blame in the direction of a chaotic
society and an educational system that is graduating
uncivilized illiterates.

I have discussed and debated my arguments with
hundreds of criminal offenders, many of whom are
prison inmates. With few exceptions, even those with
vivid memories of the lowest depth of their struggle
with drug and alcohol abuse acknowledged that they
were always making choices, i.e., their alleged addic-
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tion did not force or compel them to commit a crime. I
hasten to make it abundantly clear that I am not advo-
cating a cavalier dismissal or minimization of the value
of the services provided to numerous persons by profes-
sional substance abuse counselors and other profes-
sional counselors. At the same time, however, I must in-
sist that if they counsel any of their clients as if they
are victims of society or of a mental disease or illness
over which they have no control, they are wrong. I am
very cognizant of the fact that my academic credentials
impose a definite limit on my ability to critique what
has been described as the invasion of contemporary
psychiatry and psychology into the area of criminal jus-
tice. That critique, however, is being articulated by an
increasing number of psychiatrists and psychologists,
notably, Thomas Szasz and Stanton Samenow. My po-
sition, for the most part, is a restatement of the argu-
ments in Szasz’s Law, Liberty, and Psychiatry and
Samenow’s Inside the Criminal Mind. Szasz, as some of
you know, is a psychiatrist who has focused his career
on attempting to demolish what he calls the myth of
mental illness.

According to Szasz, the concept of mental illness
which lies at the core of virtually all psychiatric theo-
ries and practices “ . . . is a metaphor which we have
come to mistake for a fact.”2 We call people physically ill
when their body-functioning violates certain anatomi-
cal and physiological norms; similarly, we call people
mentally ill when their personal conduct violates cer-
tain ethical, political, and social norms. This explains
why many historical figures, from Jesus to Castro and
from Job to Hitler, have been diagnosed as suffering
from this or that psychiatric malady.3

Psychiatric maladies or problems, Szasz insists, are
not medical problems, and psychiatry is not a branch of
medicine. Instead, psychiatric interventions are directed
at the universal, moral problems in daily living, e.g., per-
sonal needs and wants, social aspirations, and the for-
mulation of opinions and values. Calling mental illness a
“myth” or metaphorical disease, therefore, is not calling
it a fairy tale. Rather, as the British philosopher, Gilbert
Ryle observes, a myth is the “presentation of facts be-
longing in one category in the idioms belonging to an-
other. To explode a myth is accordingly not to deny the
facts but to re-allocate them.”4 As indicated in my earlier
comments on why criminals can’t be “rehabilitated,” I
agree with Szasz’s claim that almost the entire range of
human problems studied by psychiatrists, psychologists,
and counselors is best described as universal moral prob-
lems in living, i.e., the “human situation.”

The relevance of Samenow’s views to Changing Lives
Through Literature is located in the preface to his In-
side the Criminal Mind, where he says:

The essence of this approach is that criminals choose to commit
crimes. Crime resides within the person and is “caused” by the way
he thinks, not by his environment. Criminals think differently

from responsible people. What must change is how the offender
views himself and the world. Focusing on forces outside the crimi-
nal is futile. We found the conventional psychological and sociolog-
ical formulations about crime and its causes to be erroneous and
counterproductive because they provide excuses. . . . From regard-
ing criminals as victims we saw that instead they were victimizers
who had freely chosen their way of life.5

I believe that Samenow is committed to the erro-
neous position that choices are made in a causal void
and that he fails to give due recognition to the fact that
the majority of criminal offenders have a small number
of choices or options available to them.6 I am in com-
plete agreement, however, with his view that they
make real decisions, and it is through a process of “ha-
bilitation” in which they must develop new patterns of
thinking in order to act responsibly in society.7

In July 1996, while attending the American Proba-
tion and Parole Association annual conference in
Chicago, I was surprised by the joy of learning of the ex-
istence of the program of Changing Lives Through Lit-
erature. My instant perception was that this bold and
unconventional initiative is an application, in practice,
of every key concept in my philosophy of crime and pun-
ishment. Fired with a fresh burst of enthusiasm, I dis-
cussed the program with Judge Robert E. May, of the
149th District Court in Brazoria County, and in Sep-
tember he agreed to accompany me to Massachusetts to
meet with Judge Kane and Professor Waxler.8 It is
doubtful if one can exaggerate the passion and rea-
soned conviction with which Judge Kane and Professor
Waxler explained the experiment they created in 1991.
Recalling his friend’s challenge to discover if reading
and discussing significant issues, ideas, and concepts in
an academic environment could cause criminal offend-
ers to change their thinking and conduct, Judge Kane
told us that this program has proved to be the most re-
warding and successful sentencing initiative in his ca-
reer as a judge.

Who to allow in the program, the number and dura-
tion of the classes, and the selection of texts were major
decisions to be made during the birthing process. Judge
Kane agreed to Professor Waxler’s request that the par-
ticipants be 8 to 10 male offenders with a history of se-
rious criminal conduct, the only exclusions to be active
drug users, sex offenders, and murderers. A screening
procedure was developed in which probation officials,
prosecutors, defense counsel, and victims were invited
to consider the attitude, risk, and criminal history of
the candidates. Verification of at least an eighth grade
reading ability is also a part of the screening process. To
provide the reality of a major accomplishment, the
course was designed to span a period of 12 weeks, with
meetings every other week and the sessions 2 hours in
length. The six classes are discussions of short stories
and major works of literature in which the characters
demonstrate and struggle with the issues of male iden-
tity, violence, and the individual in society and author-
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ity. The required readings include The Old Man and the
Sea by Ernest Hemingway, Of Mice and Men by John
Steinbeck, The Bluest Eye by Toni Morrison, Deliver-
ance by James Dickey, and Animal Farm by George
Orwell. Those who complete the program are honored
at a graduation ceremony to which family and friends
are invited, they are given a framed certificate signed
by Professor Waxler, and Judge Kane reduces their sen-
tence by 6 months.

In response to the obviously critical question if this
program really works to reduce the recidivism rate of
criminal offenders, Judge Kane and Professor Waxler
gave us copies of an independent study by Professor G.
Roger Jarjoura of the College of Criminal Justice at
Northeastern University in Boston. In April 1993, “the
program had been operating for two years, graduated
five classes and had forty graduates.”9 Professor Jar-
joura focused his “data analysis on the first four classes
or thirty-two students.”10 Making large claims for the
success of a program dealing with criminal offenders is
a risky and potentially embarrassing business. Cog-
nizant of these facts, Professor Jarjoura compiled a
comparison group11 for the 32 men (the study group)
who completed the first four classes. Selected from the
list of active probation cases in the New Bedford Dis-
trict Court, 40 men were placed in the comparison
group. Documenting the similarities and the significant
differences between the two groups,12 Professor Jar-
joura concludes that the “program is successful when
the outcome being measured is number of convic-
tions.”13 More specifically, 18 of the men (45 percent) in
the comparison group were convicted of new charges,
compared to 6 (18.75 percent) of the men in the study
group who were convicted of new charges.14

Acknowledging that the majority of the men in the
study group had probably reached “a point in their lives
when they were ready to make a change to a non crim-
inal lifestyle”15 and that it is not feasible to argue that
their success is a direct result of the literature program,
Professor Jarjoura correctly observes that “a recidivism
rate of less than 20% is quite impressive and certainly
not a common finding in evaluations of alternative
sanctions in adult corrections.”16 What he implies, but
does not explicitly state, is that it is undeniable that the
timing of their success is the direct result of the oppor-
tunity to participate in the program. In our discussion
with him, Judge Kane made it abundantly clear that he
would have sentenced all 32 men to prison if they re-
fused to volunteer for the program.

Another critically important dimension in the effort
to change lives involves the perception by the offenders
that their identity as a person and their thoughts and
beliefs are of genuine meaning to those who created
and actively participate in the classes. More specifi-
cally, in the classroom environment, the power of ideas
and concepts to grab a human mind and shake the

foundation of a person’s life requires the inspired com-
munications of a person who has experienced that
transforming power. During his interviews with the
men in the study group, Professor Jarjoura became cog-
nizant of the positive influence of Judge Kane, Profes-
sor Waxler, and Wayne St. Pierre, the probation officer
who attends the classes. Professor Jarjoura comments
that they “left their mark on the program and its grad-
uates,” i.e., “they have combined their creativity and
dedication and shown the participants genuine interest
and concern.”17

Reflecting on the genesis and development of their
creation, particularly the vital role of Judge Kane, Pro-
fessor Waxler says:

No doubt it took considerable courage on the part of the judge, a
feared prosecutor in an earlier phase of his life, to agree to such an
apparently soft idea, but once we got going we realized that the
judge himself was not only an important administrator in the
process, but a central participant in the drama of changing the lives
of all those seated around that seminar table. He too claims that it’s
been one of the best experiences of his life.

As a professor of literature, I could engage in discussions with
these men as part of my expected role, but this judge, Bob Kane,
proved unusual in this context. For the criminal offenders, a judge
traditionally represented the enemy, a criminal justice system that
punished them. Ordinarily the image of the judge confirmed their
alienation from the mainstream of society. He was an authority
figure that menaced them, one who refused to validate their hu-
manity; he was the dark robe that simply passed judgment on
their criminal behavior, often with only a few perfunctory words.

Judge Kane rewrote that story for these men though. Not only did
he give them another chance by recognizing their promise, but he
often sat at the table with us, contributing his insights and inter-
pretations of the literature. He became a voice equal to the other
voices around the seminar room. For the criminal offenders, the
judge became a man among other men, still a representative of the
authority of the criminal justice system, but a representative with
a human heart ready to certify and validate these other men as
part of a group that included him. In open court, as part of a final
graduation ceremony, these men received praise and certification
of their work from the judge. As a result, the story of the relation-
ship between these men and the criminal justice system changed
its meaning.18

Standing in front of a high bench facing a person usu-
ally clothed in a black robe and who possesses the au-
thority to sentence them to prison or jail or control their
lives during a period of probation gives criminal offenders
good reason to perceive the judge as an enemy. This in-
herent reality of the criminal justice process means that
Judge Kane’s decision to attend the final three sessions of
the class, to read the assigned texts, and his ability to con-
vey a genuine concern for the lives of the participants is a
very notable accomplishment. It also means that it will be
no easy task to duplicate his accomplishment.

The New Bedford experiment that I have called a
bold revolution19 in the field of criminal justice is now a
reality in 10 district courts in Massachusetts, and 62
seminars, some for female offenders, have been com-
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pleted with 434 graduates.20 In 1992, following meet-
ings with Judge Kane and Professor Waxler, a program
for female offenders was created by Jean Trounstine,
professor of humanities at Middlesex Community Col-
lege in Lowell, Massachusetts. Currently, this is a 14-
week literature seminar with meetings every other
week and a 6-week self-reliance seminar that meets
every week. I was somewhat astonished to learn that
the commitment of District Court Judge Joseph I.
Dever is such that he reads all of the assigned readings
and attends every meeting of the class. Professor
Trounstine informed me that the female offenders are
very appreciative of his participation and his concern
for their success.21 Programs for female offenders are
now available in four district courts in Massachusetts.

The readings for the female literature seminars focus
on the major issues of women’s struggles in the 20th
century, e.g., female identity, the family, and domestic
violence. The required readings include The House on
Mango Street by Sandra Cisneros, The Bluest Eye by
Toni Morrison, and Their Eyes Were Watching God by
Zora Neale Hurston. Reflecting on her first class with
six female offenders, Professor Trounstine says of them:

Women, without much formal education, without transportation or
support, they had been arrested over and over, been in and out of
jail. They came armed only with hope. They had a desire to try
once and for all to find a way out of crime through a deceptively
simple program that I had the nerve to think might actually do
what it advertised, change their lives. They all had done some
prison time and had knocked around the criminal justice system,
having served sentences for crimes such as drugs, prostitution, as-
sault and battery, shoplifting, and theft. But these women were
different from their male counterparts. They had no support from
worried wives and no encouragement to find jobs. Their drinking
and drugging had often brought them abusive boyfriends who
threatened their lives and parents who kicked them out of the
house. Most had managed their pregnancies and young children
alone. They all had lives of failed commitments, longings and un-
fulfilled dreams. They all had ceased to believe in themselves.22

Having met and heard presentations by Judge Dever
and Professor Trounstine, I am confident that their in-
fluence is the decisive factor inspiring many of these
women to take control of their lives.

In January 1997, the politically courageous decision
of District Court Judge Robert E. May allowed the birth
of the Texas version of Changing Lives Through Liter-
ature. Greatly impressed by its creators in Massachu-
setts and its documented success, he permitted the
writer to screen and select 8 to 10 male felony proba-
tioners from his court to participate in a pilot project.
Judge May’s decision was an act of political courage be-
cause, in Texas, district court judges are elected every
4 years, and the elections take place in the heat of par-
tisan politics, i.e., many judges are elected or voted out
of office simply because of the changing perceptions of
the words Democrat and Republican.

Exercising political prudence and caution, offenders
selected for the program were not obliged to volunteer

in lieu of being sentenced to jail or prison. Although all
of them were guilty of committing serious felony of-
fenses and some of them had a fairly extensive criminal
history, they were chosen because their probation offi-
cers were persuaded of their genuine desire to change
the direction of their lives. Verification of at least an
eighth grade reading level was required and, like the
Massachusetts program, active drug users, murderers,
and sex offenders were not eligible.

The Texas Code of Criminal Procedure contains too
many roadblocks for a timely and inexpensive procedure
to reduce a probated sentence by 6 months. The attrac-
tive carrot capable of eliciting volunteers was located in
one of the standard conditions of probation. Unless there
is good cause to waive the requirement, all probationers
are judicially ordered to complete a minimum of 24 and
a maximum of 1,000 hours of unpaid community service
work. The range for felony offenders is 120 to 1,000
hours. Calculating the number of hours in the classroom
and the time required to read the assigned texts, the de-
cision was made to extend the generous offer of 75 hours
of community service work to those who complete the
seminar. Potential students were eager to volunteer as
most of the available community service work involves
physical labor. The controversial aspect of this decision is
the argument that all offenders should perform all of
their community service work in the publicly demeaning
tasks of picking up litter from the highways and beaches.
The reasoning and hope of the author and Judge May
were that, regardless of their motive for attending the
class, it will change their thinking and conduct and re-
duce the number of new victims of crimes.

Fortunately, the finding of a qualified and successful
educator and a college or university that would allow
the use of a classroom and the issuance of an official
certificate to criminal offenders proved to be relatively
easy. The writer contacted a graduate of this university
who had retired recently after many years of greatly ac-
claimed teaching of literature in a local high school. De-
scribed by her former students, two of whom are local
judges, as a tough, demanding, and inspiring teacher
who guided them to college-level performance, Ms. Car-
olyn Huff graciously agreed23 to be the teacher for our
first literature seminar. I received a very positive re-
ception from Dr. Millicent Valek, the president of Bra-
zosport College in Lake Jackson. With no hesitation,
she approved my requests for the use of a classroom
and an official college certificate for the participants.
She requested and I readily agreed to a minimal fee of
$10 per student.

Adopting the format of six classes of 2 hours, meet-
ing every other week, Ms. Huff chose four short stories
and two novels. The short stories included “Greasy
Lake” by T. Coraghessan Boyle and “Barn Burning” by
William Faulkner. The novels were Steinbeck’s Of Mice
and Men and Morrison’s The Bluest Eye. Given the lim-
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ited educational accomplishments of the participants,
Ms. Huff was understandably somewhat skeptical of
their ability to read, comprehend, and critically evalu-
ate the issues and characters in the texts. To her great
surprise and delight, most of them evidenced a good
grasp of the issues and were able to articulate a reflec-
tive evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of the
major characters. The writer read all of the assigned
material and attended all of the classes. Judge May
read the texts for the last three classes and attended
them.24 Eight of the nine members of our first class
completed the program. A graduation ceremony at-
tended by spouses, parents, and others was held in
Judge May’s courtroom, and he and Dr. Valek pre-
sented the eight graduates with framed certificates
from the college. Comments of appreciation from the
graduates and family members allow the claim and
hope that their accomplishment will mark the begin-
ning of a permanently changed life.

For more than 30 years, I have taught a variety of
courses in philosophy to college/university students in
this country and in England. Greatly inspired by what I
observed in our first literature seminar, I decided to dis-
cover if I could succeed in playing the role of a Socratic
mid-wife with a similar group of offenders. I chose two
works containing some of the most influential thought
in the history of Western philosophy: four of Plato’s dia-
logues documenting the life, death, and teachings of
Socrates, namely, the Euthyphro, Apology, Crito, and
Phaedo, and, second, the Enchiridion by Epictetus, the
former slave and Stoic philosopher. These writings ad-
dress the paramount issues and concepts in the human
quest for meaning and purpose in this life and the desire
to know what significance, if any, we have in the life of
the universe. More specifically, these writings describe
our struggle with the questions, what does it mean to be
pious or religious, why should we obey the law, why and
to what extent should the state have authority to limit
and control the freedom of the individual, what is jus-
tice, what is the nature of what we call the soul and does
it survive our bodily death, what are the principles of
right conduct, in what sense do we make free choices
and are we responsible for their consequences, and is
the universe the handiwork of one or more divinities or
is it a cosmic accident.

Three days ago, my humanities or philosophy class
had its last meeting and I am very pleased to be able to
claim that using the Socratic method of defining and
discussing the above issues and concepts with a group of
criminal offenders was a major success. At this point,
the word success is unpacked as follows; I am reluctant
to invoke the word “magic” due to the unnatural and
non-human baggage in its definition, but one must be
present to witness the revelations and insights that
enter the untrained and undisciplined minds of persons
who are guided through a reflective analysis of the

“human situation.” At the outset of the first class, I chal-
lenged them to analyze and evaluate the admittedly
problematic assertion that people who believe that crim-
inal offenders suffer the emotional pain of a poor self-
image or low self-esteem are completely wrong. Instead,
criminal offenders think and act as if the rest of hu-
manity should passively gratify their needs and desires
and all the rules in the serious game of life are to be cre-
ated and changed by them. In short, they view the uni-
verse through the eyeglasses of total selfishness.

I perceived that some of them were offended by this
assaultive generalization, but during the final class in
which they were asked to express their thoughts and
feelings about the program, I was persuaded that most
of the nine students had been brought to realize the ex-
tent to which it described them. Fully cognizant of the
fact that their future conduct will in large measure ver-
ify or falsify their statements, I experienced a bolt of
profound joy as I listened to their comments. A man
with a long history of alcohol abuse stated that our dis-
cussions had helped him more than all of the drug and
alcohol treatment programs he was obliged to attend,
and several others expressed their agreement. Another
voiced his view that his active participation in our dis-
cussions was of far greater help to him than all of the
individual and group counseling sessions he was made
to attend. This claim elicited a collective agreement
from the entire class. A remark by another was that his
mandatory attendance at an anger management course
was a total waste of his time compared to the assistance
he found in our discussions dealing with anger, vio-
lence, and self-control. His claim caused brief verbal ap-
plause from three or four others. Not “throwing caution
into the wind,” it appears that most of these men have
reached a genuine understanding of the Socratic dic-
tum that “the unexamined life is not worth living.”
More specifically, it is not unrealistic to believe that
from this point in their lives they will reflect frequently
and control their course of action by pondering “What
would Socrates or Epictetus think and do?”

We have now completed five seminars with 43 grad-
uates and two more will conclude by the end of this
month. Knowing that the march of time will take its
toll, to date, none of the 43 graduates have been placed
in jail for a violation of probation or the commission of
a new crime. All of my seven bosses, four district court
judges and three county court-at-law judges, have en-
dorsed the program. Last month our second graduation
ceremony was held in Judge May’s courtroom, and the
24 graduates were given their framed certificates by
the presidents of two colleges.25 Four seminars are
scheduled to begin in January 1998, two for females
and two for males.26 I am especially pleased and proud
to announce that in 1998, Dr. Charles Henry, the vice-
provost and librarian of this university, will teach a lit-
erature seminar on this campus.27
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To begin my closing comments, I will provide a brief
explanation of my introductory lamentation. In 1974, the
University of Houston at Clear Lake established an un-
dergraduate program for inmates at the Ramsey I prison
unit, and in 1988 a master’s program was created. Since
1989, I have taught under-graduate and graduate
courses in philosophy to several hundred inmates, many
of whom have been released on parole. Several studies
verify that of those who graduate with one or both of
these degrees and are released on parole, 10 to 12 per-
cent return to prison. Within 3 years, 50 to 60 percent of
parolees without advanced education are back in prison.
Hindsight persuades me that in 1989,28 I should have
conceived the idea of a program called Changing Lives
Through the Humanities for probationers.

Changing Lives Through Literature is not a panacea
or magic bullet capable of curing the thinking and con-
duct of every probationer, prison inmate, or parolee. I
am unequivocally convinced, however, that if this kind
of program was an available option to jail or prison to
the population of more than 400,000 adult probationers
in this state, that in addition to changing numerous
lives, it would reduce the enormous size and costs of our
prison system. The single indisputable fact concerning
the massive problems of crime and punishment is that
building more and larger prisons is not the most effec-
tive long-range solution. In Texas, however, during the
5-year period from 1990–95, the state led the nation in
prison population growth with 127.9 percent. The state
also has achieved the status of having the highest in-
carceration rate in the nation, specifically 653 per
100,000 residents in 1995. Viewed in the global context,
the Department of Justice reports that the incarceration
rate in Texas is eight to 10 times higher than that of
other industrialized nations in Western Europe and is
higher than Russia’s. The facts of nearly 140,000 in-
mates in approximately 100 prison units make Texas a
national and international embarrassment. The Texas
Department of Criminal Justice has an annual budget
in excess of $2 billion, the lion’s share of which is con-
sumed by the prison system. In fiscal year 1995, the an-
nual cost of one inmate was $16,206, and this figure
does not include the construction and maintenance of
prison units. This expense to feed and house a single in-
mate for 1 year is close to the amount my wife and I are
paying for our son to attend this prestigious university.29

Violent predators and many career criminals deserve
to be incarcerated for many years, and some should be
sentenced to life without the possibility of parole. I also
believe that many of our prison units are functioning as
toxic waste dumps occupied by many thousands of non-
violent and relatively petty criminal offenders who were
not afforded the quality of consideration called for in the
following eloquent comments by Winston Churchill:

The mood and temper of the public in regard to the treatment of
crime and criminals is one of the most unfailing tests of any coun-

try. A calm, dispassionate recognition of the rights of the accused,
and even of the convicted criminal, against the State—a constant
heart-searching by all charged with the duty of punishment—a de-
sire and eagerness to rehabilitate in the world of industry those
who have paid their due in the hard coinage of punishment: tire-
less efforts towards the discovery of curative and regenerative
processes; unfailing faith that there is a treasure, if you can only
find it, in the heart of every man. These are the symbols, which, in
the treatment of crime and criminals, mark and measure the
stored up strength of a nation, and are sign and proof of the living
virtue within it.30

Considered in isolation from any specific issues in a
moment of history, Churchill’s words are an unequivo-
cal rejection of a penal philosophy the motto of which is
“if we build them, they will be sent.” Instead, they em-
brace the belief that an introduction to the gadfly of
Athens and a guided ascent from the cave of ignorance
can reduce the rate at which we are effectively destroy-
ing multitudes of lives.
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12Ibid., pp. 4–7.

13Ibid., p. 8.

14Ibid., p. 6.

15Ibid., p. 9.

16Ibid. 

17Ibid., p. 10. Michael J. Leahy, a probation officer in Fall River,
Massachusetts, was present during our meeting with Judge Kane. He
reads the assigned texts, attends the classes, and is an obviously com-
mitted advocate of the literature program.

18Robert P. Waxler, Men in the Changing Lives Through Literature
Program, McGraw Hill, Instructor’s Guide, 1995, p. 37.

19On April 25, 1997, I was privileged to attend and participate in a
Changing Lives Through Literature training program in Weston,
Massachusetts, near Boston. It was the most rewarding and intellec-
tually stimulating day of my career in criminal justice. Most of the
state was represented by district court judges, professors, chief pro-

bation officers, line probation officers, and others. Inspired by the his-
tory of the location and enlightened minds, I told the group that an-
other revolution had started in their state, this one in criminal jus-
tice. I was delighted by enthusiastic applause.

20Ms. Linda Romano of Romano and Associates graciously provided
the writer with the above information.

21During the previously noted occasion of April 25, 1997, the writer
met Judge Dever and Professor Trounstine.

22Jean Trounstine, Women in the Changing Lives Through Litera-
ture Program, McGraw-Hill, Instructors Guide, 1995, pp. 32–33.

23It is well worth noting that Ms. Huff is currently teaching her
fourth literature seminar and refuses to accept any financial com-
pensation.

24A touch of humor is deserving of notice. The morning after our
first class, an official at the college called me and stated that she and
several others were certain that they could easily identify the proba-
tioners by their physical appearance. On the contrary, “they looked
like the rest of our students.”

25The presence and comments of Dr. Millicent Valek of Brazosport
College in Lake Jackson and Dr. A. Rodney Allbright of Alvin Com-
munity College in Alvin were much appreciated. 

26The female class at Brazosport College in Lake Jackson will be
taught by Carolyn Huff, and the writer will continue to teach the
male class. Appreciation is due to the contribution of Richard Wilcher,
chairman of the Division of Communication and Fine Arts. He con-
ducted a successful class for male offenders in the summer of 1997.
Bill Lockett is teaching the male class at Alvin Community College,
and Beverlee Jill Carroll, Ph.D. (Rice University), will teach the fe-
male class. The presence of the literature seminar on the campus of
Alvin Community College was authorized by its president, Dr. All-
bright. His decision approved the positive recommendations of Dr.
D.R. Potter, dean of instruction, and Dr. Bill Crider, chairman of the
Division of English and Fine Arts. The writer and Bill Lockett met
with them to discuss the program in the spring of 1997.

27Several months ago, during a luncheon discussion in this room,
the writer described the program to Dr. Henry and his immediate re-
sponse was a request to learn more about its origin and content. Fol-
lowing his reading of a paper by Judge Kane and Professor Waxler
and a meeting with me, Dr. Henry decided to offer the literature sem-
inar on the campus of Rice University.

28It is also possible to ponder why I did not think of this kind of pro-
gram in 1986, my first full year as director of the department. On the
adjunct faculty of what was then Brazosport Junior College, I had
taught two courses of Introduction to Philosophy to prison inmates.
My presentation of the Socratic identification of knowledge and
virtue generated some lively discussion. Initially, most of them
thought he was a crazy old man because they knew what they were
doing when they committed a murder, raped a woman, robbed a store
at gunpoint, or cut a drug deal. Once they really grasped what
Socrates meant by knowledge or wisdom and the link with his view
that immoral and unlawful conduct are involuntary acts of a faulty
judgment or ignorance, most of them realized that Socrates was a
very smart man.

29See the writer’s “Real Battle Against Crime Starts with Educa-
tion,” The Houston Chronicle, September 20, 1996.

30The only information available to the writer is that Churchill
made these remarks during his tenure as Home Secretary to the
House of Commons.
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MAKING THE best use of technology is not just
desirable but necessary if probation is to re-
main efficient and effective and meet public

expectations now and in the future. Some aspects of
probation work can be made simpler with help from au-
tomation—for instance, the tedious task of completing
forms and documenting supervision activities that ab-
sorb a significant amount of personnel time. Also, au-
tomation can be an important tool in this age when
probation officers must do more with less, when they
must process more complex cases in a shorter period of
time. Nonetheless, probation has been slow to use au-
tomation to its full potential.

This article discusses some of the issues and consid-
erations in using automation technology in probation
and describes how the U.S. probation office in the
Northern District of Illinois successfully implemented a
new automated chronological recording system. The ar-
ticle highlights the process of and lessons to be learned
from automation implementation and suggests a model
for successful automation initiatives in human services
organizations.

Resistance to Automation

Automation could be viewed as a boon to probation
work. Why, then, have probation agencies failed to em-
brace full-scale use of automation? The answer may be
in probation’s traditional status as a human services
agency. The work of probation, as with that of all
human services organizations, tends to attract non-
technical people. Many of them have a deep sense of
closeness to their clients and the confidence that intu-
itively they understand the clients and can empower
them to find workable solutions to their problems.
These nontechnical people understand in principle

that, in the process of helping their clients, they might
find automation useful. But, in practice, they regard
the helping process as more of an “art” than a “science.”

The resistance and failure of probation and other
human services agencies to embrace the full-scale use
of automation is based on the assumption that what
human services practitioners do—the decisions they
make—cannot be guided by a computer because the
process, or the art, of helping is too complex. A com-
puter simply cannot process all the relevant but often
nonverbal and nontangible elements that enter into it.
This assumption might have been true in the 1970s,
when technology was very limited, but it is not neces-
sarily true today.

The nature of probation practice today lends itself to
automation. The federal probation system, for example,
has a new philosophy of supervision. In complying with
the legal execution of the sentence, controlling offender
risk in the community, and promoting the law-abiding
behavior of all persons released by the court and the
U.S. Parole Commission to officers’ care, officers work to
fulfill specific identified supervision goals.1 Their activi-
ties are not so much a demonstration of the “art” of help-
ing individuals as a series of activities planned to fulfill
certain supervision objectives. Automation can be a use-
ful tool in these endeavors, providing evidence that all
identified goals are addressed and helping in measuring
outcomes. On the surface, it seems that officers should
welcome such technology, but many resist it.

Murphy and Pardeck2 confirmed the reluctance of
practitioners to use automation in the day-to-day deliv-
ery of services when they warned that the use of au-
tomation in social service agencies could potentially de-
humanize the human services profession. Nevertheless,
the use of computers in human services has been, and
can be, useful. Ferriter3 compared the contents of inter-
views, carried out under three conditions, with parents
of psychiatric patients for the purpose of gaining infor-
mation for psychiatric social histories. The three condi-
tions were the traditional unstructured approach, a
structured interview using multiple choice questions,
and the same questionnaire delivered by a computer.
Ferriter found that structured interviewing with the
computer collected more information than unstructured
interviewing. He also found indirect evidence that the
subjects were more candid in giving information to a
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computer than to a human interviewer. This was in line
with previous research that showed that patients were
more honest when giving information to computers than
when they gave it to a psychiatrist.4 Some subjects com-
mented on the thoroughness of the interview by com-
puter compared with interviews they had with social
workers and doctors in the past.

People vs. Products

Human services agencies are social service organiza-
tions explicitly designed to process and change people.5

These organizations are different, in two fundamental
ways, from those that focus on products. First, the “out-
put” of human services organizations is human beings
while that of other organizations is not. Second, social
service organizations have a general mandate to help
people maintain and improve their well-being and func-
tioning,6 whereas product-type organizations have a
general mandate to produce profits. The probation de-
partment is a good example of a human services orga-
nization. Probationers are the raw material, and the
probation office has a duty to change this raw material
to bring probationers’ conduct to an acceptable level.

In our capitalistic system, the success of a product-
based organization is revealed in that organization’s fi-
nancial balance sheet. Such a system has flourished
because it is based on competition.7 This competition
results in the success of companies that are efficient
and effective and the failure of those that are not. With
human services organizations, the idea of competition
has been emerging slowly. In the past, and in some in-
stances today, effectiveness and efficiency have not
been critical issues. More and more, funding sources
for human services organizations are demanding such
results.

Automation has been indispensable to the for-profit
companies and has helped them compete. It has en-
hanced their efficiency, particularly in completing
repetitive tasks. Human services organizations will
have to adopt automation—automation tailored to
meet their unique needs not as product organizations,
but as human services organizations—if they too are to
compete.

Practitioners used to believe that if the correctional
system could be credited for one rehabilitated offender,
the goal of rehabilitation still would be worth it. Of
course, this philosophy was seriously challenged in the
early 1970s when society, the funding source, de-
manded that all social services organizations be held
accountable for effectiveness and efficiency or for pro-
ducing sufficient results to justify their continued exis-
tence. This demand for agencies to be accountable
forced social services organizations to adopt some form
of automation. Expert systems were developed to aid
practice. Management Information Systems (MIS)
were developed to gather human services information

so that human services decisions could be made by ap-
plying facts from reliable databases.

Neugeboren8 observed that the successful develop-
ment and implementation of automation require an un-
derstanding of how the agency’s goals and structures
enhance or obstruct automation. These obstructions in-
clude anti-automation ideology, staff resistance, failure
of management to support the automation initiative,
and whether the information and benefits are directed
to the line staff, to management, or to both. Successful
automation initiatives only can be implemented by re-
solving the factors or conflicts in the agency that may
potentially stymie successful implementation.

Another factor in human services agencies that
works against successful implementation of automa-
tion is trying to use automation procedures geared for
product-type organizations. Human services agencies
need a different type of technology than product-type
organizations. Taking this into consideration, the U.S.
probation office in the Northern District of Illinois took
a new approach in developing a chronological recording
program. It called for officers (users of the program) to
participate in developing data, with a technical consul-
tant on the periphery guiding the technical aspect of
the development.

Probation Automated Running 
Record System (PARS)

Record-keeping in corrections is extensive. In the
case of the U.S. probation office for the Northern Dis-
trict of Illinois, considerable resources were being used
for chronological recording. Chronological recording
refers to the process of documenting supervision activi-
ties. The probation officer records supervision activities
in the order of occurrence.9 These records are usually
referred to as chronos. A considerable number of hours
was used to dictate and type these chronos. Yet, in some
cases, chronological recordings were several weeks be-
hind—partly because of the sheer volume of work and
partly because presentence reports and other special
reports to the court were given higher priority. Even
when the chronological recordings were brought up to
date, usually at the expense of other work pending, the
question arose as to how these volumes of chronos could
be used to improve practice. Most of the chronos
recorded the officers’ subjective observations, but some-
times these observations were not relevant to the case
plan. For example, consider the following chrono entry:

9-21-97 OFFICE VISIT: Probationer arrived on time for his sched-
uled office appointment. He was cordial as usual, reporting that
there has not been any new development in his life since the last
contact. He mentioned that he was quite pleased with his younger
daughter’s adjustment in school in that her report card showed all
“A’s.” He appeared somewhat concerned about his younger son,
who received a suspension for fighting in school. The probationer
stated that he had to take off from work on the 9th to attend a
school conference with the teacher. We talked in general about the
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challenge of being a parent in these troubled times. We also dis-
cussed how the probationer might deal with his son’s adjustment
problem at school.

The above entry reflects that the officer made a con-
tact and that the officer is capable of showing genuine
interest in the probationer. What it does not reflect is
(1) the identified goal of supervising the probationer
and (2) whether the probationer is satisfying the iden-
tified goal. On the other hand, the entry may serve
other purposes. It may serve to establish and justify the
officer’s perception of his or her accountability. It also
may serve to promote the officer’s own goals, perhaps
even ignoring the official goals of executing sentence,
controlling risk, and promoting law-abiding behavior.

The probation office in the Northern District of Illi-
nois was experiencing problems with the traditional
chronological recording system:

• Entries were too long. Officers were dictating stream-
of-consciousness material and myriad details of su-
pervision activities, which used clerical resources be-
yond their capacity.

• Entries were generally not focused, and, often, any
references to the supervision plan were more coinci-
dental than planned.

• Entries tended to reflect the probation officer’s per-
sonal interest. The entries—intentionally or uninten-
tionally—obscured what was in fact occurring in the
supervision process. At times, the entries shifted em-
phasis from the official goals of supervision to the of-
fender’s area of interest or concern.

Officers were writing about their observations, but
were these observations relevant to executing the pro-
bation sentence, controlling risk in the community, or
promoting law-abiding behavior? Officers with social
work training may have inherited the long-standing
practice in social work orientation to use “process
recording.” Process recording is the almost verbatim
description of a counseling session. This technique is
useful in social work training in that it allows the in-
structor to review the information recorded and provide
a helpful critique of the counseling interaction. This
form of writing is so strongly ingrained in social work
education that social workers have been known to con-
tinue this writing style in their practice.

In the Northern District of Illinois, the probation of-
fice created a new chronological recording system
(PARS) to replace process recording and to allow offi-
cers to use the computer to record chronos based on the
case plans. The administration liked this new chrono-
logical recording system because it guaranteed that
some relevant and current chronological recording
would be in the file. It helped ensure that if an emer-
gency should occur, the most recent information on the
probationer would be available. On the other hand,

some officers did not like the new system because al-
though it reduced preparation time for chronos, it re-
quired officers to address the goals and objectives of the
case plans. Actually, at times, offenders presented im-
mediate issues, which caused the probation officer to
deviate from the goals and objectives of the supervision
plan. The officer may have felt that responding to these
immediate issues was appropriate in the role of service
delivery. However, these responses were often inconsis-
tent with the official goals of the supervision plan and
with the administration. The point to note here is that
although the goals of the administration and those of
the officers seemed to be different, they were not; the
deviation from the supervision plan simply had to be
placed in the proper perspective. This way, officers
could respond to deviations without replacing the goals
of the supervision plan. Automation was viewed as a
promising way to reduce the danger of replacing the
goals of the supervision plan with these deviations.

The probation office had five supervision units. The
new system was implemented in three stages,10 and
stage 1 of PARS was implemented in one of the five
units. Like any other computer program, the system
needed data. A running record sheet was developed to
collect supervision issues and responses. This first
stage was done manually and did not involve the offi-
cers’ use of a computer. Officers created running
records on the sheets. Creating these running record
sheets was an ongoing process. Each response was
given a number. With the data in and labeled with a
number, the computer eventually could simply recall
the data. Officers used the sheet to do their dictation
and validate the issues or responses on the sheets.
They used another sheet to record suggestions for
unique situations. These suggestions were added to the
sheet of issues and responses.

This initial step introduced the program to a small,
manageable group. It allowed the automation specialist
to work one-on-one and to respond to individual prob-
lems. It also provided an opportunity for users’ input
and participation in the product.

Stage 2 required the probation officer to submit a
running record sheet, showing the offender name, the
date of the activity, the contact code, the statement
number(s), and relevant contact code data, if necessary.
Secretaries then used the form with codes to generate
chronos in clear, concise, and relevant language. This
stage involved manual and automated processes. It
took into consideration that not all officers had access
to a computer. It reflected the promise that automation
can be initiated even when a full complement of com-
puters is not available—a reality that faces many
human service agencies. This stage also provided a
smooth transition from the manual process to the auto-
matic. It helped officers see the link and understand
the essence of automation, that there is no magic—
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garbage in garbage out! Finally, this stage also allowed
non-technical officers to move at a slower pace or to
make the transition to a more automated level when
they felt comfortable doing so.

Stage 3, the final stage, involved the full-scale use of
a desk-top computer. The probation officer entered the
codes directly into the computer in conjunction with the
identified supervision issue. This final stage involved
the perception of the program as a tool to make proba-
tion work more efficient and effective. Officers then
were reminded that there are instances in which the
automated process might not be appropriate. In such
cases, a manual description of the supervision process
is indispensable. The ultimate success of the program is
the officer’s judgment of when to use the automated
program and when its use might not be appropriate.

How the Program Works

The program promotes the basic legal requirement of
running records. It provides an accurate recording of
the supervision process that is consistent with the du-
ties of the probation officer: “A probation officer shall
. . . keep a record of his work, and make such reports to
the Director of the Administrative Office of the United
States Courts as the Director may require.”11 The
record contains the date, place, and nature of contacts
made with the offender and others. Each entry is de-
signed to be a concise statement reflecting the supervi-
sion issue addressed, action taken by the officer, and
whether the offender’s progress in resolving the issue is
satisfactory or unsatisfactory. The running record
should not be redundant. It should not contain infor-
mation that exits elsewhere in the probationer’s file. It
is based on results, not pages of telephone calls and
meaningless data. Looking at the running record, the
reader should be able to grasp whether there is a prob-
lem in the case and, if so, what is being done.

The Use of Macros

The program uses a WordPerfect feature called
macros. Simply put, a macro is a recorded keystroke
that can be played back just as it was recorded, much
like the redial feature on a telephone. In this case, clear
and concise statements reflecting supervision activities
were developed and recorded in macros. Instead of
manually typing the activities, the officer invokes the
macro to prepare the chrono statement. Statements are
selected from a menu, as shown in table 1. The menu is
based on relevant goals of supervision dealing with pro-
bation conditions, the offender’s risk, and correctional
treatment such as special financial, service and con-
finement, third-party risk, employment monitoring, fi-
nance monitoring, residence monitoring, monitoring
criminal activities while under supervision, substance
abuse monitoring, mental health condition monitoring,
monitoring pending charges, correctional treatment,

arrests, court hearings, special reports, appointment
schedule, case transfer, and closing summary.

In using the program, the officer is required to iden-
tify the presence of a supervision issue or problem from
the case plan. If there are no issues or problems associ-
ated with the case, the program defaults to a generic
statement reflecting that the officer conducted a con-
tact and identified no issues or problems that required
a specific correctional intervention. Officers are re-
quired to locate the applicable issues or problems in the
main menu (see table 1). In the case where the client is
satisfactorily complying with the conditions of proba-
tion, the officer chooses number 2, “Satisfactory Com-
pliance,” which then generates the statement: This con-
tact confirmed satisfactory compliance with all
conditions and no changes or problems noted. In cases
in which the client is not satisfying a condition of pro-
bation—for example, failure to pay restitution—the of-
ficer chooses number 8, “Finance Monitoring.” The pro-
gram jumps to a submenu on financial issues,
prompting the officer to locate and classify the issue or
problem that applies to the case. Once the officer se-
lects the issue or problem, the program takes the officer
to a proposed action table (see table 2), again prompt-
ing the officer to select an appropriate correctional in-
tervention to address the problem.

The PARS program, although a simple macro-driven
program, if used properly, helps ensure that the proba-
tion officers’ activities are goal-directed. The program
can help officers resist the natural temptation to write
descriptively on their personal interests, or on topics that

TABLE 1. PARS MAIN MENU

(OFFICE)—DISTRICT OF (NAME)
PROBATION RUNNING RECORDS MENU

1—Retrieve Running Record File
2—Satisfactory Compliance
3—Special Financial, Community Service, and Confinement
4—Community Service
5—Risk Control
6—Travel
7—Employment Monitoring
8—Finance Monitoring
9—Residence Monitoring

10—Monitoring Risk Activities While Under Supervision
11—Substance Abuse—DAP Monitoring
12—Mental Health Condition Monitoring
13—Correctional Treatment
14—Arrest
15—Court Hearing
16—Special Report
17—Monitoring Pending Charges

PgUp—Previous Page
I—Information Screen PgDn—Next Page       Q—Quit

Type Form Number of Your Choice and Press [Enter]        PAGE 1
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crafty probationers lead officers to, instead of addressing
the court conditions, correctional treatment, or commu-
nity risks that may be associated with the probationer.

The reader should note that PARS was based on Word-
Perfect 5.1 and makes use of a macro procedure that has
been improved. Nevertheless, considering the technology
that exists today, more than adequate technical re-
sources are available for even the most ambitious au-
tomation initiatives in human services agencies. What is
difficult is to develop an automation culture in the ser-
vice agency that views automation as a helpful tool to
bring probation work up to the expectations of the 21st
century. Probation staffs need only to brainstorm among
themselves about areas in management decision mak-
ing, case planning, and officer/offender accountability in
which automation can improve their operation. In bring-
ing about a successful automation program, a list of
some “lessons,” presented below, provides a model on
which to build a fully functioning automation program.

Lessons to be Learned

1. Involve staff members in the planning so that they
may become invested in the project.

2. Differentiate the program goals for the administra-
tion from the goals of line officers and staff. The ad-
ministration, line officers, and staff must derive spe-
cific worthwhile benefits from the program to sustain
their involvement. For example, the administration
may be interested in the improved level of account-
ability that the program offers—there will always be
something in the file that makes sense. The line offi-
cers may be drawn to the ease and convenience of op-
eration while acknowledging that official goals in-
stead of substitute supervision goals will be required.
The clerical staff should see the benefits of moving
away from tedious, repetitious typing to more pro-
ductive work.

3. Assign a representative core group to study the prob-
lem—usually, the problem affects several levels, and
all should be represented in the planing process. For
example, automating chronos will affect the clerical
employees. They will have concerns about being re-
dundant. They may be assured that automation may
mean different roles and duties—as in the case of
voice-mail freeing up clerical workers from answering
phones to participate in more productive assignments.

4. Define areas in which automation can be applied. In
some cases, because the computer can handle multi-
ple tasks, agencies are tempted to automate every-
thing—leading to a program that is too complex and
unworkable.

5. After everyone understands and accepts the goals,
bring in the consultants. Developing automation pro-
grams in human service agencies is not a proprietary
process for automation specialists. You need special-
ist technicians to develop the technical portion of the
program. However, the line officers are the ones who
initially must articulate what the problems and the
desired outcomes are. When such preliminary work
is completed, it then is appropriate to involve the
technical consultants. Let them figure out how to re-
solve the articulated problems—do not let them de-
fine the problems. The technical consultant will be
more useful if all or most of the issues and concerns
have been identified. The task then is to find solu-
tions. The consultants may know a lot about comput-
ers, but they may not know a lot about your particu-
lar agency. Computer consultants are usually bright
people who have been working with computers—
computers do not talk back, tend to be logical, will do
exactly what you tell them to do, and have a lot of en-
ergy as long as they are plugged in—these are not
characteristics all staff members share!

6. Select a pilot group to work with the technical con-
sultant.

7. Implement the pilot. Select a unit where the seeds of
automation will grow. Trying to automate an entire
office may be difficult. If the program succeeds in the
target unit, it will be easier to convince other units to
join in.

8. Evaluate and learn from the pilot implementation.
Procedures may have to be reworked, and assump-
tions made may not be valid. Evaluate the program
and make modification as needed. Remember that
implementing automation is a process; there is al-
most never a final fix.

Conclusion

Automation in probation is not easy. Tension exists
between persons who see the computer as a threat to

TABLE 2. PROPOSED ACTION

(OFFICE)—DISTRICT OF (NAME) 
PROBATION RUNNING RECORDS MENU 

1—PO will check bank records including checking account, if
available.

2—PO will examine business records.
3—PO will examine tax returns.
4—PO will submit a Special Report to the court.
5—PO will send a warning letter regarding the offender’s failure to

comply with the special conditions of probation.
6—PO will submit a Special Report to the court regarding

offender’s failure to comply with the special conditions.
7—A violation conference will be scheduled to respond to offender’s

violation.

Q—Quit

Type Form Number of Your Choice and Press [Enter]     PAGE 1
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their professional role and expertise and those who wel-
come and seek out its potential for help and support in
their work.12 Management must be fully committed to
automation to overcome officers’ resistance. In offices
where social work staff form the core group, automa-
tion initiatives may become a process of working with
the staff incrementally. Staff members will need to see
the real benefits of automation. For many, it will be like
learning a foreign language.

Valuable data on the supervision of offenders are sit-
ting on shelves gathering dust—quite a waste of
human effort. Automation promises to bring all this in-
formation to use. Automation enables agencies to find
out how many offenders are unemployed, have chronic
drug/alcohol problems, are considered high risks, have
failed to satisfy court conditions, or have failed to re-
port for supervision. Without some form of automation,
most offices would be hard pressed to address these is-
sues. Yet, these types of data are information that all of-
fices should have at their disposal to guide and influ-
ence program development.

While the probation system, like the other helping
professions, has relied on client satisfaction as its pri-
mary measure of effectiveness,13 in an era of scare re-
sources, ever more demand will be placed on outcomes
based on official agency goals. Automation can help.
However, offices that are initiating automation pro-
grams should be careful how they adopt the models
that have been used for profit-based organizations. The
technology, the staff, and the raw material in human
service agencies require the use of a new model, a
model that takes into consideration the realities of
human services agency characteristics. Conspicuous in
the model presented in this article is the introduction of
the outside consultant or the technical personnel later
than usual in the planning process. Human services
practitioners have a significant role to play in identify-
ing the problems and goals that the automation pro-
gram is designed to address. They are the key players
who are uniquely positioned to identify critical areas in
which automation can solve the core problems that will
face probation in the 21st century.
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Introduction

THE CLINICAL therapist looks on as a parent
drags an unwilling teenager into the therapist’s
office to begin psychotherapy. A school counselor

meets with a disaffected student whose only visible ef-
forts are directed at avoiding compulsory education. In
court buildings and detention halls across the country,
juvenile justice professionals hope for a good start with
newly assigned teen offenders. Hope fades (again)
when their positive overtures are met with “couldn’t-
care-less” attitudes. These practitioners share the frus-
trating experience of trying to work with adolescents
who do not want to work with them.

Many juvenile justice workers feel resigned to resis-
tance and lack of cooperation, believing it “comes with
the territory” in working with a younger population.
They may become puzzled when outcomes don’t match
their efforts and expectations. They may even blame
the offender rather than question their methods. The
source of the difficulty, however, is not the nature of
these youth or their family members so much as the na-
ture of the practitioner’s problem-focused approach to
working with them.

Most practitioners have been trained in the problem-
solving model that DeJong and Berg (1998) identify as
the entrenched paradigm of practice for all of the help-
ing professions. The problem-solving model generally is
recognized as a method of procedural steps (stages) for
effective decision making. But problem solving as a
helping paradigm has one primary interest: It seeks to
find, diagnose, and treat problems. Critics complain
that this problem focus has turned the interest of help-
ing professionals almost entirely to the negative. Con-
sequently, juvenile justice workers have become preoc-
cupied solely with the fault and failures of offenders.
What is wrong, what is missing, and what is abnormal
keep the attention of field workers while the strengths
and healthy patterns are passed over and ignored. But
frustrated practitioners are beginning to rail against
the pessimism and obstacles that problem-focused
work engenders (Berg, 1994; Clark, 1995).

A different paradigm for how best to help youth is
emerging and gaining ground. A benchmark article in

1989 by Wieck, Rapp, Sullivan, and Kisthardt coined
the term “strengths perspective,” which is proving to be
a banner under which like-minded theorists, re-
searchers, and practitioners have begun to assemble.
This perspective is a mindset to approach clients with a
greater concern for their strengths and competencies
and to discover mutually how these personal resources
can be applied to building solutions. This perspective
calls for clients to have equal (or better) partnership in
the helping process. Rapp (1997) details how use of this
approach is increasing in many disciplines and for var-
ious client populations. This article expands this per-
spective by addressing strength-based work with court-
mandated adolescents and outlining six principles of
strength-based practice.

Members of different disciplines in the helping pro-
fessions also are trying more positive approaches. Hoyt
(1994, 1996), along with a host of contributors, details
how the mental health field entertains “constructive
therapies” and discusses the emergence of social con-
structivism and solution building. The medical field has
the alternate focus of “wellness” research that studies
the attributes of health rather than illness and pathol-
ogy. Community building and community-level advo-
cacy employ the term “asset-based” as Kretzman and
McNight (1993) call for a more accurate (and eminently
more uselful) view of communities as storehouses
rather than wastelands. The prevention community
looks to “resiliency” and research efforts to identify fac-
tors that psychologist Lillian Rubin describes as giving
someone the ability to “fall down seven times, get up
eight” (cited in Butler, 1997, p. 25). The field of educa-
tion also lays claim to “resiliency” and adds an intense
interest in research into self-esteem and methods for
building it. Education’s interest in self-esteem has
spawned a veritable industry surrounding this topic.

All across the country, there is a dramatic shift in in-
terest and inquiry. This change in emphasis is obvious
when two book titles are held in contrast: How Children
Fail (Holt, 1964) and the more recent Why Some Chil-
dren Succeed Despite the Odds (Rhodes & Brown, 1991).

The strengths movement in juvenile justice may
seem to be a contradiction of terms, yet this field has
contributed much to this alternate view. Although the
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juvenile field has not rallied to strengths work to the
extent of other disciplines, it can lay claim to being one
of the first to try it. A historical view of probation by
Lindner (1994) indicates that police were the first dis-
cipline in the late 1800s to work with court-mandated
clients. Police officers quickly were replaced by social
workers, who gained favor because they brought a more
positive focus to youth work. Brendtro and Ness (1995)
give a good account of early youth pioneers who devel-
oped strength-based models for adolescent work. Jane
Addams, who was heralded for founding the modern ju-
venile court system in this country, promoted the prin-
ciples of the strength perspective. However, the juve-
nile court system never would embody the youth
development principles Addams promoted. Brendtro
and Ness (1995) report:

Early experts on youth problems expressed an optimism that con-
trasts sharply with contemporary writings. These professionals
developed interventions based on strength-building, rather than
flaw-fixing; and they achieved what, by today’s standard, appear to
be remarkable results. . . . These reformers were powerful advo-
cates of positive youth development as the foundation of both pre-
vention and correction. But, if these pioneers were on the right
track, why didn’t their model endure? Perhaps they were too far
ahead of their times. (p. 4)

There may be another plausible explanation as to why
these models did not endure. There was not an effective
extension from philosophy to practice. The philosophical
“first step” is to believe that an adolescent has strengths
and past successes that can be utilized to stop trouble-
some behavior. Just as important is the “second step” of
having practice methods to identify and marshal these
strengths for the necessary behavior changes.

Strength-based practice (Clark, 1996a, 1996b, 1997)
recently has been developed by combining the assump-
tions and mindset of the strengths perspective (Wieck
et al., 1989; Saleeby, 1992, 1997) with the techniques of
the solution-focused therapy model (de Shazer et al.,
1986; Berg & Miller, 1992; Berg 1994). The strength-
based approach will be outlined by discussing six prin-
ciples organized around the “ABC’s” of: Accountability-
Action, Believing-Brief, and Cooperation-Competancy.

Accountability

This review of strength-based practice begins with ac-
countability, a crucial concern for field workers. Much
like the shopper with a limited budget who quickly looks
for the price tag, juvenile justice workers engaged in di-
rect practice quickly will look to a new approach to see
if it can advance responsible behavior. Their interest is
borne out of necessity: They are entrusted to bring
about successful outcomes with rising caseloads and re-
lentless constraints on time and energy. If they don’t
sense improvement, they quickly move on.

This review of accountability is also important to re-
move a commonly held misconception about strength-

based practice. Some critics believe the ultimate goal of
this approach is naively centered on establishing a pos-
itive relationship. They also mistakenly assume that
even amid obvious wrongdoing and chaos, workers are
compelled to find compliments for clients, resulting in
Pollyanna-ish absurdities such as the “skillful”
shoplifter or the drug dealer demonstrating “fiscal com-
petence.” Although it is true that a positive relationship
and compliments have an important place in this ap-
proach, they are only important for how they can foster
behavior change and help people to rise above their dif-
ficulties. If complimenting clients to ensure a positive
relationship is an end to itself, it becomes a narcissistic
enterprise. Juvenile justice workers must challenge
adolescents to move beyond their difficulties and must
help them marshal strengths to meet those challenges.

Compare how both approaches regard accountability.
The problem-solving approach requires hard work to
understand the problem, to ascertain who’s responsi-
ble, how the problem originated, and how it’s main-
tained. Accountability is realized when an adolescent
owns up to the wrong. Admission is paramount for the
assumption of responsibility. Strength-based practice,
on the other hand, does not assume the ownership of
guilt is somehow automatically curative.

Consider an idea forwarded by Jacobs (1995) from
the sports psychology field. When an athlete has per-
formed poorly, the coach spends little time reviewing
the error or fixing blame before beginning corrective
work. In the sports model, coaches are discouraged
from waiting for the athlete to verbally assume respon-
sibility or to assume responsibility passively. Instead,
they quickly review the error(s) and focus on encourag-
ing behavior change. Accountability and responsibility
for a negative performance are assumed when the ath-
lete begins to change his performance.

Insoo Berg, cofounder of the solution-focused therapy
model, reports that the problem-focused model and its
emphasis on moving the offender to merely “own up to
the guilt” about the past does not demand and hold the
offender responsible enough for change in the future.
Too much time and energy are spent determining the
causal relationship rather than expecting and demand-
ing changes (Berg, personal communication, October
16, 1995). The strengths approach with challenging
teens holds that accountability is realized through be-
havior change, not passive admission. From the begin-
ning of contact, there is an expectation that the teen
will do something about the immediate concern.
Strength-based practice believes that starting “first
steps” and initiating action is all-important.

Action

Consider that when youths have committed a crime,
there are two basic questions that they could ask of
themselves: “How did I get into this mess?” and “How
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do I get out of it?” Waters (1994) reports that over 100
years ago, psychology decided that the first question
was the important one. Consequently, much of the his-
tory of working with adolescents has shown an interest
in causation and the differing ways to answer the first
question. In the last decade, a growing number of prac-
titioners have begun to focus solely on the second ques-
tion. They care much more about initiating behavior
change (action) than causation.

Looking for “the cause” hinders our field work, and
it’s time to expose the obstacles and frustration when
working from this problem-solving view. Focusing on
the problem and trying to “fix it” has created an indus-
try of causation. This industry applies “deeper mean-
ings” to the problem, which can make the problem more
complex. Several deeper meanings that are familiar in-
clude the role of the past, behavior dynamics (which
often require a Ph.D. to decipher), and unconscious mo-
tivation. Experts have told field workers that these
deeper meanings are important and that workers who
consider them have an edge. These deeper meanings
may be grist for university writers and federal think
tanks, but they become obstacles for line workers.

A double-cross awaits workers who allow themselves
to be seduced by deeper meanings. Waters (1994) be-
lieves that the first betrayal is that these constructions
encourage the thinking, “I’m this way because of my
childhood (. . . my situation, my parents, my anger,
etc.),” which then becomes the real problem. If repeated
too many times, these limiting self-conceptions can be-
come fixed and encourage a client to assume the role of
passive victim. This role can inhibit the desire and mo-
tivation needed to overcome difficulties. When field
workers focus on offenders’ failures and pose the
problem-focused question of “why,” they help offenders
repeat these limiting stories. Problem solving makes it
tougher to introduce competing realities that are opti-
mistic and allow change. The typical question, “How
did you become involved in this crime?,” is turned to,
“How have you survived thus far?,” which can offer far
richer information on which to build solutions.

The double-cross is completed when problem-focused
models do not encourage workers to separate the of-
fender from his problems. “He is a thief” is a very dif-
ferent view from “He steals things.” “He is a thief”
points to a deeper understanding, an underlying aspect
of that person, and one that would require a change in
personality to correct. “He steal things” suggests that
the problem would have a solution if the person in
question stopped stealing items, a much more achiev-
able goal for field work.

The behavioral and cognitive changes necessary for
accountability are brought about by initiating action.
Action is defined as efforts (“first steps”) that help ado-
lescents and family members to begin change. Fisch
(1994) explains that this work has changed from an

“understanding” modality to a “doing” modality so that
the goal of this approach is change rather than insight
or awareness (p. 126). All efforts in this model look to
initiate action to dispense presenting problems. Hoyt
(1996) explains that this approach for teenagers is
problem-driven but not problem-focused. It is goal-
oriented and focused on resolving the problem the ado-
lescent came in with. The worker is responsible for cre-
ating and maintaining this focus.

How this focus is created and maintained requires a
model of questions. Miller (1994) states: “Over time, we
have learned that asking the right question often has
more impact on the client than having the correct an-
swer” (p. 93). Nowhere is this point more applicable
than with adolescents who resist lectures, “being told
what to do,” or any approach that puts them in a “one-
down” position. A long-held principle in the field of psy-
chotherapy is to “get the client to say it,” which conveys
that when clients feel it’s their idea, then they’re far
more likely to act on that idea. With this in mind, the
primary strategy is to “question for change.” To prompt
challenging adolescents to talk is important, and
strength-based questions can promote more active con-
versation. However, if getting offenders to talk is im-
portant, then it is even more important to influence
what they talk about. The following strength-based
questions conjure up a productive type of talk, which
European therapists Furman and Ahola (1992) call “so-
lution talk.” Solution talk is productive dialogue that
can make offenders aware of what efforts or behavior
changes they need to initiate. These solution-focused
questions arouse a “can-do” attitude that can help initi-
ate first steps.

Berg and Miller (1992) posit “useful questions” for in-
terviewing that orient families toward solutions. I
adapted four of these questions for juvenile court appli-
cation and have added another question that helps
raise offenders’ sense that they’re better than the cur-
rent predicament might infer.

1. Pre-Session Change Questions. “After being ar-
rested and petitioned, many people notice good changes
already have started before their first appointment
here at the court. What changes have you noticed in
your situation?” “How is this different than before?”
“How did you get these changes to happen?” These are
questions that a field worker can use to elicit strengths
and quickly find new, productive changes when first
meeting an adolescent or family members. Numerous
studies (Wiener-Davis et al., 1987; Talmon, 1990;
Bloom, 1981) from the family therapy field have found
that a majority of mental health clients made signifi-
cant changes in their problem patterns from the time
they set up the initial therapy appointment to actually
entering treatment. Just telephoning or making the ef-
fort to begin treatment was enough to start positive
changes. This is also true of criminal justice popula-



tions that have experienced trouble that ended in an ar-
rest or detention. I found similar responses from teens
and families newly assigned to my juvenile probation
caseload. These family therapy studies (Wiener-Davis,
et al., 1987; Talmon, 1990; Bloom, 1981) found almost
70 percent of their clients reported positive changes
when they were asked, but only 20 percent reported
these changes spontaneously. The most important idea
to remember is that workers must remember to ask to
find these changes or they remain obscure.

2. Exception Questions. “Have there been times
recently when the problem did not occur?” “When was
the most recent time when you were able to (perform
the desired behavior)?” “What is different about those
times?” “When did this happen?” “Who was involved?”
“How did this happen?” This approach holds to the
adage “nothing always happens” to convey that there
are always times when the problem does not happen or
is not considered a problem by the family. Offenders
and their families typically view the complaints that
they bring into court as constant and therefore usually
do not notice exceptions. My experience with this model
has shown that there are times when the truant at-
tends school, the angry/assaultive child walks away
from a fight, the follower has said “No” to the group, or
the parent did not berate or harp on the negative. The
idea is simple: Look for what teens and families do
when the problem is not occurring and get them to re-
peat those same strategies in the future. Here, the pro-
found difference between solution-focused work and
problem-focused models is obvious. In the latter we are
asking, “When does the problem happen?” “When does
it get worse?”

In solution-focused work, there is greater utility in
amplifying what is occurring during times when the
problem does not happen than when it does. It is very
important to note that exceptions need to be purpose-
ful. To find out that during a certain period of time, a
substance-abusing teen abstained from using drugs
only because the local “dealer” was out of town is cer-
tainly an exception that is of no use!

3. Miracle (Outcome) Questions. “What if you go
to sleep tonight and a miracle happens and the prob-
lem(s) that brought you into the court (detention center)
are solved. But, because you are asleep, you don’t know
the miracle happened. When you wake up tomorrow,
what would you notice as you go about your day that
tells you a miracle has happened and things are differ-
ent?” “What else?” “Imagine yourself, for a moment, that
we now are 6 months or more in the future, after we
have worked together and the problems that brought
you (this family) to court jurisdiction have been solved.
What will be different in your life, 6 months from now,
that will tell you the problem is solved?” “What else?”

The miracle question is the hallmark of solution-
focused therapy. A miracle in this context is simply the

present or future without the problem. It is used to ori-
ent the teen and family toward their desired outcome by
helping construct a different future. Helping an offender
and family to establish goals needs to be preceded by an
understanding of what they want to happen. When (if)
workers find no past successes to build on, they can help
the family to form a different future by imagining a
“miracle.” As many criminal justice workers have expe-
rienced, it often is difficult to stop a family from “prob-
lem talk” and start the search for solutions. The miracle
question was designed to allow the adolescent and fam-
ily to “put down the problem” and begin to look at what
will occur when the problem is not present. Furman and
Ahola (1994) declare that the single most useful issue to
talk about with an adolescent and family members is
how they view the future without the problem. If of-
fenders are prompted to imagine what a positive future
might look like for themselves, they automatically begin
to view their present difficulties as transitory, rather
than as everlasting. This question is used to identify the
client’s goals for court jurisdiction to end. If the teen be-
gins with a fantasy response of “a new car” or “winning
the lottery,” the worker can return to the point of the
conversation with humor or by normalizing these
wishes. Teens and family members quickly will settle in
to describing a more realistic miracle.

This question is followed by other questions that shape
the evolving description into small, specific, and behav-
ioral goals. “What will be the smallest sign that this (out-
come) is happening?” “When you are no longer (skipping
school, breaking the law, etc.), what will you be doing in-
stead?” “What will be the first sign this is happening?”
“What do you know about (yourself, your family, your
past) that tells you this could happen for you?”

4. Scaling Questions. “On a scale of 1 to 10, where
10 is the day after the miracle and 1 is when you were
arrested (petitioned—problem was at its worst), where
are you today?” “Numbers help me understand better.
On a scale of 1 to 10, where 10 is your problem solved
and 1 is when it was at the worse, where are you now?”

How do field workers know that the adolescents they
work with are getting better or moving in more produc-
tive ways? Scaling questions can gather subjective ap-
praisals quickly and easily. These types of questions are
favored by the managed care industry because they are
vital to helping workers know what progress clients al-
ready have made and what further work needs to be ad-
dressed. Scaling questions help establish a baseline
against which future progress may be measured. They
are used at the end of the initial session and all subse-
quent meetings. These questions also help field work-
ers to know when someone is satisfied without the
workers having to define vague terms such as “commu-
nicating better” or “feeling better.”

Once a baseline is established, follow-up questions
can be used to identify what first steps of small efforts
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the offender and family believe are important to initi-
ate. The brilliance and practicality of this model is evi-
dent in this line of follow-up questions: “You said a mo-
ment ago you were at 3. What would have to happen for
you to move to a 4, just up one step?” “Gee, that answer
sounded more like when you’d be a 10 and the problem
was solved. Think again to what just a 4 would be like.”
“What will you be doing when you are at a 4?” “What
will your friends say you are doing differently when you
are at a 4?” “What would be the smallest (first) sign if
you were moving to a 4?”

5. “How Did You” Questions. This is one I have
added to the previous solution-focused questions. After
I have explored “the problem” with the teen and have
gone further to search for past successes and strengths,
asking the questions, “How did you get into this?” or
“How did you end up here?” conveys a tacit opinion to
adolescents that they are better than whatever their
current state of trouble might seem to infer about them.
It’s vitally important that this question only be asked
after several strengths or past successes have been
brought up and reviewed. It needs to be asked with a
vocal tone and facial expression that convey a feeling of
disbelief that someone who has “all these strengths”
could have ended up in a courtroom or on this specific
“hot seat.” The greater the incredulous tone practition-
ers can summon, the greater the benefit of this tech-
nique. What I also have found is that the teens’ shoul-
ders will drop in resignation, and what they say
immediately after this question is posed will generally
be the most accurate “snapshot” of what they believe
has caused the current trouble.

Believing

Across the juvenile justice field, practitioners often
hear the call to focus on the “positives” and strengths of
children. In mission statements and codes of ethics,
professional associations and bureaucracies serving the
field speak of strengths and of raising competencies. In
reality, focusing on offender and family strengths does
not make the leap from statement to field work.
Strength-based methods in the juvenile justice field are
like a mirage: They seem visible and available from
afar, only to disappear as one moves closer to access
them for daily field work. 

Close examination reveals that practitioners lack
practice methods that are truly strength-based. Re-
gardless of its stated values, the juvenile justice field
continues to find, diagnose, and treat failure and
pathology. Practitioners must override the pessimistic
outlook that problem-focused work can induce. The fa-
mous physicist, Albert Einstein, believed that it is our
theories and beliefs that determine what we can see.
The familiar adage “seeing is believing” could really be
restated as “believing is seeing.” If practitioners believe
that adolescents and family members have strengths,

this allows practitioners to look for and find them to
use. Problem-focused work has brought field workers to
a point at which they do not trust the clients they work
with. Research cited by Maluccio (1979) found that
workers underestimated client strengths and had more
negative perceptions of clients and their ability to
change than the clients had of themselves. Strength-
based work asks workers to forego this pessimism
about the nature of clients and allow an optimistic view.
Brendtro and Ness (1995) give a good description of this
dichotomy:

[S]ome might argue that optimism about antisocial youth is itself a
thinking error, a Pollyanna illusion that nasty kids are really little
cherubs. However, pessimism is seldom useful and often leads to
feelings of powerlessness, frustration, and depression. In contrast,
optimism feeds a sense of efficacy and motivates coping and adap-
tive behavior, even in the face of difficult odds. (p. 3)

Forty years of motivational research has shown a
payoff for this optimistic view. Leake and King (1977)
found that if you expect that change will occur with
your clients, your expectancy of change will influence
their behavior. The workers’ belief in the clients’ ability
to change can be a significant determinant of treatment
outcome. Cousins (1989) also found helping efforts to be
more effective when workers believe in their clients’ ca-
pabilities and believe that they can surmount the as-
sault on their functioning. Believing is all-important—
it becomes the axis this model turns on.

Brief

Strength-based practice is not long-term work that is
cut short or abbreviated. Rather, the route to success is
shortened by how the problem is calculated. Consider
that in the field of juvenile justice, lawbreaking behav-
ior is often regarded as the “tip of the iceberg” and
symptomatic of some deeper causal problem(s). Juve-
nile justice practitioners begin the search for current
troubles and past failures within the individual, the
family, and their environment. During this search, the
practitioners selectively attend to the adolescent and
family’s defects and failures. This search is generated
by the long-held idea that if practitioners can “name
the problem, the treatment will follow.” This search fol-
lows a sequential form: Find and recognize the prob-
lems (assessment); work to understand the problems’
influence as much as possible (diagnosis) before taking
any action (treatment). There is an expectation that the
teen and family will agree with both the problems the
practitioner names and the solutions the practitioner
designates (cooperation). The practitioner also hopes
that the offender and his family will work to conceptu-
alize and understand the problem as the practitioner
does (insight).

There are three reasons that strength-based practice
rejects this extended route to solution. First, the pur-
pose of this approach is not to understand the cause of
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the problem(s) that clients come in with, but to find
practical ways to solve it. This shift in interest calls for
the practitioner to focus only on the presenting com-
plaint rather than the shotgun inquiry of “what else is
going wrong.” Problem-focused models lead practition-
ers to believe that their expertise should be used to spot
other departures from “normal” or “average” and work
to change them even if the teen or family is not com-
plaining about them.

Second, since this approach focuses on action and
change, it considers the future to be far more important
than the past ever could be. “Understanding” the prob-
lem means having to entertain the past, sometimes the
distant past, to resolve the current problem. Strength-
based practice does not labor under this weight. Since
any presenting problem is seen as occurring in the pre-
sent, then the information and data needed are limited
to the present or current time period. Fisch (1994) calls
this “narrowing the data base,” contending that the
greater one’s data base, the longer interventions will
take because much more information has to be consid-
ered and incorporated.

Third, adolescents and families are constantly
changing, so this model rests on an assumption that
“change is inevitable, not a hard-won commodity”
(Berg, 1994, p. 4). This model rejects the notion that
large problems must correspondingly require large ef-
forts for solutions. It believes in the “ripple effect”
(Spiegel & Linn, 1969) in which a small change can
ripple out to bring resolution. I believe if field workers
make any mistake, it’s that they usually try to accom-
plish too much rather than not enough. With the best
of intentions they set goals that are too complex and
then must initiate too many efforts to reach them for
success. They must scale down to start small, achiev-
able beginnings.

Cooperation and Competence

These last two principals are best discussed in tan-
dem. They are closely linked because cooperation can
be raised in proportion to efforts made to recognize and
forward the competence of an adolescent.

Before proceeding, field workers may find it helpful if
I clarify a contextual issue. This is the issue of workers
who engage adolescents in positions that call for social
control. Occasions will arise in which field workers
must take control in heavy-handed fashion or even
physically subdue serious acting-out behavior. In these
instances, fostering cooperation is not a concern so
much as “taking charge” and demanding obedience in a
crisis situation. Strength-based practice acknowledges
these situations and believes necessity and common
sense must prevail. Thankfully, these situations are not
common or constant. Most interactions with teens are
not crisis-oriented and are better served by fostering co-
operation and motivation.

The problem-solving approach has tilted the notion of
cooperation too far toward the youth that juvenile jus-
tice practitioners work with. Practitioners enter most
working relationships believing that cooperation is a
condition that youth alone can extend (compliance) or
withhold (resistance). Strength-based practice posits a
different belief that may be shocking to some: Coopera-
tion is not a characteristic of the adolescent. Rather, it
is a condition that emanates from the interaction and
exchange between a worker and youth. Worker atten-
tion and responsibilities concerning this interplay must
be increased. Cooperation is raised by two efforts: by
highlighting a teen’s competency, aspirations, and re-
sources and also by discovering the adolescent and fam-
ily’s answer to the problem.

There is an adage that all youth workers should re-
member: They help only those people who give them
permission to do so. Berg (1994) reminds us,

Do not argue or debate with the client. You are not likely to change
their mind through reasoning. If this approach was going to work,
it would have worked by now. (pp. 58–59)

When working with adolescents, practitioners’ work
suffers because teens experience these workers “like
everybody else”—adults who refuse to listen while they
impose their ready-made “answers” without consensus.
Practitioners can avoid this tag by using strength-
based questions that are asked with a genuine curios-
ity. It is true that youths might well improve if they
only would follow practitioner advice (but they seldom
do). For too long, field workers have believed that they
have “done their job” when they delivered proper advice
(not advice accepted, but merely advice offered). Con-
sider that there is a difference between being “right”
and being successful. To be more successful with this
population, practitioners need to reduce their advice,
highlight juveniles’ abilities, and use strategic ques-
tions that place them in “one-up” positions (of telling
us). Strength-based practice also will conceptualize
competence as a belief that an adolescent and family
are the experts on their problems. Practitioners believe
that youths and their families “have what it takes” to
reach solutions as they walk in the door. If they need
help or information, practitioners also trust they will
ask or somehow let them know. When practitioners
allow more of their input, they don’t end up having to
“sell” them answers to the problem. Skeptical workers
will find that they often have more latitude to include
the youth and family in treatment planning than they
might think. Duncan, Hubble, and Miller (1997) give a
good account of how strength-based workers can vali-
date an adolescent’s competence:

• by viewing the youth as healthy, capable, and able

• by recognizing our dependence on their resources for
successful outcome
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• by making the adolescent and family’s participation
central to all helping moves (p. 48).

It is encouraging for practitioners to find that they
don’t have to drag an adolescent or family member
“through the mud” of their failures to get them help. Ado-
lescents quickly realize that practitioners are not out to
“dig dirt” and blame them like so many other adults.

Advantages

This approach has four advantages. First, it aids the
youth worker in being culturally sensitive. Since the
problems that are named and the routes to solutions
come more from the offender and family, the practi-
tioner’s work has more of a natural fit. This model does
not ignore or trample on the offender’s personal, famil-
ial, or cultural systems, but rather operates in tandem
with them. Second, the juvenile justice field does not
have to suffer the loss of committed and capable work-
ers who leave the profession because they are pes-
simistic and feel overwhelmed by the multitude of prob-
lems. Problem-focused interviews, with a primary focus
on problems and failures, can leave an offender and
worker feeling more overwhelmed and less able to take
action. Focusing on strengths and what offenders can do
or have been successful at raises optimism and hope—
vital ingredients for motivation. Field workers are en-
couraged to find that strength-based methods can help
deflate the strength and intensity of problems while in-
creasing a client’s sense that problems can be solved.

Third, this approach is not a cure-all. Even with the
advantages of strength-based practice, the full contin-
uum of care (and consequences) will still be necessary
for work with youth. Also, in certain situations fact-
finding and placing blame will be necessary. A good ex-
ample is in juvenile courts, where the determination of
guilt or innocence cannot (and should not) be avoided.
There are also crisis situations, as mentioned, where the
adolescent’s immediate preference will not be allowed to
prevail. While granting these situations, field workers
also must realize that many adults approach youth with
harsh pessimism and suspicion that become ingrained.
Practitioners must never lose sight of the fact that a ma-
jority of the teens with whom they work do not progress
to the adult correctional system. Any approach that can
lessen the need for elevated (and costly) services by en-
hancing cooperation and motivation deserves attention.

Finally, youth workers have heard previous calls to
“focus on the positives,” and many have tried to adopt
more optimistic approaches in the past. Although they
intuitively sensed that this kind of approach was the
“better way,” most ended up turning back, disillusioned
and disappointed. They found no methods and tech-
niques to make this theory practical for their daily
work. Their experience was much like that of victims of
a home improvement scam: They wanted the improve-

ment and signed up for it, but the actual “goods” to com-
plete the project were never delivered. This article asks
these workers to take a second look. Strength-based
practice finally gives youth workers the necessary “one-
two punch” of theory and techniques that has not been
available before.
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History and Nature of Boot Camps

THE RELATIVELY recent implementation of
military-style correctional programs as an alter-
native sanction has elicited diverse opinions re-

garding their ethics, rehabilitative potential, and pur-
pose. Commonly called “shock incarceration” or “prison
boot camp” programs, these facilities employ strict dis-
cipline and military drill as key elements. For the pur-
poses of this article, the term “boot camp” will be used
to describe these programs because “shock incarcera-
tion” has been associated in much of the literature with
other types of sanctions that cannot be defined as boot
camp programs (Cronin, 1994, p. 1). In 1983, Georgia
and Oklahoma opened the first modern prison boot
camps. By 1994, a total of 29 states were operating 59
separate boot camp facilities (Cronin, 1994, p. 11). Cur-
rent literature indicates that almost all state govern-
ments, along with many counties, are currently operat-
ing boot camp programs, have used them in the recent
past, or are developing such a program (MacKenzie &
Hebert, 1996, p. vii). 

According to Parent (1989, p. xii), prison boot camps
have a historical tie to earlier community corrections
programs such as “Scared Straight” and “shock proba-
tion” and challenge programs such as “Outward
Bound.” For the purposes of this research, these types
of programs will not be included since they differ sig-
nificantly from present-day boot camp programs. The
conditions that past researchers have established for a
program to be considered a prison boot camp are not
fulfilled by any of these programs. 

Boot Camp Core Components

A general definition of boot camp facilities is prob-
lematic since programs differ in their basic compo-
nents. This has caused confusion and debate among re-
searchers as to what programs should be defined as
boot camps:

There is no widely accepted or official definition of the term “boot
camp.” Because boot camps have proven so popular with legisla-
tors and other potential backers, no doubt many program develop-
ers find it prudent to stretch the term to include as broad a range
of programs as possible. (Cronin, 1994, p. 1) 

The National Institute of Justice (1996, p. 3) solicited
research that specifically addressed the question “What
is a boot camp?” 

These differences are often problematic for analysts
because evaluative results of one boot camp program
cannot be generalized to other facilities. The only com-
ponent that almost all research has identified as being
prerequisite for a program to be considered a boot camp
is a military type of structure, regimen, and discipline.
More generally, common elements of boot camp facilities
cited by most researchers (MacKenzie, 1990, pp. 44-45;
GAO, 1993, p. 11; Cronin, 1994, p. 1; Parent, 1989, p. 11)
are (1) a regimented military-style program, (2) strict
discipline and rules, (3) young, first-time, nonviolent in-
mates, and (4) programs that are a shorter alternative
to a prison sentence. The most recent and comprehen-
sive publication on boot camps narrows that spectrum
somewhat by removing the offender age and crime stip-
ulations (MacKenzie & Hebert, 1996, p. viii). This soft-
ening of the classification requirements solves some of
the dilemma in defining what constitutes a boot camp.
However, it does little to address the complex issue of
variation between facilities.

Program Goals and Objectives

The goals and objectives of prison boot camps have
been the focus of much of the descriptive literature. A
potential cause of the popularity of boot camp programs
may be that they have multiple goals that can satisfy
the objectives of different interest groups: “In a sense,
shock incarceration is a program that can be—at least
in perception—all things to all people” (Parent, 1989, p.
xi). The actual or perceived goals provide a basis for
analyzing the success or failure of boot camp programs.
Most researchers agree (Parent, 1989, pp. 11-12; Osler,
1991, pp. 35-36; GAO, 1993; Cronin, 1994, p. 6) on five
basic goals: (1) incapacitation, (2) deterrence, (3) reha-
bilitation, (4) reduction of prison costs and crowding,
and (5) punishment. Whether these goals are achieved
successfully is an issue that directly affects correctional
policy and critical analysis of these programs. Further,
they provide a basis for determining success or failure
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of boot camp programs. Program goals or components
may have to be altered to make them achievable. 

General Accounting Office (1993, p. 20) statistics in-
dicate that administrators vary in their support of
these different goals for boot camp programs. Rehabili-
tation received the highest level of support among ad-
ministrators, with more than 90 percent ranking it as
of great or very great importance. The second most im-
portant goal according to administrators was reduction
in costs. Nearly 87 percent ranked this goal of at least
great importance. Reduction of crowding was ranked as
of great or very great importance by more than 81 per-
cent of respondents. More than 83 percent of adminis-
trators ranked protecting the public (incapacitation) as
a goal of great or very great importance. Deterrence re-
ceived far less support, with just over 35 percent rank-
ing it of at least great importance. The lowest scoring
goal among administrators surveyed was punishment,
with only 20 percent of respondents ranking it of great
or very great importance (GAO, 1993, p. 20). 

Boot Camps at the Local and Federal Levels

Although most research on boot camps has focused
on facilities operated at the state level, boot camps also
are being operated by federal and local governments.
Local governments have begun operating boot camp fa-
cilities as a method of diverting some of the jail popula-
tion away from state correctional facilities. According to
Cronin (1994, p. 32), the locally operated boot camp fa-
cilities are similar to the state facilities in their goals
and services, but are less able to address crowding
problems than state-operated boot camps. The jail boot
camp programs surveyed by Austin, Jones, and Bolyard
(1993, p. 3) were generally smaller and shorter in du-
ration than state facilities. The first federal boot camp
for men opened in 1990, and a facility for women
opened in 1992. The federal program has a duration of
180 days (Cronin, 1994, p. 33; Klein-Saffran, Chapman,
& Jeffers, 1993, pp. 13-14; GAO, 1993, p. 35; Klein-
Saffran, 1991, pp. 2-3). Two noteworthy differences in
the federal boot camp program are (1) its lack of sum-
mary punishments for minor infractions (Cronin, 1994,
p. 33; Klein-Saffran, 1991, p. 4) and (2) a relatively in-
tensive and extended aftercare supervision component
(GAO, 1993, pp. 43-44). 

Evaluative Research 

Because boot camps have been operating only since
1983, evaluative research on this subject is somewhat
limited. Of the 26 states surveyed by the General Ac-
counting Office (1993, p. 22), only five reported having
completed any formal evaluation. Moreover, several va-
lidity and reliability concerns have been raised regard-
ing this body of research (Cronin, 1994; Salerno, 1994;
GAO, 1988, 1993; Mack, 1992; Osler, 1991; MacKenzie,
Gould, Riechers, & Shaw, 1990; MacKenzie, 1990). De-

spite limited evaluation and understanding of the ef-
fects of boot camp programs on participants, these pro-
grams continue to be popular as new and innovative
correctional options. MacKenzie (1994, p. 66) notes the
need to “use science to help us decide whether boot
camp prisons can achieve the desired goals or, if neces-
sary, be redesigned to reach these goals.”

Perhaps the most compelling problem for researchers
is the applicability of the results of empirical research
of one boot camp program to others. “These differences
are expected to result in differences in the success or
failure of programs in reaching their goals” (MacKen-
zie, 1990, p. 50). The validity of interagency comparison
is at least questionable if not highly problematic (Mack,
1992, p. 145); however, this type of comparison has fu-
eled the debate and has been used by both proponents
and critics of boot camps to bolster their arguments
(MacKenzie, 1990, pp. 44, 50-51). 

Multiple Goal Typology

This section describes a typology that seeks to ex-
plain the differences between boot camp programs as a
function of their emphasis on different goals. The ty-
pology’s theoretical foundation is provided by the work
of MacKenzie (1990), who divided boot camp programs
according to their level of emphasis on rehabilitation.
Boot camps were classified as having a “high” or “low”
focus on rehabilitation (programs were considered to
have a high level of focus on rehabilitation if the
amount of time spent in rehabilitative activities was
equal to or greater than the number of hours spent
working). Even if modified, this model entails numer-
ous problems. Labor, physical exercise, military regi-
men, and drill could be considered as punishment
(which MacKenzie did not address), but they may in
fact have rehabilitative value. More importantly,
though, this model only addresses two of the five com-
monly accepted goals of boot camp facilities (Colledge,
1996). The typology proposed here, the Multiple Goal
Typology, addresses some of the shortcomings of
MacKenzie’s classification system.

Methods

From the 26 state facilities listed by the General Ac-
counting Office (1993, pp. 56-58), the researchers con-
tacted 25 boot camp administrators by telephone and
asked them to participate in this study. One facility was
not included in this solicitation as the researchers were
unable to make telephone contact. The researchers
asked the administrators to provide documentation
that described their respective facilities. This informa-
tion included policy manuals, inmate handbooks, inter-
nal and external evaluations, and mission statements.
Fifteen administrators agreed to participate and sent
information describing their respective facilities. This
provided a response rate of 60 percent. The researchers
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FIGURE 1. THE MULTIPLE GOAL TYPOLOGY
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used information in these documents to supplement ex-
isting descriptive statistics available in current litera-
ture (GAO, 1993; Cronin, 1994). Two locally operated
boot camp facilities provided on-site interviews and
tours in addition to descriptive information.

Constructing the Typology

The Multiple Goal Typology, illustrated in figure 1,
addresses the differences between boot camp programs
with regard to their components and how those differ-
ences affect the five common goals: incapacitation, de-
terrence, rehabilitation, reduction of prison costs and
crowding, and punishment (Parent, 1989, pp. 11-12;
Osler, 1991, pp. 35-36; GAO, 1993, p. 20; Cronin, 1994,
p. 6). This spectrum of goals raises questions regarding
what boot camps are truly designed to achieve, how
greatly they differ in their emphases on these goals, the
achievability of these goals (success or failure), and to
what extent the programs’ components reflect their
stated goals. If boot camp programs differ in their
stated goals, one should expect variation among pro-
gram components (GAO, 1993; Cronin, 1994).

Achievability of Goals as a Function of Components

This section addresses the hypothetical relationships
between various components and the five common
goals of boot camp programs. Differences in program
components reflect the focus on, and affect the achiev-
ability of, the separate goals. Fluctuations in one or
more specific components may have different effects on
the separate goals. 

Previous research by MacKenzie (1990, p. 47) sepa-
rated varying characteristics of boot camp programs
into four distinct categories: selection decisions, com-
munity supervision upon release, program characteris-
tics, and program location. MacKenzie recognized the
fact that differences in boot camp program components
may represent potential problems and benefits for goal
achievement. This research seeks to build upon
MacKenzie’s work by presenting a more complete pic-
ture of hypothetical effects of variation in the multiple
components of boot camps. 

The multiple components of boot camp programs ad-
dressed in this research are broken into five categories
similar to those used by MacKenzie (1990). The compo-
nents will be grouped into selection criteria, participant
selection controllers, program characteristics, capacity
and location components, and community supervision
issues. Table 1 presents these component categories
and for each lists the relevant component variables, de-
scribes the type and range of variation of individual
components, and identifies the hypothetical relation-
ships between each component and the five goals. A
positive (+) sign in the table indicates that inclusion of
or increase in the component variable hypothetically
has a positive effect on the achievability of the specific
goal. A negative (-) sign indicates that inclusion of or in-
crease in the component variable hypothetically has a
negative effect on the specific goal’s achievability. A zero
(0) indicates that little or no effect is expected on the
specific goal. In some cases, components may have mul-
tiple effects upon specific goals, which indicates that



the relationship between the component and the spe-
cific goal may be conditional.

Selection Criteria Components

Selection criteria identify the range of possible of-
fenders who could be placed in a boot camp program.
Boot camp programs vary on selection components such
as age, prior and violent offenses, physical and mental
restrictions, sentence type, and original sentence
length. Age-related components may have conditional
relationships with all of the major goals by providing a
larger group from which to select potential participants.
Increases in minimum age restrictions can reduce the
potential pool of offenders. Conversely, decreases in
maximum age restrictions should have a similar dimin-
ishing effect on the potential offender pool. 

Accepting offenders into boot camp programs with
prior or violent offenses, who would ordinarily have
been sent to a traditional prison facility, should reduce
the ability of a program to achieve the goals of incapac-
itation, deterrence, rehabilitation, and punishment. A
longer incarceration time may allow for greater reha-
bilitative potential for the offender if effective programs
are available in prison. The absence of restrictions on
the basis of prior offense(s) should increase the ability
to achieve reduction in prison costs and crowding if the
original incarceration length would have been longer.

Physical and mental restrictions may reduce the abil-
ity of boot camps to achieve all of the five major goals of
boot camp programs by reducing the potential pool of
offenders eligible for the program. However, the boot
camp facility may realize indirect cost and crowding re-
ductions by diverting offenders from the program who
do not have the physical or mental ability to complete
it and replacing them with more suitable candidates.

Sentencing components have multiple hypothetical
effects upon goal achievement. If a boot camp is used as
an alternative sentencing option that lengthens the ac-
tual time spent incarcerated, the goals of incapacita-
tion, deterrence, rehabilitation, and punishment should
be enhanced. Conversely, using boot camp as an alter-
native to probation should result in a net-widening ef-
fect (MacKenzie, 1990, p. 47), thus thwarting reduc-
tions in prison cost and crowding. Increasing minimum
and maximum original sentence lengths will reduce in-
capacitation, deterrence, and punishment goals while
increasing potential for realizing cost and crowding re-
ductions. Effects of variation in original sentence
length on rehabilitation will depend upon success of
treatment programs available in prisons versus those
in boot camps. 

Participant Selection Controllers

The participant selection process also may affect the
potential to achieve organizational goals. Selection de-
cisions generally are controlled by the sentencing
judge, the correctional authority operating the boot
camp program, or a combination of the two entities
(GAO, 1993; Cronin, 1994). Hypothetically, judges se-
lecting boot camp participants would be less interested
in achieving cost and crowding reductions than correc-
tional authorities would. 

Other decision makers in the boot camp selection
process are the potential participants themselves. We
assume that potential boot camp participants would
choose not to participate in a boot camp program if it
means a longer period of incarceration. This leads to a
negative relationship between voluntary participation
components and the goals of incapacitation, deterrence,
and punishment. Inversely, programs allowing inmate
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Selection Criterion Components

Component Type Range Incapacitation Deterrence Rehabilitation Cost/Crowding Punish

Min. Age Age/Yrs 0–18yrs –/0 –/0 –/0 –/0 –/0

Max. Age Age/Yrs 22 yrs–No Max. +/0 +/0 +/0 +/0 +/0

Prior Offense Categorical Yes/No – – –/0 + –

Physical
Restrict Categorical Yes/No –/0 –/0 –/0 –/+ –/0

Mental
Restrict Categorical Yes/No –/0 –/0 –/0 –/+ –/0

Violent
Offenders Categorical Yes/No – – –/0 + –

Sentence Prison./Prob./
Type Categorical Parole –/+ –/+ –/+ –/+ –/+

Min. Sentence # of Years 0–2.5 Years – – +/– + –

Max. Sentence # of Years 3.0–No Max. – – +/– + –

TABLE 1. COMPONENTS OF BOOT CAMP PROGRAMS AND HYPOTHETICAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH TYPOLOGY GOALS
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Participant Selection Controllers

Component Type Range Incapacitation Deterrence Rehabilitation Cost/Crowding Punish

Correctional
Authority

Selects Categorical Yes/No +/– +/– +/– +/– +/–

Judge Selects Categorical Yes/No +/– +/– +/– +/– +/–

Selection by
Judge and
Corr. Auth. Categorical Yes/No +/– +/– +/– +/– +/–

Voluntary In Categorical Yes/No – – 0 + –

Voluntary Out Categorical Yes/No – – 0 + –

Governing
Authority Government Fed/State/Local 0 0 0 0 0

Program Characteristics

Component Type Range Incapacitation Deterrence Rehabilitation Cost/Crowding Punish

Counseling Hours/Day 0–24 0 0 + –/0 0

Education Hours/Day 0–24 0 0 + –/0 0

Edu. Budget Dollars 0–Unlimited 0 0 + – 0

Vocational Hours/Day 0–24 0 0 + –/0 0

Military
Regimen Hours/Day 0–24 +/0 +/0 +/0 0 +/0

Summary
Punishments Categorical Yes/No 0 + 0 0 +

Physical Labor Hours/Day 0–24 + + 0 +/0 +

Physical
Training Hours/Day 0–24 +/0 + +/0 0 +

Community
Service Categorical Yes/No – +/0 0 + +/0

Restricted
Privileges Categorical Phone, Visits + + 0 +/0 +

Induction
Process Categorical Yes/No 0 + 0 0 +

Progressive # of and
Levels Length 1–Unlimited 0 0 +/0 0 0

Demotion
Possible Categorical Yes/No + + 0 – +

Graduation
Ceremony Categorical Yes/No 0 0 + – 0

Summary
Punishments Categorical Yes/No 0 + +/– 0 +

Program
Length # of Days 30–240 + + + – +

TABLE 1. COMPONENTS OF BOOT CAMP PROGRAMS AND HYPOTHETICAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH TYPOLOGY GOALS—Cont’d.



self-selection (voluntary participation) may realize re-
ductions in prison cost and crowding as potential par-
ticipants with longer original sentences opt for shorter
boot camp incarceration. There is no significant infor-
mation at this time linking the governing authority
component to variation in achievability of goals; how-
ever, this does not preclude that such relationships
might exist.

Program Characteristics

The next components to be addressed are those re-
lated to program characteristics. Hypothetically, in-
creases in counseling, education, vocational training,

and educational budgets should result in an increased
ability to rehabilitate offenders. A negative relation-
ship is predicted between these four components and
cost and crowding reductions due to increased rehabil-
itative programming costs. This negative relationship
may be mitigated by counseling, education, and voca-
tional training provided by community organizations
without charge to the boot camp facility. Both county
boot camps that participated in the study reported that
community organizations provided rehabilitative ser-
vices to their programs without cost. 

Increases in physical training, labor, and military reg-
imen may have a positive effect upon the goals of inca-
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Program Capacity and Location Components

Component Type Range Incapacitation Deterrence Rehabilitation Cost/Crowding Punish

Total Capacity # of Beds 24–2773 0 0 0 +/– 0

Total Prison
Population Numeric Unknown 0 0 0 – 0

Number of
Security Staff Numeric 1–No Limit + 0 +/0 – +/0

Number of
Service Staff Numeric 0–No Limit 0 0 + – 0

Volunteer Staff Numeric 0–No Limit +/0 0 +/0 + 0

Multiple
Use Facility Categorical Yes/No 0 0 +/0 + 0

On Existing
Prison Site Categorical Yes/No + + 0 + +

Capacity Male # of Beds Male 24–2623 0 0 0 + 0

Capacity # of Beds
Female Female 0–150 0 0 0 +/– 0

Coed Facility Categorical Yes/No 0 0 0 +/– 0

Community Supervision Issues

Component Type Range Incapacitation Deterrence Rehabilitation Cost/Crowding Punish

Halfway House Categorical Yes/No + + +/0 – +

Job Assistance Categorical Yes/No 0 0 + –/0 0

Training
Programs Categorical Yes/No 0 0 + –/0 0

Length
Monitored # of Days 0–No Limit + + +/0 – +

Post-release
Counseling Categorical Yes/No 0 0 + –/0 0

Electronic
Monitoring Categorical Yes/No + + 0 – +

Intensity of
Supervision Categorical Yes/No + + +/0 – +

Urinalysis Categorical Yes/No 0 + +/0 – +

Partial
Confinement Categorical Yes/No + + 0 – +

TABLE 1. COMPONENTS OF BOOT CAMP PROGRAMS AND HYPOTHETICAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH TYPOLOGY GOALS—Cont’d.



pacitation, deterrence, rehabilitation, and punishment.
Boot camp facilities devoting more time to military regi-
men, physical training, and labor should have a greater
ability to incapacitate offenders through increased mon-
itoring and control. Likewise, increases in deterrence
and punishment goals may be realized by increasing
time spent in military drill, physical training, and labor.

The use of inmate labor for community service pro-
jects indirectly might reduce government costs by re-
ducing labor costs to public and community organiza-
tions. Officials of one of the counties reported using
inmate labor to assist low income and elderly members
of the community with housing repairs, to restore a
local area high school football field, and to perform sev-
eral other community service projects. 

Restricted privileges, induction processes, and possi-
bility of demotion vary among boot camp facilities. Boot
camps with extensive restrictions should realize in-
creases in incapacitation, deterrence, and punishment
while possibly decreasing costs to the facility. Induction
processes, such as head shaving and verbal intimida-
tion of new inmates, should increase levels of punish-
ment and deterrence. Demotion for poor behavior or
lack of progress, leading to a longer period of incarcer-
ation, should lead to increases in the goals of punish-
ment, deterrence, and incapacitation while increasing
cost and crowding.

The use of summary punishments for rule infractions
is a relatively common element among boot camp pro-
grams (GAO, 1993, p. 18; Cronin 1994, p. 24). The ex-
tent to which facilities use these punishments varies.
Federal boot camp programs do not use these types of
punishments at all (Klein-Saffran, 1991, p. 4). The use
of summary punishments are expected to have positive
effects upon the goals of deterrence and punishment;
however, the effect of these punishments upon rehabil-
itation are undetermined. 

The existence of a graduation ceremony for inmates
completing the boot camp program may have some re-
habilitative effect on participants by reaffirming their
accomplishment in completing the program. Addition-
ally, it may instill confidence and a positive perception
of the boot camp experience. We expect that a gradua-
tion ceremony will increase costs to some extent. 

Maximum program length varies extensively among
state-operated programs from a low of 30 days to a high
of 240 days (GAO, 1993; Cronin, 1994). Both county
boot camp programs included in this study reported
lengths of 180 days. Increases in program length
should improve all major goals with the exception of
cost and crowding reductions. The increased program
duration will directly increase cost and crowding levels. 

Program Capacity and Location

Variations in total capacity of boot camp facilities di-
rectly affect the potential to achieve cost and crowding

reductions. Increasing the capacity of a boot camp fa-
cility will increase cost and crowding reductions if the
program admits offenders who would have been sen-
tenced to a longer prison term. If the offenders would
not have been sent to a correctional facility, or would
have spent a shorter time incarcerated, increasing ca-
pacity will increase prison cost and crowding. Ability to
reduce costs and crowding is mitigated by the total
prison population of the jurisdiction. If the total prison
population is extremely large in comparison to the total
capacity of the boot camp facility, the number of offend-
ers diverted may not have a significant effect on cost
and crowding. 

Staffing levels have some hypothetical effects upon
achievement of boot camp goals. Increasing the number
of security staff should lead to increased incapacitation
levels by providing closer supervision. This also may in-
crease the punishment and rehabilitation goals of boot
camps depending on roles that security staff play (coun-
seling versus control). Greater numbers of service staff
should increase the rehabilitative capacity of a boot
camp by increasing the number, quality, and intensity
of training and rehabilitation programs. Increases in
paid staff, however, will increase the costs of boot camp
operation. Boot camp location within a multiple-use fa-
cility or on an existing prison site should reduce the
cost of providing inmate services and programs. Placing
a boot camp on an existing prison site should increase
punishment and deterrence by providing a reminder of
the possible result of future crime and increase inca-
pacitation where greater levels of security are present. 

Increasing capacity to house male inmates should re-
duce prison costs and crowding. Some different prob-
lems are presented for boot camp facilities that are de-
signed to house female inmates. Including females in
boot camps, especially coed facilities, may result in frat-
ernization if inmates are not kept in check by closer su-
pervision (resulting in possible higher staffing costs).
Not admitting females into boot camp programs may
present equal opportunity litigation problems (Klein-
Saffran, Chapman, & Jeffers, 1993, p. 4). 

Community Supervision

Community supervision issues make up the final set of
component/goal relationships. Cowles and Castellano
(1995, p. 121) note the importance of aftercare in suc-
cessfully reintegrating offenders into the community.
Placing released inmates in a halfway house or some
other form of partial community confinement should in-
crease incapacitation, deterrence, and punishment goals
and may increase rehabilitation if treatment is continued
at the new placement location. The operating expense of
a halfway house facility will likely increase costs.

Post-release rehabilitative components such as job
assistance, training programs, and counseling should
increase the rehabilitative capacity of boot camp pro-
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grams by extending treatment and easing transition
into the community but also will increase costs. The ef-
fects of increased cost of post-release treatment and
training programs are mitigated in instances where
community organizations provide services without
charge to boot camp graduates. Both county boot camp
facilities reported that community organizations pro-
vided treatment and training services free of charge to
participants upon release.

Increasing the length of time that inmates are moni-
tored after release should increase the achievability of
incapacitation, deterrence, punishment, and possibly
rehabilitation while increasing costs. We anticipate
that increasing the intensity of community supervision
will have effects similar to extending the length moni-
tored. The use of post-release sentencing options such
as electronic monitoring and urinalysis should have
positive effects on the goals of incapacitation, deter-
rence, and punishment, but have a negative effect on
cost and crowding reductions. Urinalysis may posi-
tively affect the goal of rehabilitation if it helps the of-
fender abstain from drug and alcohol use. Increasing
the intensity of post-release supervision should have a
positive effect on incapacitation, deterrence, and pun-
ishment. It also may increase rehabilitation where the
restrictions assist inmates in their transition to life in
the community. Increasing intensity of supervision
likely will lead to increases in cost of post-release su-
pervision and may increase crowding if it causes a
higher level of revocations.

Conclusion

The Multiple Goal Typology presents a method of un-
derstanding differences in boot camp facilities based
upon variation in components and the resulting differ-
ential emphasis on separate major goals. This prelimi-
nary typology provides a framework for understanding
the relationship between components and goals. The
components of boot camps clearly vary among different
facilities. These component differences reflect each in-
dividual facility’s focus upon specific goals and each fa-
cility’s ability to achieve these separate goals.

The key to determining overall success or failure of
boot camps lies in understanding the differences be-
tween them and the effect of these differences upon
their goals. Program evaluation should be based upon
the true goals. A facility scoring high on the deterrence

and rehabilitation goals but low on the cost/crowding
should be evaluated based upon recidivism rates rather
than upon ability to reduce prison costs. Finally, the
proposed typology leads to an increase in generalizabil-
ity of evaluative research on boot camp facilities. Future
research testing the multiple goal scale will be required
to provide empirical evidence of the extent of similarity
or dissimilarity between programs. Boot camps may be
grouped in a rational manner based on real and mea-
surable similarities, enabling generalizations of the re-
sults of evaluative studies of similar facilities.
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THE HIGH Impact Incarceration Program (HIIP)
is military or “boot camp”-style training for male
inmates that provides tools to reverse the in-

mates’ compulsion toward criminal behavior. The daily
schedule begins at 0500 hours (5 a.m.) and concludes at
2200 hours (10 p.m.) and includes academic/vocational
education, substance abuse intervention, discharge
planning, independent living skills, and individual and
group counseling. HIIP is a “total learning environ-
ment” designed to foster involvement, self-direction,
and individual responsibility. It focuses on teamwork
and functions with the belief that participants can im-
prove themselves, turn their lives around, and eventu-
ally positively influence others’ behaviors and atti-
tudes. Members are encouraged to participate fully in
the program’s management and direction. Negative be-
havior is reproached and becomes a focus for modifica-
tion; positive behavior is encouraged and expected.

The program’s three major areas of responsibility
are self-responsibility, responsibility to others, and ac-
countability. In developing self-responsibility, inmates
set personal goals and use their skills to accomplish
these goals. Participants learn self-assessment, decision-
making, and communication skills. In learning responsi-
bility to others, participants learn to maintain healthy,
strong, mature relationships and assimilate confronta-
tion skills from group sessions (giving and receiving feed-
back). This helps pinpoint obstacles to success and
reverse the negative effects of dependent/unhealthy
relationships often accompanying criminal behavior.

To address accountability, inmates learn the reper-
cussions of negative actions/behavior. HIIP teaches
skills for evaluating and organizing including tools for
improving relationships with family and friends. Sub-
ject matter includes attitudes/behaviors and time
management techniques related to work, study,
leisure, family, and spiritual development; developing

personal interests/abilities; and what to do when rein-
tegrated into “free” society. The main focus is realiza-
tion of self-worth.

An Introduction to HIIP

The New York City Department of Correction (NYC
DOC) first adopted the HIIP concept as a cost-effective
strategy to reduce city-sentenced inmate sentence
length, cancel parole violator hearings, and reduce re-
cidivism. The HIIP environment values and supports
human development, creating a caring community of
members who help each other as they help themselves.
Behavioral change and confrontation of destructive at-
titudes maintain the integrity of the program. Inmates
set goals and learn behaviors leading to successful liv-
ing. They have a disciplined lifestyle and acquire mech-
anisms to relieve stress. HIIP inspires members to con-
front mistakes, change what doesn’t work, and accept
responsibility for their lives.

As its mission, the program encourages participants
to focus on returning as productive members of society
by positive involvement. HIIP is conducive to physical,
emotional, social, cognitive, and spiritual growth. Neg-
ative behavior modification is taught as positive behav-
iors are cultivated, furthering a sense of self-worth and
personal pride.

HIIP’s development began when a NYC DOC com-
mittee, “Alternative to Incarceration,” examined the
concept of paramilitary incarceration programs during
the summer of 1990 and searched for program partici-
pants. By late October, the North Module of the Cor-
rectional Institute for Men of Rikers Island was desig-
nated as a 100-bed HIIP facility. To date it has become
a 300-bed command. The population includes city-
sentenced and technical parole violator male adult and
adolescent inmates.

HIIP’s philosophy includes the following concepts: the
point of power is to be in the present; become committed
to change; be responsible to others for your own actions;
you are not responsible for others; become attached/com-
mitted to society; share a common belief system with the
larger society; take responsibility for your behavior; cul-
tivate self-esteem via personal achievement.

The four elements of social control (Hirschi, 1972),
which HIIP utilizes, are: attachment (affectional re-
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gard for people, places, and things); belief (a common
value system, being responsible for yourself and to oth-
ers); commitment (functioning according to your own
belief system; accept repercussions of not doing so);
and involvement (conventional activities involving in-
dustriousness, teamwork, and participation to exhibit
attachment, belief, and commitment). HIIP also inte-
grates Glasser’s five basic needs that contribute to
one’s driving forces: survival (biological, includes re-
production), belonging, power, fun, and freedom
(Glasser, 1965, 1984).

Responsibility is the ability to meet one’s needs with-
out interfering with others. HIIP excludes blaming, ex-
cusing, or justification. If one behaves in a certain man-
ner, one takes responsibility for that action, without
exception. HIIP keeps participants responsible for their
own actions, refrains from doing for them what they
can do themselves (though staff may network or direct
inmates to appropriate resources), encourages them to
make intelligent choices and experience consequences,
and strives for consistency by entitling them to their
feelings without reacting, justifying, or blaming.

HIIP provides an environment that invites change as
well as a culture that gives participants the feeling of
belonging that they experienced in their illegal/drug
subculture. Program treatment includes straight talk,
reinforcement for good behavior, and commitment to
growth/change including confrontation of gross behav-
ior patterns. New participants emulate the behavior of
those already in-house.

The HIIP educational model shows that the quickest
way to establish self-esteem is to learn. As such, the
total learning environment emulates a complete soci-
ety, helping participants achieve their goals, regardless
of obstacles or others’ personalities. Coping behaviors
are essential, so ways of dealing with stress are a par-
ticular focus. Alienation and impulsivity (typical socio-
pathic functioning) are countered with the following
principles: to win for oneself is dependent upon others
winning as well; to win personally is easier when the
whole society has members who participate produc-
tively; and to exercise control over one’s destiny, one
must utilize thinking and planning.

The concept of family is an essential aspect of HIIP.
Participants learn to take care of themselves and when
to be taken care of; help take care of others; and have
an investment in each others’ growth and welfare. Ac-
cordingly, cheating, lying, stealing, conning, and with-
drawing are all behaviors that should be “nipped in the
bud.” The cohesiveness of a group is facilitated when its
members “call each other” on negative behavior—with-
out violent confrontation or blaming. Further, the pro-
gram does not encourage fond discussion of criminal be-
havior or relating all life experiences to prison
experiences. Health, wealth, and well-being are in the
world at large, not the world “inside.”

Goals and Overall Program Structure

As a cost-saving alternative to incarceration, HIIP
espouses a threefold goal to reduce the sentence length
of targeted parole violators and city-sentenced male in-
mates through the local Conditional Release Commis-
sion; to offset department operating expenses by reduc-
ing recidivism; and to empower inmates to live
independent and productive lives.

HIIP is a highly structured training environment for
city-sentenced inmates and parole violators. Specially
trained uniform and civilian staff members give pro-
gram participants the opportunity to learn and practice
behaviors/skills essential to overcoming adverse socioe-
conomic forces traditionally hindering successful com-
munity living.

The program emphasizes community and teamwork,
believing that individual empowerment enhances com-
munity empowerment and vice versa. HIIP is rigorous
and demanding. Members participate in a structured
network of program activities including academic and
vocational education, substance abuse intervention, in-
dependent living skills training, individual/group coun-
seling, and discharge planning. These help members
adhere to HIIP program standards, which encourage
values, attitudes, behaviors, and skills necessary for
successful community reintegration. HIIP standards
directly reflect those of the larger society.

Empowerment is the underlying framework for the
entire HIIP program. To understand this concept, one
must first consider the meaning of powerlessness.
Within HIIP, this refers to the inability of participants to
direct the course of their lives due to societal conditions,
power dynamics, lack of skills, or lack of faith that they
really can change their lives. Within HIIP, empowerment
is defined as a three-step process by which participants:
(1) gain a basic understanding of certain societal forces
that hinder their ability to live healthy, successful lives;
(2) develop behaviors and skills necessary to transcend
or circumvent these negative societal forces in order to
assert control over their lives and well-being; and (3)
support and become instrumental in the empowerment
of participants and members of the larger society.

The program training phase model sets standards
for participant growth in the three-step empowerment
process. Each phase demands increased practical ap-
plication of newly acquired knowledge, values, atti-
tudes, behaviors, and skills. Phase I (from weeks 1
through 3) focuses on responsibility for one’s self. Par-
ticipants learn all aspects of the program and discuss
how to apply what they learn to overcome adverse so-
cietal forces and to live successfully upon discharge.
Toward the end of Phase I, community group leaders
are assigned to facilitate military drill regimens and
cadences, morning meetings, community meetings,
and therapeutic videos. Participants also begin to ac-
tively support the empowerment of each other.
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Phase II (from weeks 4 through 6) focuses on respon-
sibility to others. Participants demonstrate a thorough
understanding of program philosophy, community stan-
dards, general orders, inspections, evaluations, discipli-
nary procedures, and facilitation techniques. They
apply methods learned in the program and discuss
their application to life on the “outside.” Participants
assume more responsibility for the program’s day-to-
day operations and support the empowerment of all
community members.

Phase III (from weeks 7 through 9) focuses on taking
responsibility for the quality of one’s own life. Phase III
is the same as Phase II, with increased opportunity for
peer facilitating and leading in most programmatic
components.

Main Programmatic and Treatment Components

All HIIP components are linked by their reinforce-
ment of the empowerment process and provide oppor-
tunities for participants to self-discover, confront mis-
takes, assume responsibility for self and to others; to
develop knowledge, values, attitudes, behaviors, and
skills essential to successful community living; and to
set goals and assert control over their lives.

HIIP staff members demonstrate how each activity
leads to the goal of empowerment. It is critical that par-
ticipants understand why they are learning what is
taught and how to apply their newly acquired informa-
tion and skills to their daily lives upon discharge.

Participants are bound by community standards and
classroom agreements. Community standards require
participants to adhere to program rules, goals, and ac-
tivities; speak supportively; acknowledge others;
demonstrate respect; communicate problems; agree to
strive for resolution; and focus on what works. Class-
room agreements are to direct all attention/communi-
cation to the group leader; be clear and concise when
speaking; offer solutions; keep time agreements; do not
disturb the class; and keep confidential all personal in-
formation shared.

Physical training, a military drill regime, and mili-
tary cadences are an integral part of the program.
Within HIIP there are four platoons: senior, junior,
sophomore, and freshman. There is a graduation al-
most every 2 weeks. The progress in eight short weeks
is very positive and effective. The daily regimen, which
includes calisthenics and running, provides an attain-
able challenge to ability, encourages a state of physical
fitness, and enhances self-esteem. Participants think
and act more effectively. Academic scores and attention
spans are improved by the physical fitness portion of
the program. Military drill helps focusing skills and
teaches effective leadership. Military cadences rein-
force a common belief system and a commitment to
HIIP principles. Intensive military bearing, courtesy,
drill, and physical exercises are taught by drill instruc-

tors. All activities are attended in military formation to
instill pride and dignity.

The HIIP process addresses the control theory that
nonconformity is produced by the failure of the social
bond. If participants “attach” to each other, conformity
is likely. HIIP bridges the external discipline of the mil-
itary model with an internalized system of positive val-
ues, self-worth, personal pride, and group participa-
tion/support.

Tools and Resources 

Inmates are offered all of the following tools and re-
sources; however, it is up to each of them to use them
effectively.

Substance Abuse Intervention Division. HIIP offers a
total of 56 hours of substance abuse intervention. HIIP
concentrates strongly upon this subject because it be-
lieves that drug addiction is not only a health issue, but
also shows a lack of self-esteem and self-motivation.

Group Therapy. The benefits of group therapy include:
imparting information, instilling hope, realizing the uni-
versality of one’s problems, and learning altruism
through helping others. Tools used include corrective re-
capitulation of the primary family group, development of
socializing techniques, imitative behavior, interpersonal
learning, catharsis, and group cohesiveness.

Morning Meeting. A daily 30-minute morning meet-
ing promotes introspection, good feeling, and a positive
tone for the day. Participants raise questions or con-
cerns about the program or their personal lives. They
also tell stories, sing, recite poetry, or share feelings.
The meeting ends with a moment of silent meditation.
Groups are kept as small as HIIP staff coverage per-
mits, and community groups are never divided. Correc-
tion officers lead morning meetings during the first 3
weeks of the program. After that, community group
leaders are responsible for them.

Academic and Vocational Education. Participants are
placed on traditional or nontraditional vocational edu-
cation tracks, based on assessment conducted during
orientation week. The education component also is di-
vided into two sections to maximize performance. While
both sections improve basic math and reading skills
and prepare for the GED, the section supporting the
traditional track emphasizes grammar, punctuation,
business letter writing, and office machines while the
section supporting the nontraditional track focuses on
geometry and measurement. Both vocational and acad-
emic education components are bilingual.

Work Detail. Inmates are assigned Rikers Island-
based work details that support and develop their as-
signed vocational education track.

Individual Counseling and Case Management. Indi-
vidual counseling and case management focus on mem-
bers’ unique concerns. This helps withdrawn/hesitant
inmates to assert themselves in group settings; to re-
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view and discuss weekly program performance evalua-
tion and help develop weekly program goals in areas
that need improvement; and to provide assistance in
developing medium-long range goals in conjunction
with discharge planning.

Independent Living Skill Workshops. One-and-a-half-
hour workshops are offered Monday through Friday.
Core workshops offer fundamental knowledge and
skills, with titles that include: self-discovery (values,
interests, abilities, cultural awareness, personal char-
acteristics, and experiences); self-esteem; listening;
verbal and nonverbal communications skills; assertive-
ness skills and self-advocacy; frustration, anger, stress,
and time management; conflict resolution; cultural sen-
sitivity; and decision-making and goal-setting.

General workshops cover many topics, and inmates
attend whether or not they feel the topic applies to
them. Program specialists provide a list of issues re-
lated to the topic of the day. Participants also suggest
topics of their own.

Network Meetings. These include “community,”
“three-part,” “confrontation,” and “clearing” meetings.
They are designed for participants to learn and apply
interpersonal skills and responsibility for self and to
others in preparation for successful community living.

Community Meetings. “The only failure is the failure
to participate.” This daily 1-hour meeting helps develop
and support a sense of family among HIIP members, fo-
cusing on responsibility for self and to others. The for-
mat sets a formal tone and provides a structure to con-
front community issues. Chairs are in a horseshoe
arrangement to encourage eye contact. Members raise
their hands to be recognized by the facilitator and
stand to address the group.

The following areas are covered:

• General Spirit—A brief check to see how people are
feeling and the overall mood of the group.

• Reaffirm Purpose of Program—A member reads
the philosophy of the program, followed by personal
statements.

• Regressions—Personal statements by members re-
garding behaviors they recognize as negative and in
need of change.

• Teachings—Teaching statements, usually drawn
from personal experience or by analogy, offered by
members and staff to those members requesting
help.

• Pull-Ups—Statements of concern about negative at-
titudes/violations of the community standards shown
by careless behavior. This raises levels of awareness
about personal habits and care of the HIIP environ-
ment. “Pull-up slips” are written down as general
statements, and leaders review these before the
meeting to ensure that the larger community can

benefit from the discussion. This avoids nit-picking
or personal issues that should be handled in a con-
frontation group.

• Progress Reports—The leader reviews community
progress toward living up to community standards,
then asks members to report on progress in other
areas including education, work detail, and indepen-
dent living skills.

• Announcements—Daily schedule, assignments, etc.

• Closing—End on an upbeat note with a teaching
theme for the day, group ritual, story, skit, or what-
ever is appropriate. Teach a “word” for the day, in-
cluding the definition and its use in a sentence. This
motivates inmates to focus on a particular area of
community living.

• Feedback—All meetings are followed by a feedback
session, acknowledging positive things and sugges-
tions for change. Feedback is specific, measurable,
attainable, realistic, and timely—S.M.A.R.T.

Three-Part Meetings. “I am the story I tell myself I
am.” These meetings reinforce basic self-worth and fa-
cilitate personal growth. They are run as support
groups, with members seated in a circle, and include:

• Self-Affirmation—Inmates make statements of
self-affirmation in the present tense, positively and
potently. This counteracts most offenders’ negative
self-image and begins positive self-talk—the first
step to self-esteem.

• Concerns—After stating strengths, inmates may
focus on problems, thinking through them with each
other to seek solutions, using the five-step decision-
making process. The five steps to making decisions are
based on principles of twelve-step programs: (1) see
your situation clearly; (2) know what you want; (3) ex-
pand your possibilities; (4) evaluate all possibilities be-
fore making a decision; and (5) create an action plan.

• Future Direction—Inmates identify actions they
will take to resolve their concerns. Meeting should
end on a positive note, with members summarizing
their action plan or reviewing progress on a previous
action plan.

Clearing Meetings. “The point of power is in the pre-
sent.” These meetings provide a process for clearing
feelings within small groups. Each member says,
“What I’m feeling is...” and states clearly his own feel-
ings and the situation that contributed to the feelings.
He speaks about whatever he feels for as long as he
needs. When finished, he turns to the person on his left
and says either “and that’s what I’m feeling” or “I’m
clear.” The group responds by saying, “Thank you,
[speaker’s name].” This is the only response to any
feelings expressed.
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Confrontation Group Meetings. “People who care
don’t let you off the hook.” These meetings address neg-
ative attitudes/behaviors displayed by participants,
help clarify perspectives on how negative habits pre-
vent them from being successful in their lives, and pro-
vide positive alternatives to dealing with stress. The
HIIP definition of “confront” is “to come face-to-face
with.” Confrontation is only useful in the context of a
caring community. Without support and concern, it
feels like a hostile attack. Staff and participants watch
for scapegoating, personal vendettas, and grandstand-
ing although caring should not be confused with sym-
pathy, rescuing, or excusing.

Confrontation groups provide a setting for resolving
misunderstandings/anger between members and use
the resources of participants to point out effects of their
behaviors on others. They examine their feelings of per-
sonal self-worth and notice erosion of self-esteem caused
by negative acting out. All members participate in this
process to learn new ways of thinking, feeling, and be-
having. Members are encouraged to have a positive at-
titude toward the confrontation process. The whole pur-
pose is to raise self-esteem and carry one’s head high.

Milieu Therapy (Therapeutic Community). Initially
intended to rehabilitate repatriated prisoners of war,
Milieu Therapy has professional staff, nonprofessional
staff, and offenders all taking part in the process of
changing negative behavior. Group counseling, usually
led by trained staff, may be led by offenders at times.
Staff may need to adopt a more democratic stance (ver-
sus authoritarian role)—acting firmly, yet warmly.
Small group size enables intimate interaction, and
there is less room for deviant status avoidance. Partic-
ipation is usually voluntary, and members can remove
themselves (or each other) when necessary. To enhance
the concept that each member is part of the main-
stream, opportunities are available for eligible partici-
pants to have ample visits and furloughs, to nurture an
attitude of acceptance, and to attain a job with com-
pensation. Guided group interaction is based on socio-
psychological learning roles and norm controls via in-
terpersonal communication. The length of stay is
usually limited to 6 months.

John Jay College of Criminal Justice in Cooperation
with HIIP. The Inmate Education Program provides
academic remediation, GED/college prep, computer and
building maintenance training, transitional counseling,
and aftercare follow-up. Life and job readiness skills as
well as individual and group counseling services are of-
fered. These resources have proved invaluable to the
HIIP goal of reducing recidivism.

Austin H. McCormick Island Academy. This academy
provides education opportunities for HIIP participants.
Successful completion of the five General Education
Development Tests, including writing skills, social
studies, science, lieterature, and the arts, earn the stu-

dent a high school equivalency diploma. Inmates who
apply themselves increase their likelihood of employ-
ment opportunities and may pursue higher education.

Small Group Seminars. These are presentations, de-
veloped and performed by participants, based on train-
ing program content. They have proven helpful to rein-
force learning and to promote self-esteem, motivation,
participation, creativity, and empowerment.

HIIP participants have 12 to 14 hours of personal
time each week, which they may use for community
meeting preparation, peer tutoring or studying, infor-
mal individual/group counseling, laundry, telephone,
personal hygiene, letter writing, or reading.

Parole Officers’ Involvement With HIIP

Successful social reintegration is the primary goal of
parole, which allows conditional release to an offender
who already has served part of his prison sentence. The
unexpired portion of the sentence is served in the com-
munity under the custody of the state, as supervised by
the parole officer. Parole has a legal responsibility to
protect the community, so parole violations are likely to
result in reincarceration.

Parole wants offenders put into community-minded
or drug-oriented programs—either inpatient or outpa-
tient. Ninety percent of the “teammates,” as they are
called, go into drug rehab. Parole enrolls the team-
mates, puts out warrants and parole violations, and
guides graduates to aftercare meetings. It is the final
stage of HIIP.

Graduation

A public graduation ceremony is the optimistic con-
clusion of HIIP, giving hope that graduates can go from
incarceration to contributing beneficially to society,
with the assistance of the aftercare program. By re-
ceiving respect and congratulations from the very staff
members who had authority over them, graduates feel
better about themselves, and their diploma tells them
they have accomplished something they may never
have believed possible. After the ceremony and a
shared meal, graduates show their families the com-
pound, take them on a tour of the program, and show
them their workbooks. They are sent home with the
phone number of the aftercare program. Families thus
are involved in their recoveries.

Participants are responsible for the preparations for
HIIP graduation (under staff supervision) including the
choice and confirmation of a graduation speaker (plus a
back-up speaker, if necessary); design of invitations,
announcements, and program; telephone invitations to
families and friends; selection of the valedictorian and
participant graduate speaker; and preparation of grad-
uation step dance(s). HIIP staff members arrange to
print announcements and programs, prepare city and
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non-city employee guest lists, notify the deputy warden
for programs to confirm the location for the graduation
and reception, coordinate with the buffet food service
manager, and supervise the graduation rehearsal.

Graduation preparation offers an opportunity to
apply knowledge, behavior, and skills learned through-
out the program including creative writing and expres-
sion, organization, time management, discipline, de-
layed gratification, leadership, and teamwork.
Participants experience satisfaction from seeing the re-
sults of their hard work.

Aftercare

The South Forty Transitional Services Program pro-
vides prerelease preparatory services to HIIP inmates
as well as their STEP (Self-Taught Empowerment Pro-
gram) counterparts at the Rose M. Singer Facility. As a
result, they have been afforded a better opportunity to
become productive members of society and reduce the
possibility of recidivism. Upon release, they are re-
ferred to the program’s career development program,
where they receive subsidized on-the-job training and
work experience.

The program also has helped the New York State
Department of Correctional Services reduce ex-inmate
unemployment by providing: vocational assessment
services determining employment suitability; pre-
vocational workshops to improve employability and job
retention; individual and group counseling to improve
problem-solving skills, increase self-esteem, and pre-
pare for independent living; and referrals to training,
support services, and educational programs to increase
employability.

HIIP graduates are provided additional aftercare
that has been specifically designed for them—i.e., extra
attention may be paid to their substance abuse histo-
ries and issues surrounding maintaining abstinence/so-
briety. Aftercare meetings take place every Tuesday,
with access to resources that are available during the
program’s regular hours of operation. HIIP administra-
tors note that the aftercare portion of HIIP is the pri-
mary reason for HIIP’s overall success.

The most novel aspect of HIIP aftercare is the 24-
hour hotline. Prisoners call, inmates call, graduates
call—often family members call. Because of the rela-
tionships, bonding, and program content, the in-
mates/participants (now graduates or “teammates”)
want to let the staff know how they’re doing. The hot-
line is an outside number that officers can pick up at
any time. It also is a crisis line for anyone who gets in
trouble to call for help or on-the-spot counseling.

Conclusion

HIIP is an effective program to help inmates recover
from the problems that led to their incarceration in the
first place and help them become contributing members
of society. Through HIIP’s training and continuing after-
care, participants learn skills, behaviors, and attitudes
that lead to greater self-esteem, self-empowerment, and
a successful life, thus significantly reducing recidivism.
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Looking at the Law

BY DAVID N. ADAIR, JR.
Assistant General Counsel, Administrative Office of the United States Courts

Probation Officer Searches

THE SUPREME COURT has recently decided a
case that presents a good opportunity to discuss
searches and seizures by probation officers. It

has been 5 years since the Judicial Conference of the
United States authorized the Criminal Law Committee
to distribute the “Model Search and Seizure Guide-
lines” for consideration by the various district courts. A
number of courts have adopted the guidelines or a mod-
ified version of the guidelines, and some have decided
that probation officers should not conduct searches and
so have not adopted guidelines. At this juncture, there-
fore, it might be useful to review the legal and policy
bases of the various provisions of the guidelines and
subsequent developments that might impact probation
officer searches.

The Supreme Court case dealt with the issue of the
applicability of the exclusionary rule in parole revoca-
tion proceedings. In Pennsylvania Board of Probation
and Parole v. Scott, ___ U.S.___ , 118 S. Ct. 2014 (1998),
a Pennsylvania state parolee was arrested after parole
officers received information that he had violated sev-
eral conditions of his parole by possessing firearms,
using alcohol, and committing assault. After the arrest,
the officers searched the parolee’s residence and found
firearms. At the parole violation hearing, the parolee
objected to the use of the firearms as evidence, claiming
that they were discovered in violation of the Fourth
Amendment protection against unreasonable searches
and seizures. The evidence was admitted, based on the
condition of parole that stipulated that the parolee con-
sented to a warrantless search of his residence, and pa-
role was revoked. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court,
however, held that the search violated the parolee’s
Fourth Amendment rights because it was conducted
without a warrant and not pursuant to a state statu-
tory or regulatory search provision, and that, therefore,
the exclusionary rule prohibited its use at a parole re-
vocation proceeding.

The Supreme Court granted certiorari on the issue of
the application of the exclusionary rule, but it also in-
vited the parties to brief the issue of whether a war-
rantless search of a parolee’s residence required rea-
sonable suspicion in a case in which there was a search
condition. The Court did not decide the issue of the ne-
cessity of reasonable suspicion, but held that evidence
obtained in violation of the Fourth Amendment right
against unreasonable searches and seizures need not

be excluded in a parole violation proceeding. The Court
explained that the exclusionary rule is a judicially cre-
ated means of deterring illegal searches and seizures; it
is not a constitutionally mandated rule. The Court de-
termined that the deterrent effects of the rule would be
less applicable in the context of parole where the parole
officer is responsible not only for protecting the public,
but also for assisting in the rehabilitation of the
parolee. In addition, the flexibility necessary to further
these goals justifies informal, non-adversarial, admin-
istrative revocation proceedings that retain a good deal
of discretion on the part of the decision-maker. This sys-
tem, the Court reasoned, would be adversely affected
by application of the exclusionary rule. Given the simi-
larities between parole on the one hand and probation
and supervised release on the other, it is likely that this
holding will also apply in the latter situations.1

Model Search and Seizure Guidelines 

Because earlier lower court decisions had held that
the exclusionary rule does not apply to probation revo-
cation proceedings,2 the recent Supreme Court holding
will not have an appreciable effect on United States
probation officers. But an equally important reason for
this is the policy of conservative use of searches and
seizures by federal probation officers embodied in the
“Model Search and Seizure Guidelines.” As most offi-
cers know, the Model Search and Seizure Guidelines
were drafted and approved by the Judicial Conference
Committee on Criminal Law and authorized for distri-
bution by the Judicial Conference in 1993. March 1993
Report of the Proceedings of the Judicial Conference of
the United States, p. 13. While that policy is only a
model and is not required to be adopted, it represents
the best judgment of the Criminal Law Committee as a
reasonable and responsible policy for those districts
that chose to allow searches by probation officers.3

The guidelines were approved after extensive study,
consultation with chief probation officers, and careful
consideration by the Criminal Law Committee. Their
various provisions are based upon considerations of the
role, responsibilities, authority, and training of United
States probation officers. These considerations led to
the adoption of the principle articulated by Judge Vin-
cent L. Broderick in his May 3, 1993, cover letter to the
model guidelines, that, “while searches by probation of-
ficers may occasionally be justified, they are disfavored
and should be discouraged.”



This position is grounded in the concerns of the Com-
mittee about over-reliance on searches to the exclusion
of other probation supervision techniques, the limited
law enforcement authority of probation officers, and
the limited training and experience in the law enforce-
ment techniques available to probation officers. Again,
Judge Broderick described the basis for the Commit-
tee’s position: 

[S]earches should be conducted only where other alternatives to
protect the public and to assist the supervisee in complying with
the conditions of supervision have been exhausted. Some of these
alternatives are counseling the supervisee, modification or revoca-
tion of supervision based on existing information, and referral to
the United States Attorney’s office or other law enforcement au-
thorities for investigation. These techniques are much more befit-
ting United States probation officers’ traditional role than the use
of intrusive searches and seizures.

A number of legal issues also informed the Committee
in drafting the guidelines. Five years after the distribu-
tion of the guidelines, it might be helpful to review some
of these issues and, though in large part the basic legal
issues remain unchanged, describe the few cases that
deal with issues relevant to probation officer searches.

Authority for Probation Searches

Any discussion of the authority for probation
searches must begin with Griffin v. Wisconsin, 483 U.S.
868 (1987). In Griffin, the Supreme Court upheld the
constitutionality of a warrantless search performed by
a Wisconsin probation officer pursuant to a state regu-
lation that authorized such searches on the basis of
“reasonable suspicion.” Justice Scalia’s opinion analo-
gized the Wisconsin probation search procedures to
those administrative search procedures that the court
had previously found satisfied the Fourth Amendment’s
reasonableness requirement. That analysis provides
that the warrant and probable cause requirements of
the Fourth Amendment may be set aside when the spe-
cial needs of the administrative agency are beyond the
normal needs of law enforcement, the privacy interests
of the regulated party are diminished, and the agency’s
special needs make a warrant and probable cause re-
quirement impractical. 

The dual goals of probation—rehabilitation and secu-
rity—justify close supervision to ensure that the vari-
ous conditions of probation are met. Since the proba-
tioner has been convicted and his liberty is dependent
on the observance of the conditions, the government’s
“special needs” outweigh the defendant’s interest in
being free from searches conducted without a warrant
based upon probable cause. The Court held that the
Wisconsin state procedure contained sufficient safe-
guards, including the requirement that the officer have
reasonable suspicion to believe that the search will pro-
duce contraband or evidence of a violation and that the
search must be approved by a supervisor.

Of course, there is no federal regulation like the Wis-
consin regulation and no statute that would authorize
such regulation. Nonetheless, rulings since Griffin
have held that the Fourth Amendment’s reasonable-
ness requirement may be met, not only by such a regu-
lation, but by a search condition imposed on an indi-
vidual by the court. United States v. Wryn, 952 F.2d
1122 (9th Cir. 1991); United States v. Giannetta, 909
F.2d 571 (1st Cir. 1990); United States v. Schoenrock,
868 F.2d 289 (8th Cir. 1989); United States v. Robinson,
857 F.2d 1006 (5th Cir. 1988); United States v. Scott,
945 F. Supp. 205 (D.S.D. 1996).

It is critical to note, however, that those cases that
rely on Griffin as authority for the probation searches
conducted pursuant to search conditions have indicated
that those conditions must be “supported by the find-
ings and are narrowly tailored to fit the circumstances
of the individual probationer.” Only then can “probation
searches based on reasonable suspicion . . . have the
same indicia of reasonableness as the search upheld in
Griffin.” State v. Moses, 618 A.2d 478, 484 (Vt. 1992).
See United States v. Giannetta, supra, at 575. The re-
quirement that probation conditions in general be
based on the individual circumstances of the offender
has always been the law. See, e.g., Owens v. Kelly,
supra, at 1366–67, and United States v. Consuelo-
Gonzales, supra, at 263. And, as is clear from the leg-
islative history of the Sentencing Reform Act, this re-
mains the law. See S. Rep. 98-225, 98th Cong., 1st Sess.
94–95 (1983), reprinted in 1984 U.S. Code Cong. and
Admin. News 3277–78:

These conditions (authorized by 18 U.S.C. § 3653) must be reason-
ably related to the nature and circumstances of the offense, the
history and circumstances of the offender, and the four purposes of
sentencing set forth in section 3553(a)(2).

In other words, for a search condition to be valid, the
court must determine that there is a particular indi-
vidualized need to subject that probationer to searches
and seizures without a warrant or probable cause.

A similar analysis may be applied to search condi-
tions of supervised release, though in addition to pro-
tecting the public, supervised release is designed to in-
tegrate an offender back into society, instead of
rehabilitating him, a subtle distinction at best. While a
supervised releasee has served his sentence for the of-
fense for which he was convicted, he is nonetheless at
conditional liberty and may be reincarcerated without
a full trial type proceeding. 18 U.S.C. § 3583(e)(3). 

The model guidelines reflect this requirement of in-
dividualized justification for search conditions by di-
recting that search conditions not be routinely recom-
mended by the probation officer and that their
imposition be based on whether the offense of convic-
tion and the background of the offender requires such a
condition to enforce the other conditions of release or to
protect the public. Accordingly, any search condition
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must be narrowly tailored to fit the needs of a particu-
lar individual.

The Necessity of Individualized Suspicion
for Probation Searches

While it now seems well settled that searches may be
conducted pursuant to a validly imposed search condi-
tion, what kind of suspicion, if any, the Fourth Amend-
ment requires to conduct a search pursuant to a search
condition has yet to be authoritatively determined. In
Griffin, the state regulation at issue required that the
probation officer have reasonable grounds to believe
that the probationer possessed contraband or that the
search might yield evidence showing a violation of pro-
bation. This “reasonable suspicion” standard was
deemed constitutionally sufficient, but the Court did not
indicate that it is required. As noted above, the Supreme
Court asked the parties to brief the issue in Pennsylva-
nia Board of Probation and Parole v. Scott, and they did
so, but the Court did not reach the question.

Lower court decisions, however, have suggested that
the reasonable suspicion standard is required for a
valid probation search. In United States v. Giannetta,
supra, for example, the First Circuit noted its concern
that the search condition at issue in that case did not
include a search standard. The court indicated that this
lack of a standard may have rendered the condition
overbroad on its face. Nonetheless, the court held that
the actual search was conducted only after a determi-
nation that reasonable suspicion existed and that,
therefore, the lack of a standard in the condition itself
was not objectionable. Giannetta, therefore, suggests
that a search condition may not permit an officer to
search a client without any basis for believing that
something relevant will be found. The Vermont
Supreme Court relied on Giannetta to uphold the con-
stitutionality of a search by state probation officers
under similar circumstances, noting that “under Grif-
fin, the officers must have had ‘reasonable grounds’ to
conduct searches.” State v. Lockwood, 632 A.2d 655, 662
(Vt. 1993). 

Similarly, in United States v. Lewis, 71 F.3d 358 (10th
Cir. 1995), the court found that the requirements im-
posed by the Supreme Court of Utah for a warrantless
parole search met the Fourth Amendment’s reason-
ableness requirement. Those requirements are that
there be reasonable suspicion that the parolee has com-
mitted a parole violation or crime and that the search
is reasonably related to the parole officer’s duties.
While not directly ruling on the issue, the case supports
the view that some form of individualized suspicion is
required for warrantless probation searches.4

The lack of a reasonable suspicion standard for
searches would leave probation officers without guid-
ance as to the scope of the search. In a warrantless pro-
bation search, there could be no description of the place

to be searched or the articles to be seized. But if the of-
ficer must show reasonable suspicion to believe that a
particular article was present, e.g., drugs or firearms,
in order to secure permission for the search, the rea-
sonable scope of a search to locate that article is easier
to ascertain. Furthermore, searches conducted without
information sufficient to meet this standard could be
arbitrary and subject to abuse. They could also lead to
unnecessary resentment on the part of the client and be
dangerous to the probation officer. Accordingly, the
model guidelines establish a “reasonable suspicion”
standard for the conduct of searches.

The model guidelines do not define reasonable suspi-
cion, and I have found no entirely satisfactory defini-
tion in the case law. Nonetheless, the definition in
United States v. Gianetta, 909 F.2d. at 575, citing Mary-
land v. Buie, 494 U.S. 325 (1990), should be helpful:

[R]easonable suspicion [is] a reasonable belief based on specific
and articulable facts, rather than mere inchoate and unparticu-
larized suspicion or hunch.5

The model guidelines further implement the reason-
able suspicion standard providing that, “No random,
routine, or periodic searches . . . shall be conducted un-
less specifically authorized by a special condition of re-
lease.” The provisions governing the imposition of con-
ditions indicate that such conditions should not be
routinely imposed.

Probation Officer Safety

As indicated in Judge Broderick’s introduction to the
model search guidelines, one of the primary concerns of
the Criminal Law Committee in drafting the guidelines
was the safety of probation officers and the limited au-
thority of officers to take action to protect themselves
during searches. While probation officers are law en-
forcement officers for some purposes (for example, they
are protected officers under 18 U.S.C. § 1114), they do
not possess the full powers and responsibilities of inves-
tigation, detection, and public safety that police officers
possess. The possible impact of this limited authority on
the safety of officers, the Committee concluded, justifies
limited use of probation officer searches.

There is, of course, ample authority that police offi-
cers may take various measures to protect themselves
in connection with the execution of an arrest or search
warrant. For example, in Maryland v. Buie, supra, the
Supreme Court held that the Fourth Amendment per-
mits a police officer, in conjunction with an in-home ar-
rest, to conduct a protective sweep—a quick and limited
search—of the premises incident to the arrest to deter-
mine if the area harbors an individual possessing a
danger to the law enforcement officer. In Michigan v.
Summers, 452 U.S. 692 (1981), the Supreme Court held
that police officers executing a search warrant could
detain individuals on the premises while a proper



search was conducted to prevent the disappearance or
destruction of the evidence searched for. 

But it is not at all clear that these cases can be
applied to probation officers who do not have full law
enforcement authority and whose search powers are
based upon the theory that officers may conduct
administrative searches to further the goals of
probation—rehabilitation and protection of the public
from the probationer. It is for these reasons that the
Criminal Law Committee provided in the model guide-
lines that officers should conduct searches only when
they believe there is little likelihood of danger. The
guidelines also provide that a probation officer may not
detain or restrain third parties who might present a
danger at a search site.6 If an unexpected danger arises
during a search, the officer should abandon the search.
The assistance of other law enforcement officers for
protection, for instruction in the conducting of the
search, and for taking possession of contraband is ap-
propriate and recommended, but it is unclear what law
enforcement officers may lawfully do to protect proba-
tion officers or themselves in dangerous situations be-
cause their authority to be on the scene is predicated
upon the probation officers’ more limited law enforce-
ment authority. Therefore, the presence of law enforce-
ment officers should not be relied upon to justify an oth-
erwise dangerous search.

Finally, the model guidelines encourage probation of-
ficers who may participate in searches to receive train-
ing in the safe and effective conduct of searches. The
Federal Judicial Center has developed an excellent
training development guide for probation officer search
and seizures. Training also may be available from fed-
eral, state, or local law enforcement agencies.

The “Stalking Horse” Limitation

The prohibition on probation officers acting as “stalk-
ing horses” for police is to prohibit the illegitimate use
of the probation officers’ reduced justification for a
search as a pretext for police to avoid the probable
cause necessary for a search initiated by police. The
more liberal search standards applicable to probation-
ers with search conditions could present a temptation
for law enforcement officers to use probation officers to
conduct searches so that they do not have to obtain a
warrant. Accordingly, probation officers may not act as
a “stalking horse” for law enforcement officers. United
States v. Butcher, 926 F.2d 811 (9th Cir. 1991); United
States v. Cardona, 903 F.2d 60 (1st Cir. 1990), cert.
denied, 498 U.S. 1049 (1991). 

This principle was affirmed in United States v. Watts,
67 F.3d 790 (9th Cir. 1995), reversed on other grounds,
519 U.S. 148 (1997). That case held that the probation
officer was not acting as a stalking horse for the police
when the local police assisted the officer in conducting
a search of a probationer. The court’s opinion included

a helpful articulation of the standard for judging
whether the stalking horse rule has been breached:

A probation officer acts as a stalking horse if he conducts a proba-
tion search on prior request of and in concert with law enforcement
officers. However, collaboration between a probation officer and
police does not in itself render a probation search unlawful. The
appropriate inquiry is whether the probation officer used the pro-
bation search to help police evade the Fourth Amendment’s usual
warrant and probable cause requirements or whether the proba-
tion officer enlisted the police to assist his own legitimate objec-
tives. A probation officer does not act as a stalking horse if he ini-
tiates the search in the performance of his duties as a probation
officer. (Citations omitted.)

67 F.3d at 793. See also United States v. Martin, 25 F.3d
293, 296 (6th Cir. 1994), in which the court noted that
probation officers and police officers may work together
and share information to achieve their common goals
and that there was no evidence that the probation offi-
cer was acting under the direction of the police to help
them evade the Fourth Amendment.

Seizures

Most decisions that deal with probation officer
searches do not specifically discuss a standard for
seizures or whether that standard should be the same
as the standard for searches. The question is important
because, without a warrant, there is no specific identi-
fication of the items that are authorized to be seized,
and, clearly, a valid warrantless search does not auto-
matically render valid every seizure made during the
search. In United States v. Giannetta, 909 F.2d at 578,
the court suggested that the appropriate analysis was
the same as that used to determine the validity of
seizure by police of an item outside the scope of a valid
search warrant, which is simply the “plain view doc-
trine.” That doctrine allows a seizure if the officer has
a valid prior justification for being in the position to see
the item in plain view and if the incriminating nature
of the item is immediately apparent.

The model guidelines adopt this principle in substance
by stipulating that an item may be seized during an au-
thorized search if the officer has reasonable grounds to
believe that the item is contraband or constitutes evi-
dence of a violation of probation or supervised release. 

The model guidelines also stipulate that in situations
in which an officer is not engaged in a search, an item
may be seized if the officer is justified in being in the
place where the item is observed, the item is in plain
view of the officer, and it is “immediately apparent”
that the item is contraband with respect to the super-
visee. Thus the standards for seizure of an item are
very similar whether the item is observed during an au-
thorized search or observed at another time, such as
during a home visit, when the officer is in a place the
officer is authorized to be. The difference, of course, is
that during an authorized search the officer may be
anywhere within the scope of the authorization.
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“Immediately apparent” has been interpreted to
mean that the officers have probable cause (see note 5)
to believe that an item in plain view is evidence of a
crime (or in the case of supervision, a violation of that
supervision) without conducting some further search of
the item. See Minnesota v. Dickerson, 508 U.S. 366
(1993); United States v. Ochs, 595 F.2d 1247, 1258 (2d
Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 444 U.S. 955 (1979).

Damage to Property During Search

Damage to property in conducting a search may be
justified if reasonably necessary to locate articles
sought. Dalia v. United States, 441 U.S. 238, 258
(1979). Unless the search was unreasonable, no liabil-
ity is incurred by the government or the officer con-
ducting the search, but if the search is conducted in an
unreasonable manner, grounds for a damage claim per-
sonally against the searching officer—a Bivens action—
could exist. The Federal Torts Claims Act might be in-
voked, but it includes an exception for damages “arising
in respect of . . . the detention of any goods or mer-
chandise by any officer of customs or excise or any other
law enforcement officer.” 28 U.S.C. § 2680(c). It is un-
clear whether this exception applies only in the context
of customs seizures or is more broadly applicable to any
law enforcement seizure. Compare Schlaebitz v. United
States Dep’t of Justice, 924 F.2d 193 (11th Cir. 1991),
with Formula One Motors, Ltd. v. United States, 777
F.2d 822 (2nd Cir. 1985). The model guidelines provide
that searches should not be conducted if it is contem-
plated that more than minimal damage to property will
be incurred.

Adopting the Model Guidelines

As noted above, the model guidelines are not re-
quired to be adopted by the individual district courts
and are not binding unless adopted by the district. Dis-
tricts also may adopt modified versions of the guide-
lines as a number have done. It should be recognized,
however, that the model search and seizure guidelines
represent the considered judgment of the Judicial Con-
ference Committee on Criminal Law regarding the re-
sponsible and appropriate use of searches and seizures
by United States probation officers. In addition, the
United States Parole Commission adopted search pro-
cedures virtually identical to the model guidelines.
United States Parole Commission Rules and Proce-
dures Manual § 2.40-20 (June 2, 1997).

Accordingly, while modifications to the policy may be
made so long as they are consistent with the Constitu-
tion and laws of the United States, such modifications
should be carefully assessed in light of the considera-
tions behind the guidelines. Any deviations that are
substantive should be carefully explained on the face of
the local policy. If the district’s deviation from the

model policy is ever questioned, for example, in connec-
tion with a lawsuit based on a probation officer search,
such an explanation could be useful in defending the
local policy.7

NOTES

1Probation and parole are considered the same for purposes of con-
stitutional analysis in general and for Fourth Amendment analysis in
particular. Both types of supervision are a form of conditional liberty
and require the supervising officer to maintain close supervision over
the offender to ensure the offender’s rehabilitation and provide pro-
tection to the public. Accordingly, the special needs that justify war-
rantless searches apply nearly equally to both. United States v.
Lewis, 71 F.3d 358 (10th Cir. 1995); United States v. Coleman, 22 F.3d
126 (7th Cir. 1994); United States v. Hill, 967 F.2d 902 (3d Cir. 1992).
While there are no cases on point, it seems clear that the same analy-
sis applies to supervised release. 

2See, e.g., United States v. Bazzano, 712 F.2d 826 (3d Cir. 1983)
cert. denied sub nom. Mollica v. United States, 465 U.S. 1078 (1984);
United States v. Fredrickson, 581 F.2d 711 (8th Cir. 1978). But see
United States v. Workman, 585 F.2d 1205 (4th Cir. 1978). 

3The model guidelines apply only to probation officers. There are
no such model guidelines for pretrial services officers, and it is my
view that pretrial services officers normally should not engage in
searches. The most serious difficulty with searches in pretrial release
cases is the pretrial services officer’s limited law enforcement au-
thority. A primary reason why the Criminal Law Committee declared
that searches by probation officers are to be discouraged is the lack of
law enforcement authority of probation officers. Since pretrial ser-
vices officers lack even the authority to arrest a pretrial releasee,
their ability to protect themselves during the most routine search is
even more severely limited. And, of course, most pretrial services of-
ficers have received no training in search and seizure law, in search
techniques, or in handling evidence seized.

4Also relevant is Portillo v. United States District Court, 15 F.3d
819 (9th Cir. 1994 ). Although this case did not involve a probation
search, it is supportive of the principle that some individualized sus-
picion is necessary to support a search even when special needs jus-
tify warrantless searches. In that case, the Ninth Circuit held that
some individualized suspicion was necessary for the court to order
drug testing in connection with the presentence investigation.

5Although the difference is not entirely clear, it may be helpful to
try to contrast reasonable suspicion with the more stringent “proba-
ble cause” standard. In the context of searches and seizures, probable
cause has been said to

require that the facts available to the officer would warrant a man
of reasonable caution in the belief . . . that certain items may be
contraband or stolen property or useful as evidence of a crime; it
does not demand any showing that such belief be correct or more
likely true than false. A practical, nontechnical probability that in-
criminating evidence is involved is all that is necessary.

Texas v. Brown, 460 U.S. 730, 742 (1983).

6Probation officers are technically authorized to arrest an offender
under supervision for a violation of the conditions of release (18
U.S.C. § 3606), but the Criminal Law Committee has indicated that
such arrests are disapproved. See Supervision of Federal Offenders,
Monograph 109, Chapter V.B., approved for publication by the Judi-
cial Conference in March 1993. March 1993 Report of the Proceedings
of the Judicial Conference of the United States, p. 13. See also Guide
to Judiciary Policies and Procedures, Vol. X, Chapt. IV, Part C(10)
(Probation Manual).



7No reported cases have discussed the substance of either the model
guidelines or the United States Parole Commission’s rules. Recently,
however, the United States District Court for the Eastern District of
New York referred to the search guidelines in Tchirkova v. Kelly, No. 96
CV 1157, 1998 WL 125542 (E.D.N.Y. Mar. 16, 1998). There, probation
officers, on a home visit to a federal parolee, seized a letter that impli-
cated the parolee in a violation of FDA regulations. Based on that let-
ter, the officers returned and conducted an additional search and seized
additional items that were relevant to the violation noted above. The
parolee claimed that she was detained by the officers during the second
search. The parolee brought a Bivens action for damages against the of-
ficers, claiming deprivation of rights guaranteed under the Constitu-
tion of the United States. Among the parolee’s allegations were (1) that
the seizure of the letter was unlawful, (2) that the subsequent search
of the home was unlawful, and (3) that the parolee’s detention was un-
lawful. The district court denied a motion for summary judgment based
in part on its finding that sufficient information was not available on
the record at the time of the motion to determine if the officers were
acting in compliance with the Parole Commission’s search regulations.

APPENDIX
MODEL SEARCH AND SEIZURE GUIDELINES

Scope: Applies to probation officers in applying for and conducting
searches and seizures of persons on probation or supervised release
(“supervisees”).

I. Search Policy

Searches by probation officers are disfavored. Other tech-
niques should be relied upon to monitor compliance with condi-
tions of supervision and, when information exists that indicates
possession of contraband or evidence of a crime, consideration
should be given to referring the matter to an appropriate law en-
forcement agency for investigation. When there are no other al-
ternatives, searches should be conducted only (1) pursuant to
conditions of release that specifically permit such searches or (2)
pursuant to the consent of the client freely and voluntarily given.

Searches conducted pursuant to valid search conditions
have been held to be permissible as administrative searches pur-
suant to the Supreme Court’s decision in Griffin v. Wisconsin, 483
U.S. 868 (1987). Search conditions are restrictions on the liberty
of the supervisees and do not grant the probation officer the
broader search powers of other law enforcement officers. The au-
thority to conduct searches pursuant to conditions or to the con-
sent of the supervises does not extend the law enforcement au-
thority of probation officers beyond those set out in 18 U.S.C.
§ 3606. Accordingly, officers are not authorized to restrain third
parties during a search. Officers should avoid searches where it
is reasonably foreseeable that a third party or the releasee him-
self may present a danger. Likewise, an attempted search should
be abandoned if a third party or the releasee refuses to cooperate.

The fruits of any search conducted pursuant to these
guidelines may, if relevant, be used in the regular course of
management of non-compliant behavior by the supervisee.
Seized items that are not contraband should be returned to the
supervisee as soon as practicable.

Probation officers who may participate in searches are en-
couraged to receive, if available, appropriate training from Fed-
eral, state, or local law agencies prior to participating in such
searches.

II. Special Search Condition

A. Imposition of Search Condition

1. A probation officer should not routinely recommend
that the court impose a special condition authorizing

searches of persons under supervision. A probation of-
ficer should recommend such a special condition only
in those cases in which the officer determines, based
upon the offense of conviction and background of the
offender, that resort to such a condition is necessary
to enforce the conditions of release or to protect the
public.

B. Composition of Search Condition

1. A special condition shall permit searches only of the
supervisee’s person, residence, office or vehicle.

2. A special condition shall permit searches only if the
probation officer has a reasonable belief that contra-
band or evidence of a violation of the conditions of re-
lease may be found.

3. A special condition shall provide that any searches be
conducted in a reasonable manner and at a reason-
able time.

4. A special condition shall require the supervisee to no-
tify any other residents of his home that areas of the
home may be subject to search.

5. A special condition shall provide that failure to per-
mit a search may be grounds for revocation.

C. Model Search Condition.

The court may utilize the following model special
search condition:

The defendant shall submit his person, residence, of-
fice or vehicle to a search, conducted by a United States
Probation Officer at a reasonable time and in a reasonable
manner, based upon reasonable suspicion of contraband or
evidence of a violation of a condition of release; failure to
submit to a search may be grounds for revocation; the de-
fendant shall warn any other residents that the premises
may be subject to searches pursuant to this condition.

III. Consent Searches

A. A probation officer may conduct a search in the absence of
a special condition if the supervisee gives written consent
for the search. To ensure that consent is freely and volun-
tarily given, the probation officer shall advise the super-
visee before the consent is given that the consent may be
refused without adverse consequences, such as revocation
of release. A search based upon consent may not exceed the
scope of the consent.

B. A probation officer may utilize the following model
consent:

I, __________ , hereby consent to permit __________ , a
United States Probation Officer for the _______ District of
________ to search my _________ . My consent is freely and
voluntarily given. I understand that I am not required to
consent to the search and that my refusal to consent may
not be the basis of a revocation of my release or other ad-
verse consequences, though the court may consider such
refusal in connection with a modification of conditions of
release.

IV. General Rules for Searches

A. A search of the person, residence, office or vehicle of a su-
pervisee may be conducted by a probation officer only upon
consent or pursuant to a special condition of release, as
provided by these guidelines.
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B. No random, routine, or periodic searches, other than for
the purpose of urinalyses as part of a drug treatment pro-
gram, shall be conducted unless specifically authorized by
a special condition of release.

C. A search shall not be conducted if the contemplated scope
of the search will result in other than minor damage to the
property to be searched.

D. A search shall not be conducted if there is reasonably reli-
able information that suggests that the conduct of the
search would subject an officer or any other person to a
danger of harm.

V. Approval of Searches

A. A search shall be conducted only upon the written ap-
proval of an application for such search. The application
shall be in writing, shall be reviewed by the probation offi-
cer’s supervisor, and shall be approved in writing by the
chief probation officer of the district or his or her designee,
which may not be the officer’s supervisor. The application
shall be approved prior to the officer’s seeking consent or,
in the case of a search pursuant to a search condition, prior
to the search.

B. If exigent circumstances make it impracticable to present
the application or to give approval in writing, the applica-
tion or approval may be presented orally and reduced to
writing at the earliest opportunity. Exigent circumstances
exist if it is reasonably foreseeable that delay will result in
danger to any individual or the public.

C. The application for the search shall contain the following
information:

1. The name, address, type, and term of supervision, of-
fense of conviction, and relevant background of the
person to be searched;

2. whether the search would be pursuant to a search
condition or consent;

3. a description (address, license number, etc.) of the
place to be searched;

4. a specific description of the grounds to believe that
the search will yield contraband or evidence of a vio-
lation of the conditions of release;

5. a description of the general nature of the contraband
or evidence sought;

6. a description of any potential dangers the search may
present to the probation officer or others;

7. the assistance to be provided by other law enforce-
ment agencies or the reasons why such assistance is
unavailable, unnecessary, or impracticable;

8. a description of any contemplated minor damage to
the property that may be caused by the search;

9. an explanation of why the matter should not be re-
ferred to an appropriate law enforcement agency for
investigation; and

10. an explanation of why alternatives to conducting a
search are inappropriate or impracticable.

D. Approval of a search should, as specifically as is practica-
ble, describe the place to be searched, the object of the
search, the scope of the search approved, and the contem-
plated assistance from other law enforcement agencies.

E. The application, approval or rejection, and any consent
form shall be filed in the probation office.

VI. Conduct of Searches

A. An officer conducting an approved search should take nec-
essary safety precautions, including, but not limited to, the
following:

1. conducting the search with one or more fellow proba-
tion officers;

2. utilizing the assistance of other law enforcement offi-
cers for protection while conducting the search and
taking possession of any dangerous contraband
seized during the search;

3. carrying firearms, if authorized, during the search; and

4. conducting an initial security sweep of the premises
to ascertain the presence of third parties or other
hazards.

B. A probation officer is not authorized to detain or to re-
strain third parties. If third parties are present who may
present a risk to any person conducting the search or to
the supervisee, or if the officer becomes aware of any other
reasonably foreseeable danger of harm to any person, the
officer should abandon the search.

C. The search should be conducted in accordance with the ap-
proval and in a reasonable manner. The search should be
no more intensive than is reasonably necessary to locate
the objective of the search.

D. If a search is abandoned because of danger to the officer or
another person, and there are reasonable grounds to be-
lieve that there exists a danger to the public, the officer
shall notify the appropriate law enforcement authority as
soon as possible.

VII. Plain View “Searches”

Contraband that falls within the plain view of a probation
officer who is justified being in the place where the contraband
is seen may properly be seized by the probation officer. It must
be immediately apparent that the item is contraband with re-
spect to the supervisee.

VIII. Seizures

A. An item that is located during an approved search or ob-
served in plain view may be seized if the probation officer
has reasonable grounds to believe that the item is contra-
band or constitutes evidence of a violation of a condition of
release. If the item is not contraband, the supervisee
should be given a receipt for the item and the item should
be returned after it is no longer needed by the court.

B. A careful record must be kept regarding the chain of cus-
tody of any item seized.

C. Contraband should be delivered to an appropriate law en-
forcement agency as soon as practicable. Pending such de-
livery, the probation officer should take necessary mea-
sures to safeguard the contraband.

IX. Reports of Search and Seizures

The probation officer shall prepare a narrative report of
the circumstances and results of a search, including a search
that is abandoned, file such report in the probation office, and
provide copies to the chief probation officer and the Probation
and Pretrial Services Division of the Administrative Office of
the United States Courts.
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Juvenile Focus*

BY ALVIN W. COHN, D.CRIM.
President, Administration of Justice Services, Inc., Rockville, Maryland

Day Care Training: A 4-year study of day care cen-
ters has concluded that children learn more and behave
better when teachers have more training and fewer
children to care for. The study, conducted by the Fami-
lies and Work Institute, involved 150 licensed child-
care centers in Florida from 1992 to 1996. Researchers
found that children in smaller classrooms were more
securely attached to their teachers, more proficient
with language, engaged in more “cognitively complex”
play, and less likely to show aggression, anxiety, and
hyperactivity. Teachers in this kind of setting were
found to be more sensitive and responsive to the chil-
dren. The study also found that the best teachers were
those who had the most education and training for
their work.

Fourth Grade Assessments: American fourth
graders are out-performing their peers from many other
countries in math and science, according to an interna-
tional study conducted by the U.S. Education Depart-
ment. A previous report about eighth graders raised an
alarm about the quality of teaching and curricula in the
nation’s schools because these students lagged behind
their peers in many other countries. The report also in-
dicates that elementary schools are doing a better job of
teaching math and science than middle schools. In all,
26 nations took part in the fourth-grade study. It does
not provide rankings for each nation, but it shows that
the U.S. exceeds the average international score in
math and science and places at or near the top tier of
countries in both subjects.

Public School Teachers: A new portrait of the na-
tion’s public school teachers shows most have much
more classroom experience and academic training than
their predecessors decades ago. Fifty-four percent of
current teachers have received a master’s degree or
completed comparable college work, a rate twice as high
as it was in 1971. They also constitute a “veteran” group
in that they average 16 years of experience, compared
with 10 years two decades ago. The typical American
teacher today is a 43-year-old, married woman who
earns an average of $35,549 a year. The average age of
teachers has risen steadily the past 20 years, according
to the study, from 36 years old in 1976 to 43 currently.
The study also found that about 83 percent of teachers

have classroom jobs that match their college majors,
which is up from about 70 percent in the early 1960s.

Among the most serious challenges the survey high-
lights is schools’ lack of progress in increasing the
ranks of male and minority teachers. For males, the
number entering the profession is declining, dropping
from 34 percent in 1971 to 25 percent today. The study
was completed by the National Education Association,
the nation’s largest teacher union.

Domestic Violence: In “Child Custody Evaluation
Practices: A 1996 Survey of Psychologists,” published in
Family Law Quarterly, authors Marc J. and Melissa
Ackerman report the results from their survey of psy-
chologists from 39 states to determine what practices
and criteria they use to make their custody recommen-
dations. Each of the reporting 201 psychologists had
been involved in at least 10 child custody evaluations.

Despite the fact that over 40 states now have
statutes requiring judges to consider domestic violence
in custody determinations, domestic violence was not
considered a factor for custody considerations except as
a possible rationalization for not recommending joint
custody. Even then, they report, it was seldom chosen
as a factor.

Anti-truancy Programs: Anti-truancy programs
have been established across the country as a result of a
recognition that juveniles who skip school are more
likely to commit crimes. These programs, sponsored with
funds from the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention (OJJDP) involve police, probation of-
ficers, prosecutors, and other justice system agencies as
well as social service bureaus and private organizations.

“Skipping school used to be a one-time lark,” said
OJJDP official Eileen M. Garry, in a summary report on
seven anti-truancy programs. She stated further that
“truancy is a stepping stone to delinquent and criminal
activity.”

On a typical day, as many as 150,000 out of New
York’s 1 million public school students are absent and of-
ficials do not know how many have legitimate excuses,
the study found. In Los Angeles, approximately 10 per-
cent of the students are absent. The seven-page report,
Truancy: First Steps Toward a Lifetime of Problems
(NCJ-161958), provides a list of resources including the
names and addresses of contact persons for each of the
seven programs. The report is available from the Na-
tional Juvenile Justice Clearinghouse at 800-638-8736.

Children and Values: Teenagers appear to be in-
creasingly lacking in moral and ethical values and their

*Editor’s note: Please send information about new re-
sources, developments, and programs in juvenile delinquency
and justice to: Alvin W. Cohn, President, Administration of
Justice Services, Inc., 15005 Westbury Road, Rockville, MD
20853.
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parents are largely but not solely to blame, according to
a recent survey funded by the Ronald McDonald House
Charities and the Advertising Council and conducted
by Public Agenda. The study indicates that the main
problem appears to be an absence of basics such as hon-
esty, self-discipline, and a work ethic. The report also
concludes that respondents do not believe that govern-
ment can provide the remedy. The findings were based
on two telephone surveys, one of 2,000 randomly se-
lected adults and the other of 600 12- to 17-year-olds. In
addition, the researchers conducted six focus groups
across the country and dozens of followup interviews.

Acknowledging that the older generation has always
thought that the young are going down the tubes, study
author Steve Farkas said that this research was par-
ticularly disturbing because adults now thought the
consequences for the nation and for the youths them-
selves were more dire. He also said the research
showed that grown-ups believed problems begin at
younger ages. “It’s no longer just teens in for this kind
of criticism and disappointment, it’s children age five
and up,” Farkas said. Further, he reports that 81 per-
cent of the respondent adults think that being a parent
today is harder than ever before, and the youths report
that being a youngster is also harder (83 percent).

Youth and Obesity: Many more children and teens
are more seriously overweight than they were in 1980,
which is the result of eating more calories and not ex-
ercising enough, according to Cynthia Ogden with the
National Center for Health Statistics, which conducted
the third National Health and Nutrition Examination
Survey. The study measured more than 20,000 people
including adults and youth. About 14 percent of chil-
dren age 6 to 11 are overweight, as are 12 percent of
adolescents age 12 to 17. That is up from 8 percent of
children and 6 percent of adolescents in 1980.

“We have a whole generation of kids who are going to
be obese adults. They are going to have the health prob-
lems, plus the social stigma associated with obesity,”
said Jim Hill, professor of pediatrics at the University
of Colorado Health Sciences Center in Denver.

Delinquents in the Federal System: John Scalia,
Bureau of Justice Statistics statistician, reports that
during 1995, U.S. attorneys filed cases against 240 per-
sons for alleged acts of juvenile delinquency. Of these,
122 cases were adjudicated in federal court, represent-
ing 0.2 percent of the 56,243 cases (both adult and ju-
venile) adjudicated during 1995. Almost one-half of the
juvenile cases involved a violent offense (32 percent) or
a drug offense (15 percent). Federal prosecutors de-
clined further action against 228 other juveniles re-
ferred to them.

Many (61 percent) of the juveniles adjudicated in the
federal courts are Native Americans. These youths ap-
pear in U.S. courts especially when the tribal courts
lack resources or jurisdiction and, therefore, do not

handle these cases. The report also indicates that 37
percent of the juveniles adjudicated delinquent were
committed to a correctional facility, with an average
length of commitment at 34 months.

AIDS and Infant Mortality: At least 1,000 children
a day are contracting AIDS, reports the United Na-
tions, which also warns of severe increases in infant
mortality due to the disease unless immediate steps are
taken. There were some 400,000 new AIDS cases in-
volving children under age 18 last year, and some
350,000 children die of the disease, the Geneva-based
group UNAIDS stated. It warned of big increases in in-
fant mortality—rates of death for children less than 5
years old—because of the disease, especially in devel-
oping countries where there is a lack of medicine and
health care. In some regions of the world, those rates
would increase by as much as 75 percent by 2000 un-
less there is immediate medical intervention.

College Freshmen: College freshmen of 1997 care
less about politics and more about money, and they are
less philosophical than freshmen were in the 1960s, ac-
cording to a study conducted by UCLA’s Graduate
School of Education and Information Studies. However,
they are also drinking less beer and volunteering in
huge numbers. These are the images that emerge from
data the UCLA researchers have been collecting on col-
lege freshmen for 30 years. Among the findings:

• The top goal of today’s students is to be “very well-off
financially.”

• Less than one-third think keeping up with political
issues is important.

• Women have eclipsed men in their use of tobacco, lib-
eral political leanings, and intent to pursue graduate
studies.

• Interest in business careers is at a 20-year low.

Researchers also found that today’s freshmen have
more educated parents and are more likely to come
from two-income homes while one in four has divorced
or separated parents. One in 10 students reports being
“frequently depressed,” and close to 30 percent often
feel “overwhelmed by all I have to do.” However, two-
thirds believe now, as before, that individuals can
change society, and volunteerism is almost at a 72 per-
cent rate. Support for legalized marijuana rose from
19.4 percent in 1968 to a 52.9 percent high during the
1970s, but, today, only 33 percent would legalize mari-
juana. Eighteen percent of the students report that
they were “conservatives” in 1970 while 22.7 percent
professed such a political ideology in 1996.

Drug Use: U.S. teenagers are using more heroin, re-
ports the National Household Survey on Drug Abuse,
but abuse of marijuana and alcohol has leveled off. The
survey found a slight decline in use of illegal drugs
among teenagers 12 to 17 in 1996, from 10.9 percent in
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1995 to 9 percent by July 1996. Marijuana use declined
slightly, from 8.2 percent to 7.1 percent of all teen-
agers. However, from 1990 to 1995, rates of first use of
heroin rose for all teenagers, up from 1.8 percent to 2.5
percent for ages 18 to 25. The survey also reported that
over one-half of Americans aged 26–34 have sampled
illegal drugs.

Abuse and Delinquency: A team of researchers has
found a strong connection between various kinds of
mistreatment of youths, including physical and sexual
abuse, as well as failing to place a youth in school and
a range of subsequent problems when youths reach
adolescence. These problems include a higher likeli-
hood of committing acts of serious and violent delin-
quency, using drugs, displaying symptoms of mental ill-
ness, and (for girls) becoming pregnant.

The research report, In the Wake of Childhood Mal-
treatment, was prepared by the State University at Al-
bany and is a part of a major assessment program into
the causes and correlates of delinquency, funded by
OJJDP. The study involved 1,000 youths drawn from
seventh and eighth grade public schools, found that 14
percent had a child maltreatment record and 45 per-
cent had official records involving acts of delinquency.
Only 32 percent of those not maltreated were involved
in acts of delinquency. The report (NCJ-165257) can be
obtained from the Juvenile Justice Clearinghouse at
800-638-8736.

School Crime: There was no significant change from
1989 through 1995 in the percentage of students who re-
ported having been robbed at school, having property
stolen from their lockers or desks, or experiencing phys-
ical attacks at school, according to a study jointly spon-
sored by the U.S. Departments of Education and Jus-
tice. In 1995, the study revealed that 14.6 percent of
students ages 12 through 19 reported violent or prop-
erty victimization at school, compared with 14.5 percent
in 1989. There was, however, an increase in the per-
centage of students in 1995 likely to be victimized by a
violent crime—a physical attack or robbery by force,
weapons, or threats—compared to 1989. In 1995, 4.2
percent of all 12- to 19-year-old students experienced a
violent crime, compared to 3.4 percent 6 years earlier.

The data, from the Bureau of Justice Statistics and
the National Center for Education Statistics, also found
that fewer than one in 1,000 students reported taking a
gun to school in 1995, but about 1 in 20 students said
they saw another student with a gun at school.

Pregnant Teenagers: A pregnant teenager’s age,
apart from other social or demographic factors, puts her
at greater risk than an older woman of having a pre-
mature or low-birthweight baby, according to a study
completed by the University of Utah. This finding chal-
lenges the notion that teenagers who receive adequate
prenatal care will have as good or better chances of giv-
ing birth to a healthy baby as older women. The study

also found that age as an independent risk factor for
pregnant teenagers runs counter to the findings of
other studies, especially those on minority women in
inner cities. Socioeconomic factors such as insufficient
education and inadequate prenatal care have been
thought to make more of a difference on the outcome of
pregnancy than the mother’s age.

While the Utah study found prenatal care, for exam-
ple, to improve the chances of a successful pregnancy,
the researchers also found that when they looked at the
most privileged girls, the youngest mothers still had
the highest risks. Among the 134,088 white girls be-
tween the ages of 13 and 24 who gave birth between
1970 and 1990, those ages 23 to 15 had the highest risk
of delivering low-birthweight or premature babies.

Blended Sentences: New laws are having a “dra-
matic impact” on sentencing of violent juvenile offend-
ers, particularly laws that provide for sentencing of
youths to adult correctional systems, according to a re-
cent report prepared by the National Center for Juve-
nile Justice, the research arm of the National Council
of Juvenile and Family Court Judges.

Between 1992 and 1995, 41 states enacted laws mak-
ing it easier for juveniles to be tried as adults rather than
in juvenile courts. And even in cases where youths are al-
lowed to remain in juvenile court, the study finds that
they may be subjected to sanctions in the adult correc-
tional system. The study was conducted by Melissa Sick-
mund, Howard N. Snyder, and Eileen Poe-Yamagata.

The researchers found that in 1985, most of the 7,200
cases transferred to criminal court involved property
crimes, but that changed in 1992 when murders, rob-
beries, assaults, and other crimes against persons sur-
passed the property crime category. This change, in
part, is the result of new laws targeting violent juvenile
offenders for automatic or presumptive transfer to
adult court. A copy of the report, Juvenile Offenders and
Victims: 1997 Update on Violence, is available from the
Juvenile Justice Clearinghouse at 800-638-8736.

Each Day in America,

• 11,000 people are born

• 5,107 violent crimes are committed

• 8,042 children are reported abused

• 33,227 property crimes are committed including:

–32,548 people are arrested

–1,699 robberies are committed

–175 pockets are picked

–1,359 bicycles are stolen

–3,332 cars are stolen

These data are according to the Statistical Abstract of
the United States for each day in 1996.
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Reviews of Professional Periodicals

“Presentence Reports: The Effects of Legislation
and National Standards,” by Michael Cavadino
(Autumn 1997). The Criminal Justice Act of 1991 and
the Associated National Standards for the supervision of
offenders in the community replaced Social Inquiry Re-
ports with a new style of presentence reports. The author
presented a before and after study assessing the effects of
the change on the reports themselves. Samples of Social
Inquiry Reports from 1991 and presentence reports from
1993, drawn from four separate court areas in the north
of England and covering juvenile reports provided by
local authority social workers as well as probation offi-
cers, were compared. When the presentence reports were
drawn up in accordance with the new national standards,
the intention was twofold: to standardize the form of the
reports and bring them into line with good practice and to
shift the focus of the reports to emphasize the seriousness
of the offense, in line with the “just deserts” philosophy
underlying the 1991 Criminal Justice Act.

The author reviewed both earlier Social Inquiry Re-
ports and later presentence reports and conducted face-
to-face interviews with criminal justice practitioners
including court officials and representatives of the pro-
bation services and social service youth justice teams.
Among the probation officers and local authority youth
justice workers interviewed, the overall response to the
new arrangements for presentence reports was favor-
able. Responses showed general approval for the formal
guidance contained in the National Standards, little ob-
jection to the principle of focusing reports more on the
seriousness of the offense, and the belief that report
writers had been successful in producing such reports. 

The author’s research set out to discover whether the
1991 Criminal Justice Act and the National Standards
had been successful in changing the form and nature of
reports and, in particular, whether the 1993 presen-
tence reports focused upon offending behavior and the
seriousness of the offense to a significantly greater ex-
tent than did Social Inquiry Reports before the imple-
mentation of the Act. The findings show conclusively
that such a change did take place and, moreover, was
generally perceived by report writers, their superiors,
and the sentencing officials who received the reports in
a positive light. One clear lesson from this study is that
change in practice in a desired direction can be brought
about by means of legislation and central guidance.

“The Value of Finding Employment for White
Collar Ex-offenders: A Twenty-Year Criminologi-
cal Followup,” by Keith Soothill, Brian Francis,
and Elizabeth Ackerley (Autumn 1997). The au-
thors describe a 20-year criminological followup of a
consecutive series of 348 male ex-offenders, seeking
white collar employment, who were offered the services
of a specialized employment agency in the early 1970s.
At the end of the 20-year followup, 36 percent had been
reconvicted. While only 30 percent of those placed into
employment were reconvicted compared with 42 per-
cent of the unplaced group, this variation is explained
by differences in the criminal history of the two groups.
Hence, there is no evidence that the intervention of
finding a job by the specialist employment agency had
been beneficial in reconviction terms. However, persons
with three or more convictions, and on whom consider-
able placing effort had been expended, whether or not
they were actually placed, did particularly well in
avoiding reconviction. The interpretation is that plac-
ing effort is an indirect measure of an ex-offender’s gen-
eral motivation to stay out of trouble.

“Exploring Investigative Policing: A Study of
Private Detectives in Britain,” by Martin Gill and
Jerry Hart (Autumn 1997). Even with the recent
growth of interest in private policing, very little has
been written about the work of private investigators.
This is surprising because of private investigators’ rel-
atively long history and undeniably high profile in pop-
ular culture. The article discusses the modern role of
private investigators in the context of four key issues:
competence, legitimacy, relationship with the public po-
lice, and future challenges in managing a diverse polic-
ing structure. The authors describe the services that
private investigators most typically provide, identify
their principle client groups, and reflect on how statu-
tory regulations might affect their work. The aim of the
article was to develop awareness of what remains one
of the most obscure forms of policing and social control. 

“How Management Teams Can Have a Good
Fight,” by Kathleen M. Eisenhardt, Jean L. Kah-
wajy, and L. J. Bourgeois III, Harvard Business
Review (July-August 1997). Public and private sector
managers alike list “managing conflict” as one of the
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most daunting challenges they face at work. There’s no
avoiding conflict in managerial work, however, particu-
larly as organizations move into alternative organiza-
tional structures in an era of continued environmental
uncertainty. In their book, The Manager As Negotiator
(1986, p. 1), David Lax and James Sebenius contend
that:

Negotiating is a way of life for managers, whether renting office
space, coaxing a scarce part from another division, building sup-
port for a new marketing plan, or working out next year’s budget.
In these situations and thousands like them, some interests con-
flict. People disagree.

And yet the inevitability of conflict does not mean
that it needs to be a destructive process. In fact, conflict
on issues, particularly in an era of significant change, is
natural and even necessary. According to the authors of
“How Management Teams Can Have a Good Fight,”

Management teams whose members challenge one another’s
thinking develop a more complete understanding of the choices,
create a richer range of options, and ultimately make the kinds of
effective decisions necessary in today’s competitive environments.
(p. 77)

For the past 10 years, Eisenhardt, Kahwajy, and Bour-
geois have been researching the interplay of conflict, pol-
itics, and speed in strategic decision-making by top man-
agement teams. They have closely observed the work of
a dozen top management teams in technology-based
companies, each having five to nine executives. All of the
organizations studied operate in a fast-paced, competi-
tive global marketplace, and all of the teams have to
make high-stakes decisions in the face of considerable
uncertainty and under pressure to move quickly.

The research team found that 4 of the 12 companies
experienced little or no conflict and, consequently, of-
fered little to observe. The other eight companies were
found to exhibit the following characteristics:

• Four handled conflict in a way that avoided interper-
sonal hostility or discord. These team members de-
scribed the way they work as “open,” “fun,” and “pro-
ductive.” One said, “We scream a lot, laugh, and then
resolve the issue.”

• Four were less successful at avoiding interpersonal
conflict. Team members in these groups explained
that they were frequently divided into cliques, and
they described their processes with words like “secre-
tive,” “manipulative,” and “political.”

The researchers found that teams with minimal in-
terpersonal conflict were able to separate substantive
issues from personalities and, overall, were more pro-
ductive in their work. They were able to disagree and
still get along with one another. How? The research
team identified six tactics used by the more productive
teams: (1) working with more, rather than less, data,
(2) developing multiple alternatives to enrich the level
of debate, (3) sharing commonly agreed upon goals,

(4) injecting humor into the decision-making process,
(5) maintaining a balanced power situation, and (6) re-
solving issues without always forcing consensus.

Focus on the facts. The researchers found that when
groups are provided with objective, current informa-
tion, they are able to focus on debating issues on their
merits and not on attacking personalities. The organi-
zations studied kept their members’ knowledge current
both in terms of performance facts and in terms of the
external environment. That way, the members were
able to move quickly to the central issues surrounding
a strategic choice, and they did not become bogged
down with arguments over what the facts might be. 

On the other hand, in the absence of good data, execu-
tives tend to waste time in pointless debate over opin-
ions. In this information-poor environment, executives
are tempted to resort to posturing and ill-formed guesses
about how the world might be. People, not issues, be-
come more important than what is right in context.

Multiply the alternatives. The researchers found that
productive work teams deliberately develop multiple
alternatives, frequently considering four or five options
at a time. Some managers even will introduce options
they do not support in order to promote debate. Gener-
ating options reduces interpersonal conflict because it
helps avoid “either-or” choices. It gives people room to
vary their degree of support or shift positions without
losing face. Generating options also brings managers
together in a common and stimulating task. It concen-
trates their energy on solving problems and increases
the opportunity for “integrative” solutions—those that
incorporate the views of greater numbers of decision
makers (Lewicki, Saunders, & Minton, 1997).

On the other hand, when a team must choose be-
tween only one or two options, conflict can quickly be-
come personal. Executives feel pressured to line up on
one side or the other. Positions harden and the conflict
becomes personal.

Create common goals. Productive teams manage to
frame strategic choices as collaborative rather than
competitive exercises. The researchers found that they
did this by creating a common goal around which the
team could rally. Common goals do not require homo-
geneous thinking, but unity of purpose. As Steve Jobs,
who has been associated with Apple, NeXT, and Pixar,
has observed: 

It’s okay to spend a lot of time arguing about which route to take
to San Francisco when everybody wants to end up there, but a lot
of time gets wasted in such arguments if one person wants to go to
San Francisco and another secretly wants to got to San Diego.
(p. 80)

Without common goals, the competitive spirit can
easily overtake the productive energies of a group. They
may start seeing themselves as individual winners and
losers, whereas a team can see the shared interest of all
team members in the outcome of a debate.
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Use humor. Teams that handle conflict well make de-
liberate attempts to have fun and to learn. They em-
phasize the excitement of fast-paced competition, not
the stress of competing in brutally tough and uncertain
markets. Pranks, gags, and friendly dessert pig-outs
were used by the high-performing teams. Humor was
notably absent in the teams marked by high interper-
sonal conflict. The climate in which decisions were
made was frequently hostile and stressful.

Humor and the use of irony helps people place chal-
lenging situations into a broader life context, thereby re-
ducing stress levels. “Humor—with its ambiguity—can
also blunt the threatening edge of negative information”
(p. 81). Humor can put people in a positive mood. A wide
body of research shows that people in a positive mood
tend to be more optimistic, forgiving of others, and cre-
ative in seeking solutions. A positive mood triggers a
more accurate perception of others’ arguments because
people in a good mood tend to relax their defensive bar-
riers so they can listen more effectively.

Balance the power structure. A way to tame interper-
sonal conflict is to create a sense of fairness by balanc-
ing power within the management team. Research in-
dicates that autocratic leaders who manage through
highly centralized power structures often generate high
levels of interpersonal friction. Weak leaders also en-
gender interpersonal conflict because the power vac-
uum at the top encourages managers to jockey for posi-
tion. Interpersonal conflict is lowest in balanced power
structures such as those in which the CEO is more pow-
erful than the other members of top management al-
though the other members do wield substantial power,
especially in their own well-defined areas of responsi-
bility. It’s interesting to note, in this regard, President
John Kennedy’s deliberate practice of leaving the room
while his executive team of 13 high-ranking govern-
ment officials debated the options to use in the Cuban
Missile Crisis. Kennedy left the room to encourage hon-
est, open debate and to avoid the tendency that groups
often have to present only the information that will
“please the boss” (Janis, 1972).

Seek consensus with qualification. The researchers
made the following interesting observation:

People usually associate consensus with harmony, but we found
the opposite: teams that insisted on resolving substantial conflict
by forcing consensus tended to display the most interpersonal con-
flict. (p. 83) 

Consensus is not always possible. Sometimes it is
achieved at a high cost to group harmony. Process fair-
ness, on the other hand, is enormously important to
most people. They will accept outcomes they do not like
if they believe the process by which the results came
about was fair. Consensus with qualification is useful
too because it assumes that conflict is natural and not
a sign of interpersonal dysfunction.

A large body of academic research has demonstrated
that conflict over issues is not only likely, but also valu-
able within top management teams. Such conflict pro-
vides executives with a more inclusive range of infor-
mation, a deeper understanding of issues, and a richer
set of possible solutions. When there is little disagree-
ment, there is a higher chance for “groupthink.” Teams
that engaged in healthy conflict over issues made better
decisions and moved more quickly as well. Teams that
are unable to foster substantive conflict ultimately
achieve lower performance. Low-conflict teams tended
to neglect key issues or were simply unaware of impor-
tant aspects of their strategic situations. They missed
opportunities to question falsely limiting assumptions
or to generate significantly different alternatives (p. 85).

Court and criminal justice managers and practition-
ers would be well served by following the sound advice
provided here to help them manage the inevitable con-
flicts they will face.
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Your Bookshelf on Review

The Whole Community
Corrections Picture

Community Corrections: Probation, Parole, and In-
termediate Sanctions. Edited by Joan Petersilia. New
York: Oxford University Press, 1998. Pp. 218. $19.95.

In the preface, the editor clearly states her goals for
this collection of readings in crime and punishment: “I
wanted to compile a reader that would allow someone
quickly to get up to speed on the issues, data, and pro-
grams that comprise community corrections. . . . I
wanted this reader to be self-contained, in that it could
serve as the sole text for a class or corrections training
conference.” On first reading the preface, I doubted
such a goal could be completely achieved, and if a less
established writer in the field of criminal justice had
made such claims, I might not have read any further.
I’m glad that I continued to read—in fact, I devoured
the material in a weekend. The book rekindled some of
the idealism that led me to choose community correc-
tions and honed the sense of reality I gained as a prac-
titioner. As a student of criminal justice and a criminal
justice policymaker, I have found few books that suc-
cessfully bridge the gap and appeal to both sides of my
criminal justice self. The book is a must-read for com-
munity corrections professionals and their academic
brethren and will bring both a step closer to realizing
the “unrealized promise of community corrections.”

The real strength of this text is that it brings to-
gether a wide breadth of community corrections litera-
ture into a coherent, rational, and useful whole. Specif-
ically, it incorporates the traditional material of history
and standard probation and parole practice with the
more recent literature on intermediate sanctions. The
intermediate sanctions discussed include: intensive su-
pervision, home confinement, electronic monitoring,
boot camps, substance abuse testing and treatment,
fines, restitution, community service, and day reporting
centers.

While this is a valuable service, the editor goes even
further to include the important discussion of public
perceptions and their impact on community correc-
tions. For too long, we who are community corrections
academicians, policymakers, and practitioners have ab-
dicated the important and necessary roles of public ed-
ucation and measurement of public opinion to the
politicians who have exploited our absence in this de-
bate for their own gain. The text also includes the im-
portant element of offender perspective in determining
a true continuum of available punishments. More than
10 years ago, as an initial interviewer for New Jersey’s
Intensive Supervision Program (ISP), I was struck by

the number of offenders who would much rather “do the
time than have that ISP messing with me.” Petersilia
incorporates a fascinating discussion of innovative pro-
grams and concludes with a look to the future, which
gives consumers, whether acamedicians or practition-
ers, much to think about in terms of their views of the
future of community corrections.

The few criticisms I have of the work seem almost
trivial given all that the book accomplishes, but I feel
that it would have been enhanced by including super-
vised release in the discussion of post-conviction super-
vision. The shift from parole to supervised release is
more than just a terminology change. With changes in
supervision, the decision maker generally also has
changed from a parole commission or like body to a ju-
dicial officer. That change has had significant effect on
line officers and how they perform community correc-
tions functions. I also feel the work could have bene-
fited from a discussion of pretrial defendants super-
vised in the community. While the issues and concerns
with pretrial are similar, they are different enough to
warrant at least a brief discussion.

In conclusion, I would like to thank the author for a
truly significant contribution to the community correc-
tions literature and to strongly urge criminal justice
students and practitioners to read this text. In addi-
tion, judicial officers, politicians, and any member of
the community who is interested in the field would be
well served by a few hours spent reading this excellent
collection on community corrections.

Washington, DC TIMOTHY P. CADIGAN

At the Feet of the Master
Corrections: A Humanistic Approach. By Hans Toch.

Albany, New York: Harrow and Heston, 1997. Pp. 248.

Reading a book by Hans Toch is like trying to get a
drink of water from a high pressure fire hose; it is diffi-
cult not to be overwhelmed. This is particularly true of
his most recent effort—Corrections: A Humanistic Ap-
proach—which provides an anthology of correctional
thought spanning some 30 years.

Toch, a Distinguished Professor in the School of Crim-
inal Justice at the State University of New York at Al-
bany, describes himself as “a psychologist reared in the
humanistic tradition.” Expanding on this, he writes:

The humanistic psychologist is person-centered and prizes empa-
thy; for him or her, the experiences and perceptions of others are
the focus of attention. The humanist is also attuned to suffering
and interested in reform and improvement of the human condi-
tion. A tenet of humanism is that, given opportunities, most people
can learn and make constructive contributions.
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It is from this perspective, then, that the eminent au-
thor and scholar examines correctional practices and
theory. The book, a collection of essays, articles, and
presentations written by Toch between 1967 to the pre-
sent, is divided into six parts.

The first section focuses on prison policy and deals
with such topics as public opinion and sentencing
schemes, the impact of prison crowding and possible re-
sponses, and the concept of unit management in cor-
rectional institutions. While all the chapters in this sec-
tion are interesting, perhaps the most thought
provoking is the one entitled “Warehouses for People?,”
which was originally published in 1985 in The Annals
of the American Academy of Political and Social
Science. In this chapter Toch provides a thoughtful ex-
amination of prison conditions and the impact they
have on inmates and staff. 

In the second part the author discusses the need to,
and perils of, reforming prisons. An important but un-
derstated message in the six chapters that make up
this section is the need for courageous and visionary
correctional administrators who are willing to embark
on a course designed to bring about improvements in
their institutions, a course that is frequently at odds
with the prevailing “wisdom” of the day. This message
is particularly prevalent in chapter 6, “If de Tocqueville
Were With Us Today. . . .”

“Reforming Prisoners” is the title of part three. In
this section Toch reviews early attempts at rehabilita-
tion, discusses the importance of providing psychologi-
cal services and educational programs in the correc-
tional setting, and advocates an inmate classification
system that appropriately addresses the needs of all in-
mates—the young and old, the healthy and infirm, and
those serving relatively brief sentences and the institu-
tionalized “old con.” 

Part four is devoted to problems associated with
managing disturbed and disruptive offenders in con-
finement. The four chapters in this section provide a
wealth of information useful to all prison personnel,
from wardens to correctional officers.

Prison violence is the focus of the fifth part of this vol-
ume. Toch’s treatment of this subject is practical and of-
fers guidance on how violence in prisons might be re-
duced. Much of the information in this section would be
appropriate for inclusion in pre-service and in-service
training for correctional personnel.

In the final section, the author stresses the impor-
tance of applied research in the administration of pris-
ons. Through relevant research, he notes, programs
and policies can be crafted and revised and the alloca-
tion of resources—both human and other—can be im-
proved. Toch accurately points out, however, that re-
searchers who are credible and who want to bring
about positive change “may be in short supply in grad-
uate schools that breed elitist conceptions of research

and pessimistic views of reform” and “in short demand
by agencies that discourage experimentation and the
crossing of bureaucratic frontiers.”

Early in the book Toch provides a concise yet chilling
description of the current correctional environment and
issues a challenge:

There is no point in expressing helpless rage at the punitive ethos
that engulfs corrections today. In the short run, the walls of Jeri-
cho are obdurate, but they are bound to crumble in time. In the in-
terim, the challenge . . . is to exercise ingenuity in the face of po-
litical adversity. Responding to this challenge involves proactivity
and contingency planning, as opposed to prevailing reactivity and
crisis management.

I hope that this challenge does not fall on deaf ears.
Corrections: A Humanistic Approach is an excellent
contribution to correctional scholarship. Both academi-
cians and practitioners should find this volume a valu-
able resource.

Huntsville, Texas DAN RICHARD BETO

All About Gangs
Street Gang Awareness: A Resource Guide for Parents

and Professionals. By Steven L. Sachs. Minneapolis:
Fairview Press, 1997. Pp. 224. $12.95.

Once a problem confined to major urban centers such
as New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles, gangs and
gang-related criminal activity have spread to smaller
communities all across the United States. In the safety
of their small communities, city officials and families
felt immune to the incidents of violence portrayed al-
most daily in the media and, consequently, were unpre-
pared for an invasion from gangs. Before they could re-
spond, violence and other criminal activity took root in
their communities and began ravaging families and de-
stroying hopes and dreams. Gang-related violence ac-
counts for more than 1,000 homicides each year. 

Street Gang Awareness represents a much-needed re-
source guide for parents, educators, and criminal jus-
tice professionals. The author, relying on his 19 years of
experience as a juvenile probation officer, provides a
single, comprehensive source of information on subjects
ranging from the evolution of gangs to steering kids
away from gangs. Sachs’ years of experience working
with juveniles form an excellent base of knowledge and
experience for this book.

Sachs’ gang accounts originate from the northern
suburbs of Chicago. He begins his book with a particu-
larly personal and sad account of an honors student,
mistaken for a gang member, who was killed by a gang
banger’s bullet during a drive-by shooting. The author’s
sadness, anger, and unanswered questions were the im-
petus for this book.

In his book, Sachs offers numerous personal anec-
dotes designed to emphasize major points. One account
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tells the story of a wounded gang banger who returned
to gang activity despite having suffered a serious, al-
most life-threatening injury. This story represents an
example of the allure of gangs and shows to what ex-
tent kids will remain in gangs and be loyal to their fel-
low gang members. Sachs does an excellent job of peak-
ing the reader’s interest and creating excitement for
the subsequent material.

The book is divided into four parts: “The Evolution of
Street Gangs,” “The Lure of the Gang,” “Children and
Gang Behavior,” and “Steering Kids Away From
Gangs.” In each part are chapters that provide detailed
information about most aspects of gangs. The author’s
reader-friendly format helps guide the reader through
logically flowing chapters.

In the first chapter, Sachs traces the formation of
gangs to the immigrant movement in New York from
1826 though the 1970s. The chapter is short and pre-
sents just enough information to establish a foundation
for subsequent chapters.

Sachs begins the second chapter by exploring the
problem of teenage parents as they relate to gang ac-
tivity. He divides gangs into four main groups—
African-American, Hispanic, South East Asian, and
Caucasian—and discusses the most prominent features
of each. Chapters 4 through 6 define gangs and provide
detailed information about their structure and hierar-
chy. Chapters 7 through 10 provide information about
gang identifiers, gang symbols, graffiti, jewelry, and the
significance of sports team clothing. The use of illustra-
tions is excellent and contributes to the effectiveness
and usefulness of the book.

In chapters 11 through 13, Sachs helps parents and
professionals identify the danger signs of gangs and
gang activity. Sachs outlines appropriate responses for
communities, schools, and individuals. Sachs’ sugges-
tions are comprehensive and specific. As an example,
for communities, Sachs recommends the development
of more recreational programs and the construction of
youth centers in “at risk” communities. Sachs offers
similar advice to school officials and individuals. Being
true to its claim of being a resource guide, Street Gang
Awareness concludes with a directory of national re-
sources, a glossary of slang and number codes, and il-
lustrations of hand signs and language.

From the beginning, the author admits that this book
cannot answer all questions, and it does not, but Sachs
does a good job with the questions most often posed by
parents and professionals and provides a valuable re-
source for anyone else interested in gangs. I found
Sachs’ accounts and research consistent with generally
accepted information provided by gang experts. As
someone who is somewhat experienced with the topic of
gangs, I found it refreshing to see comprehensive ma-
terial presented in such an easy-to-read manner. As a
parent, educator, and a criminal justice professional, I

found this book, relevant, informative, and timely. If
you have children, educate children, or work with chil-
dren, this book is a “must read.” 

Columbus, Ohio ROBERT A. TAYLOR, SR.

Kids in Trouble
Juvenile Justice and Youth Violence. By James C.

Howell. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 1997.
Pp. 252. $32.50. 

America is in the midst of a “get tough on crime”
movement. The public, lawmakers, and criminal justice
policymakers have endorsed harsher sanctions for ju-
venile offenders. This “get tough” approach has been fu-
eled by a general perception that juvenile crime, par-
ticularly violent and drug-related juvenile crime, is out
of control. But is this perception accurate?

In Juvenile Justice and Youth Violence, James C.
Howell, former director of the Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP), debunks some of
the common misconceptions about the nature and scope
of juvenile offending and does so in convincing fashion,
marshaling a tremendous amount of statistical infor-
mation and a comprehensive review of the literature.
Howell goes beyond pointing out the flaws in current
approaches to juvenile violence, however, and offers a
strategy for more effectively dealing with this serious
problem, a strategy that early results suggest may have
a high degree of success.

The book is divided into two sections. Part one con-
sists of five chapters that provide an overview of juve-
nile justice and youth violence in the United States.
The first chapter presents an excellent discussion of the
origins and development of the juvenile justice system
and its return to a more punitive model. While this ma-
terial is not new to students of juvenile justice, the re-
view of the literature is comprehensive and well orga-
nized and sets up the rest of the book admirably. 

The second chapter examines the Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, as well as ear-
lier legislation that laid the groundwork for this
tremendously important piece of legislation, and the
successes and failures of the Act. This discussion is es-
pecially valuable as relatively little research on the
purpose and scope of the Act has been done.

Chapters 3, 4, and 5 provide an analysis of the cur-
rent state of youth violence. Chapter 3 offers a strong
critique of the current belief that we are in the midst of
a juvenile “crime wave” by providing a close examina-
tion of the statistics. Howell does not shy away from the
use of tables and figures, but always weaves them into
the text and provides a clear explanation of the num-
bers. This is one of the true virtues of the book, partic-
ularly for those in the audience with limited exposure
to statistical concepts. 
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Chapter 4 examines juvenile delinquency trends and
juvenile justice system responses to these trends and
suggests that the juvenile justice system has responded
more aggressively than is warranted by the numbers.
This is the major premise of the book. 

Chapter 5 provides an overview of one increasingly
common juvenile justice system response to juvenile of-
fenders, the transfer of juveniles to adult criminal
court. While much has been written on this subject,
Howell provides a comprehensive and clearly presented
review of the literature on juvenile waiver and notes
that research has failed to adequately examine both
prosecutorial and legislative waiver. The paucity of re-
search on these forms of waiver is troubling as these
types of waiver recently have increased in popularity. 

In part two Howell proposes several changes in juve-
nile justice policy. These are based on the findings dis-
cussed in part one, which suggest that juvenile crime is
not what we think it is. Chapter 6 picks up on this
theme as Howell demonstrates that juvenile gang
homicide and drug trafficking are poorly understood. It
is a common belief that juvenile crime is not only rising
rapidly, but changing in nature. Many advocates of
harsh responses to violent juvenile crime claim that
much of it is linked to juvenile gangs involved in drug
dealing. Howell provides strong evidence that this is
not the case. While juvenile crime is more violent today
than in the past, there is little evidence to support the
hypothesis that it is because drug dealing is involved.
Rather, the link is to gun possession. Guns are more
readily available, and so juveniles use them more than
in the past. Reducing gun availability, not harsh sanc-
tions for gang involvement, Howell argues, is the key to
reducing violent juvenile crime.

Chapter 7 examines what Howell considers the major
risk factors for youth violence. These include family,
school, community, and individual variables. What is
notable here is that most of these risk factors are cre-
ated not by juveniles but by adults. Thus, Howell ar-
gues, to reduce juvenile offending we should focus on
adults at least as much as juveniles. 

In chapter 7 Howell argues that “developmental
criminology,” or the study of offending over the life
course, is crucial to our understanding of both criminal
careers and juvenile crime. He takes issue with much
of the delinquency research that has relied on cross-
sectional studies and argues for longitudinal research
of the type used in the Cambridge survey.

Finally, in chapter 9 Howell proposes his comprehen-
sive strategy for dealing with juvenile crime. Howell fo-
cuses on two approaches: (1) isolate and deal quickly with
serious and habitual offenders and (2) at the same time
provide prevention programs aimed at the vast majority
of juveniles who do not reoffend. One size does not fit all,
particularly in juvenile justice. Howell clearly recognizes
this. Now if only his book convinces policymakers.

Juvenile Justice and Youth Violence is an important
book, one which should be required reading for every-
one associated with the juvenile justice system includ-
ing lawmakers, practitioners, and academics. It is a sig-
nificant contribution to the literature on juvenile
justice, one which I hope will aid in clearing up the nu-
merous misconceptions fueling the current moral panic
in juvenile justice. This book would make an excellent
text for a graduate course or upper level undergraduate
course in juvenile justice. I recommend it highly.

Boise, Idaho CRAIG HEMMENS

Crime in Our Schools
School Crime and Juvenile Justice. By Richard

Lawrence. New York: Oxford University Press, 1998.
pp. 273. $18.95.

According to an old Swedish saying, “Childhood
never comes again.” And school, which is a major so-
cializing influence, comes but once as well. Today, as
formerly, much mass media and public attention is fo-
cused on education. Education encompasses many top-
ics, but chief among these in public interest is crime.

In this volatile political climate, Richard Lawrence’s
book, School Crime and Juvenile Justice, is a timely an-
tidote. In this concise yet comprehensive volume, for-
mer probation officer Lawrence manages to provide an
overview of the nature, extent, and causes of school
crime and disruptive behavior.

Chapter 1 reviews the problem of delinquency in the
schools and sets the tone for the rest of the book. Among
key questions addressed here and in the chapters that
follow are: Who commits school crime? Who are the vic-
tims? What are the characteristics of youth who com-
mit crime in and around schools? To what extent do
school experiences contribute to delinquent behavior?
How can schools prevent delinquency? It is essential,
states Lawrence, that we attempt to understand the
school-delinquency relationship by examining the fac-
tors that lead to school failure, frustration, dropout,
and delinquency.

Chapter 2 explores school crime and violence. Up-to-
date statistical data are used to show that although
minor victimization occurs frequently, serious school
crime is, in fact, rare. The discussion of bullying pre-
sents a topic relevant to every survivor of the American
school system, a topic generally stressed much more in
European than in American educational research.

The concern of chapter 3 is crime causation and the-
ories pertaining to it. In summarizing the basic socio-
logical theories, the author’s preference is clearly for
the multidimensional social-psychological approach
commonly called control theory. The emphasis is on be-
havior learned through biopsychosocial influences on
the child. Chapter 4 delves more closely into family,
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peer, and school factors in delinquency. Special atten-
tion is paid to male/female differences.

School absenteeism and dropping out are the con-
cerns of chapter 5. The next chapter takes on a more so-
ciological, structural perspective to argue for equitable
funding of schools as opposed to the present system of
basing funding in local property taxes. However, as
Lawrence correctly indicates, the many problems in the
home and community beyond the school’s influence af-
fect school performance and the drift into problematic
behavior.

Chapters 7 through 9 focus on legal aspects of educa-
tion. For example, the constitutionality of corporal pun-
ishment, locker searches, drug testing, and strip
searches is discussed in light of recent Supreme Court
decisions and psychological studies on harm done by
such procedures. The presentation of recent innova-
tions in juvenile probation and corrections is a major
contribution of this book. I found the description of the
excellent juvenile correctional program at the Hen-
nepin County Home School in Minnesota especially
helpful. Lawrence’s arguments for the least restrictive
correctional model are well taken.

School social workers and administrators would ben-
efit from a perusal of the final and most important
chapter in the book, chapter 10, “School-Based Pro-
grams for Delinquency Prevention.” The section called
“preventing bullying at school” should be read by all
school administrators—as should the review of popu-
larized programs such as DARE and less widely known
conflict mediation and violence prevention projects.
The argument for smaller schools is extremely signifi-
cant. In contrast to most other countries, the United
States, despite the correlation among school size, stu-
dent participation, and delinquency, continues to cen-
tralize and depersonalize its public schools.

Major omissions to this reviewer are lack of attention
to the role of guidance counselors and school social work-
ers as well as the lack of attention to substance abuse, a
major crime correlate. An additional disappointment is
the lack of an epilogue to summarize the important find-
ings presented in this work. The appendix, however, of-
fers an unexpected bonus in its listing of relevant sources
including videos, posters, and organizations.

If eliminating the role of schools in criminality is of any
consequence, then this extensively researched book is an
important resource. A useful supplement to criminal jus-
tice courses and as a reference book for scholars and
school administrators, School Crime and Juvenile Justice
is a major contribution to the science of criminology.

Cedar Falls, Iowa KATHERINE VAN WORMER

Reports Received
Beyond the Walls: Improving Conditions of Confine-

ment for Youth in Custody. Office of Juvenile Justice

and Delinquency Prevention, U.S. Department of Jus-
tice, January 1998. Pp. 55 and appendices. Drafted
under the direction of the Juvenile Justice Center of the
American Bar Association, the manual sets forth six
ideas for improving conditions of confinement for juve-
niles in training schools and detention centers. The re-
source is geared to attorneys, parents, child advocates,
and others who work to enhance conditions of juvenile
confinement. It addresses ombudsman programs, pro-
tection and advocacy systems, and case law and rele-
vant federal statutes.

Improving the Nation’s Criminal Justice System:
Findings and Results From State and Local Program
Evaluations. Bureau of Justice Assistance, U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice, December 1997. Pp. 51. To help demon-
strate and confirm “what works,” the monograph is the
first in a series of reports to highlight and document the
approaches and results of criminal justice program eval-
uations funded at state and local levels. The six pro-
grams that were the focus of the evaluations presented
in the monograph depict demonstration projects affect-
ing many components of the criminal justice system.
The programs are in such areas as intensive supervision
probation, gang violence, and batterers’ education. 

The National Drug Control Strategy, 1998. Office of
National Drug Control Policy, 1998. Pp. 93. The publi-
cation sets forth a comprehensive 10-year plan to re-
duce drug use and its consequences to historic lows.
The plan focuses on shrinking America’s demand for
drugs, through treatment and prevention, and attack-
ing the supply of drugs through law enforcement and
international cooperation. It addresses strategic goals
and objectives including educating youth to reject ille-
gal drugs, increasing safety by reducing drug-related
crime and violence, and breaking foreign and domestic
drug sources of supply. 

A Plan for Estimating the Number of “Hardcore”
Drug Users in the United States. Office of National
Drug Control Policy, Fall 1997. Pp. 31. The publication
reports on a study conducted to develop a method for
estimating the number of hardcore drug users in the
United States. Hardcore drug use is defined as the use
of heroin, powder cocaine, or crack cocaine on eight or
more days during at least one of the preceding 2
months. The approach described allows the size of this
population to be estimated by interviewing admitted
hardcore drug users at locations where they are most
likely to be found in substantial numbers such as in
jails, drug treatment programs, and homeless shelters.

Books Received
Community Corrections: Probation, Parole, and In-

termediate Sanctions. Edited by Joan Petersilia. New
York: Oxford University Press, 1998. Pp. 218. $19.95.

Crime and Punishment in America. By Elliott Currie.
New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1998. Pp. 230. $23.
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Crime as Structured Action: Gender, Race, Class, and
Crime in the Making. By James W. Messerschmidt.
Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 1997. Pp. 134.
$17.95. 

The Death Penalty: For and Against. By Louis P.
Pojman and Jeffrey Reiman. Lanham, MD: Rowman &
Littlefield Publishers, 1998. Pp. 175. $52.50 (cloth);
$16.95 (paper).

In the Mix: Struggle and Survival in a Women’s
Prison. By Barbara Owen. Albany, NY: State University
of New York Press, 1998. Pp. 219. $19.95.

Incarcerating Criminals: Prisons and Jails in Social
and Organizational Context. By Timothy J. Flanagan,
James W. Marquart, and Kenneth G. Adams. New York:
Oxford University Press, 1998. Pp. 332. $21.95.

Juvenile Justice and Youth Violence. By James C.
Howell. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 1997.
Pp. 252. $32.50. 

Letters From Prison: A Cry for Justice. By George B.
Palermo and Maxine Aldridge White. Springfield, IL:
Charles C. Thomas, 1998. Pp. 252. $55.95 (cloth);
$41.95 (paper). 

The Lineaments of Wrath: Race, Violent Crime, and
American Culture. By James W. Clarke. New
Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Publishers, 1998. Pp. 339.
$39.95.

Street Gang Awareness: A Resource Guide for Parents
and Professionals. By Steven L. Sachs. Minneapolis,
MN: Fairview Press, 1997. Pp. 203. $12.95. 

Understanding Child Molesters: Taking Charge. By
Eric Leberg. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications,
1997. Pp. 264. $22.95.
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It Has Come to Our Attention

Every year an estimated 1 million women and 371,000
men are stalked, according to the first national study on
stalking in the United States. The data are from the Na-
tional Violence Against Women Survey, which was
sponsored jointly by the National Institute of Justice and
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Using a
conservative definition of stalking that requires victims
to feel a high level of fear, the survey results revealed
that 8 percent of women and 2 percent of men have been
stalked at some time in their lives. Findings indicated
that women are significantly more likely than men to be
stalked by current or former intimate partners, about
half of whom stalk their partners while the relationship
is ongoing. Also, about half of all stalking victims report
their stalking cases to the police and about 12 percent of
all stalking cases result in criminal prosecution. 

A National Institute of Justice (NIJ) report pre-
sents findings on where and how 2,056 arrested powder
cocaine, crack cocaine, and heroin users in six cities ob-
tained and used drugs. The publication, Crack, Powder
Cocaine, and Heroin: Drug Purchase and Use Patterns
in Six U.S. Cities, reflects research conducted under the
auspices of NIJ and the Office of Drug Control Policy.
The jurisdictions studied are Chicago, Manhattan, San
Antonio, San Diego, Washington, DC, and Portland,
Oregon. The findings indicated that most crack and
heroin users reported making purchases outdoors, usu-
ally in their own neighborhoods. In most of the six
cities, the majority of heroin users described them-
selves as daily users, in contrast to about 40 to 50 per-
cent of crack users and 10 to 40 percent of powder
users. A significant number of arrestees said that pub-
lic assistance was their primary source of income before
arrest rather than full- or part-time work. 

According to a Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS)
report, almost half of the men and women on probation
in the United States were under the influence of alco-
hol or illegal drugs at the time of their criminal of-
fense. In the March 1998 report Substance Abuse and
Treatment of Adults on Probation, 1995, BJS presents
findings from the first national survey of adults on pro-
bation. The survey revealed that half of all probation-
ers said that they had been involved in a domestic dis-
pute while under the influence of either alcohol or
drugs at some time in their lives. Asked if they had
ever driven a motor vehicle while under the influence
of alcohol or drugs, 64 percent of probationers said
“yes.” Thirty-five percent of all probationers responded
“yes” when asked if they had ever consumed as much
as a fifth of a gallon of alcohol in a day (equivalent to
20 drinks of liquor, three six-packs of beer, or three bot-
tles of wine). The survey findings are based on per-
sonal interviews held in probation offices of a nation-

ally representative sample of more than 2,000 adults
under active supervision.

In the January 1998 report Federal Law Enforcement
Officers, 1996, the Bureau of Justice Statistics of-
fers the results of a survey which indicate that as of
June 1996, the federal government employed about
74,500 full-time law enforcement officers authorized to
make arrests and carry a gun. This is up about 6 per-
cent from 1993, the last time the survey was done. Fed-
eral officers work in criminal investigations and law en-
forcement (43 percent), corrections (21 percent), police
patrol (16 percent), noncriminal investigations (13 per-
cent), U.S. court operations (4 percent), and security
services (3 percent). The Attorney General supervised
the three agencies with the largest federal law enforce-
ment forces, the Immigration and Naturalization Ser-
vice, the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. Women comprised 14 percent
of the federal officers; Hispanics of any race, 13 percent;
black non-Hispanics, 12 percent; Asian or Pacific Is-
landers, 2 percent; American Natives, 1 percent; and
white non-Hispanics, 72 percent. Nationwide there
were 28 federal officers per 100,000 U.S. residents.

The Office of National Drug Control Policy has
prepared a fact sheet on the central nervous system de-
pressant Rohypnol (flunitrazepam). The fact sheet dis-
cusses the abuse of Rohypnol, the drug’s effects, its
availability, and user characteristics. For more infor-
mation, write to the Drug Policy Information Clearing-
house, Post Office Box 6000, Rockville, MD 20849-6000;
telephone: 1-800-666-3332. 

The American Probation and Parole Association
is holding its 23rd annual training institute in Norfolk,
Virginia, from August 30 through September 2, 1998.
The theme is “Live the Vision: Building Hope Through
Community Justice.” Workshops will be offered, as well
as intensive training sessions in such areas as commu-
nity corrections programming, victim empathy, and
management development for women and minorities.
For registration information, write to APPA Institute, c/o
Council of State Governments, Post Office Box 11910,
Lexington, KY 40578-1910; fax: 606-244-8001.

The National Conference on Preventing Crime
is scheduled for October 11-14, 1998, in Washington,
DC. Sponsored by the National Crime Prevention Coun-
cil, the Crime Prevention Coalition of America, and the
Bureau of Justice Assistance, the conference will feature
top crime prevention specialists and more than 70 work-
shops. For more information, contact the National
Crime Prevention Council, Second Floor, 1700 K Street,
N.W., Washington, DC 20006-3817; fax: 202-296-1356.
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